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¢ church"—the Academy of Music, on
Feb. 27th. Meanwhile, they are pushing
on their regular winter round of gospel
temperance meetings in all the churches
of the city; sometimes holding four a

week.

Reinforcements are toming, in

about
a week, to occupy the time until
Murphy arrives, in the persons of Mrs.

Thompson, of Hillsboro’, O., who led the
first crusading band of women to victory

aver the

strictly

rum-shops

of that place—the

fame whereof has filled the world—and
of Mrs. Comstock, a leading minister of
the Society of Friends, who is but recent-

ly returned

The Horning Star,

from

two

years

of gospel

temperance work in England.
To-day the

first

batch

of indictments

| procured by the Brooklyn Brotherhood,
for ciolation of the Sunday liquor law,
to come
I have left the land of Egypt
With its stores of flesh and wine,
I have fled from the house of bondage ;
For Moses’ God is mine.
:
1 know not when nor how I shall reach
The promised land of light,
But the pillar of cloud is near by day,
And the pillar of fire by night.
‘Almighty and loving the God is
Who has promised to guard and guide,
Yet I cry with a foolish longing

at
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For the things that we are denied.
I go-by a way I know not of;
One step at a time is shown;
Yet the path of His will is the path

moalled
aud

Home,
To the wilderness,

to trial—ten

in

number.

STAR,

CHICAGO, FEBRUARY 2, 1876.

BOSTON

tion, no felt truth thet can not be changed

nor ‘departed from, there is no pulpit and
no preaching, nut only
a literary platform

<
toward

have already done. The principle is the
right one, for it is of divine appointment ;
the cause of temperance is the business of
the church

my own.

and

ministry

of

Jesus,

and

these are and. of right ought to be one

O blessed manna from iden,
Contented with thee would}
go.
0 God of the journty, shield me
From Kibroth-Hattaavah's woe!
And when to the waters of Marah I come,
The Marah of loss and defeat,
Oh, show me the magical faith-tree whose
boughs
:
Can make all the bitterness sweet.

‘Brotherhood.

:

On the first of April, Mr. and Mrs.

Eli

the hand touched Murphy's wild but not
unsusceptible heart, and, with the Holy

tive law, in

and get up

a historical

Jesus or Christ,

in the pulpit without having

these reasons

for

being

there, and these

Ghost sent down from heaven, revealed convictions to obey and urge, are mere
the transcendent love of Christ to his weather-cocks who exhibit their sentiSoul, He became a new man, and an’ mental heads or ornamental tails, just as
apostle of the love

The Brooklyn

that had

Temp.

saved

Brotherhood

him.

dresses,

ay

of his

gospel

commencing in

temperance

Fred

blows, and

have

as little to do

of with settling the moral* weather in human

Christian churches have engaged him. to

_% give a series

the wind

Bell's

souls as the weather-cocks have in governing the winds or changing the climate.
Where there is no doctrine, no convic-

by their votes made the division they de-

NO.

has been startedin northern and cent ral heathen

Mexico,——Mr. Richard Grant White is
again seriously ill.——It is claimed that

We

rather

reluctantly

present

what

some of our exchanges say
on the
course of Plymouth church in relation to

churches.”

the recent proposed council.

ment of the doctrine of ‘restricted

current matter, and that is

But it is a
the

kind

we

try to deal with here. There is a variety
and some severity of comment on it. For
ourselves we do not see how the church
can be justified. Whatever it may say
to the ‘contrary,
the public persists
in believing that the protest against Drs.
Storrs and Budington being on thé council; was almost a confession of judgment
beforehand. And then of course those

of the nrutual council.

sooner or later ruin
Advance,

regarding

any

and

resolution under

adds:

‘Now,

con-

fesdedly, this is not an exhaustive statecom-

participate in the Lord's Supper until he

has been immersed upon profession
of his

failure”

of the

indeed

of

all the

discussion,

saying

that

‘the warmest friends of the resolutions
hardly looked for a vote of about five to
in

their

favor.

And

ye$,

on”

the

meeting, or other

religious

surprised at the number of women who.
could read the Testament understandingly. .

and

Orleanists,

and

Tur

Hon.

Caleb

Cushing

was 76 years

old on Jan. 17.

a reason for the absence,

- Tux husband of Nilsson,

the singer,

dangerously ill in London.
RUBINSTEIN, - the * Russian

Miss Hance was:

JAPAN,

:

A wonderful church, gathered by the mis-sionaries of the Am. Board, now’ exists in

the Japanese city, Kobe, the like of which
probably can nowhere else be found. . It
numbers 32 members, 20 men and 12 wom-

en.

;

Of the men, 13 are preachers of the -

Word.

is

next,

iy

pianist,

They go out,at their own chargés,

to preach on Sabbaths, and on week days,

is

place to place, and preach the gospel to
ven

i

ANDREW JOHNSON, Jr., son of the late their own sex.

ex-President, has purchased

and, as Dr. Thomas well expresses it, ‘to

duct the Greenville (enn.) Intelligencer.
MOTHER STEWART, of whiskey war re-

ed togive the denomination a new ‘drift,’
shoot it down the centuries.’ ”

and will

POLYNESIA—SAMOA ISLANDS.

con-

Forty-five

EpMuNxp

Aout,

the

| French author, will

to

The Advance hears but one voice
church

and

debts.

emphatic
It may

one

and

against

converts

the

be raised rather

late, still it thinks that “the present spasm
in favor of honesty, economy, Christian
prudence, is a good one; and this Centenary year is a good time to turn to practical account the healthy new conviction.
If our churches generally will make one
grand effort to clear their church houses
of debt, it may indeed be pronounced a

yearof grace.”
—

EE

NEL

En

EVENTS OF THE WEEK.
CONGRESSIONAL,
The banking and currency committee:
of the House has reported adversely on
bills asking for a repeal of the ten per
cent. tax on banks and banking institutions,
The appropriations
committee
will report a bill transferring all Indian
trust funds from the interior to the Treasury department. It is also proposed to
make a general reduction of 10 per cent.

on the salaries of all civil government
employes.
PROBABLE ESCAPE OF A FORGER.
On the eveningof Jap. 19, Mr. E. D.
Winsl#W, the sole proprietor of the Bos-

ton Daily News,

and quite largely in-

nial letters for several leading French journals.
Sir E. THORNTON,

the

English Minister,

EMPEROR WILLIAM has written to a descendant of Handel that a new quarter is
to be added to the city of Berlin, in which
all the streets are to be named after Germany’s musical celebrities.

is 21

to

ing.

years old-

a

in

connection

set be-

of the undertak-

Amenio,

die, we die; and if we

one

of the

vol

live, we live.”,

The

‘“ We, the undersigned Wesleyan teacli-ers, do solemnly and truly declare, that we
were fully and carefully informed by the
promoters of the mission, . . of the dangers which may be incurred to life and Fmb
by the cannibal propensities of the natives;
and of the nature of the climate, which pro-duces fever and ague and diseases of that
character; also of the discomforts feoms,
the want of the food to which we ave accustomed and from not being able to speak
the language of the people. . . And we declare, that,
fully knowing
all this, we

history

with

ki
i

following paper was then presented which.
silenced the British resident :

of the progress of the medical profession
in this countay duTing the past hundred
years, to Be used

Thereupon,

$

unteers, said to him": ¢“ We have fully considered this matter in our hearts.
No one
has pressed us in any way.
We have given
ourselves up to do this work; and if we

much attached to
his son and heir
Germans.
Hence
youth is o& good

prepare

GUINEA.

fore them the difficulties

Dr. N. 8. Davis, of Chicago, has been
engaged, by the National Bureau of Education at Washington,

NEW

Fiji, whose name was but recently almost
synonym for cannibal, is giving some
ristian Keroes to the mission work.
The Wesleyans, anxious to aid in planting
the gospel in the newly explored island of
New Guinea,— in one part of which the
London Society had already entered, and:
the climate being unfit for Europeans, made
an appeal to Fiji.
Six married students
and three single ones volunteered to go.
The resident British representative

Tue Emperor of Russia is quite young
in comparison,
with his most important
contemporaries.
He is in his 58th year.
His uncle, Kaiser Wilhelm,

Williams,

number - about 8,000,” and their

FIJI AND

“(

by his habit of taking a walk of six or
eight miles a day, is said to have made pedestrianism fashionable at Washington.

er. While Alexander is
his uncle of Germany,
hates Germany and the
the Czar’s comparative
thing for Europe.

John

theological school has 80 students.: Be- sides supporting their own pastors, they
contribute $6,000 a year for foreign mise
sions.

United States this year, and write Centen-

that a loud.

since,

are about 250 vil
on this group. Now,
each of these villages has its own chape
built and maintained by the natives.
The

distinguished

probably come

years

the apostle
of the London Miss. Soc., ear- ried the gospel tothe Samoa islands. There

nown in Ohio, has made her appearance in
4 the hall of the National Temperance League
The Irish World is convinced that the at London.
only remedy for a certain class of evils
Mgrs. LiNcoLN is living with her brothin hi country is to ‘‘draw a distinct line er-in-law’s family at Springfield, Il, and
between civil and sectarian interests, not continues to improve in health.

the

educational department of the Government-

al exhibitioflat the Centennial.

MISSION FIELD.
APOSTOLIC AND MODERN MISSIONS.
Many have sighed over what has seemed

terested in other enterprises, left Boston to them the meager results of modern misfor New York.
In lessth
a week the an
| sions to the heathen eompared with those [choose to-proceed om this mission of our
disclosure was made that Mr. Winslow of apostolic times. Such may find comfort own free will, not compelled thereto by
had obtained something like $250,000 by
forged endorsements, and that instead of
returning, as was expected, he was no-

where to be found. There are strong indications that he sailed. with his family on
the steamer Rotterdam for Holland. If
that is the ease, he can not be arrested as

the United States have no extradition
treaty with the Netherlands.
Several of
the Boston banks as well as a number of
private individuals are the losers by his
forgeries.
Mr. Winslow has been a
preacher, and was for three years the
publishing agent of Zion's Herald.
*ARIBALDI.
Garibaldi presided on Wednesday at a
meeting of the survivors of the country’s
battles at Rome.
His suggestion for the
formation of an association of these survivors, with branches throughout Italy,
was unanimously adopted. Garibaldi appeared in excellent health. He was enthusiastically greeted by many Englishmen and Americans, who were present at

the meeting.
,
THE TURKISH PROVINCES.
The intelligence from the Turkish provinces indicates that the capitulation of
Trebigne is imminent, thirty-five hundred
of the garrison having been recently defeated. The Porte announces its determination to annihilate Montenegro if she
does not cease giving aid to the insur-.
gents. The rebel leaders in Herzegovina pronounce the Austrian programme of
reforms unacceptable.
COUNT

VON ARNIM.

A Berlin despatch states that the Reichsanzeiger, in order to counteract the effect
of the translation
of Arnim's latest
pamphlet on public opinion in England,
publishes a series of official reports made
by Bismark to the Emperor in regard to
the Count. These papers begin in 1872,
and severely criticise Arnim as a diplomat, dwelling on his unreliable

character

and his proneness to subordinate official
duties to personal interest. The Emperor is reminded of his own misgivings
when he appointed Arnim ambassador to
Paris, on account of the

bility.

latter's

unrelia-

%,
:
MISCELLANEOUS.
*
showing of those who voted against them,
it should have been larger. For, toa |
The Senate committee on railroads has
man, they protested that they held to the agreed to recommend the passage of a
principle asserted by the resolutions, and’ bill extending the time of completing the
they even objected to the vote that it main line of the Northern Pacific road
would cause the world to believe that we eight years.——Bismark is confined to
are divided on the question; yet they ‘his room with neuralgin.——A revolution
one

prayer

sionists, legitimists

faith in Christ]
Dr, Amitage has propos-

cause.”——The

the

from

pnd on tours of ten days.
They keep up
regular preaching weekly at five places,
threatened with total blindness,
| and monthly in about as many more.
of
tion has of late been committed. And in.
“Horace Waite, Esq.,of the Chicago the 12 women, four are young persons who
this statement [that ‘‘ no person should Tribune, will return from Europe, April accompany the lady missionaries from

munion’ as held and taught in the formulas and usages to which the denomina-

setting them in antagonism, but restrictSuch tactics will ing eachto its own proper domain.”

council as ** most unfortunate for Mr.
Beecher,” savs that * it is certain that we
express the rapidly maturing conviction
of our churches,

It then

She must first, be taught,

No church member is allowed to be absént.

meeting of the ehurch, more than two or
three times without being called on to give-

participation in the Lord’s Supper belong-

ed only to members of regular Baptist

wife.

6b.

the new French senate will be composed
of 22 radicals, 16 irreconcileable Bonapartists, 47 moderate Bonapartists, 70. fu.

14 ultra-ligitimists,——The Government
ly they are not pulpits and have no direc {| commit the Baptist, denomination to a has paid $9,500,000 prize money earned
new drift.
¢ Hitherto,” it says, * the during the civil war, and about six hunreligious influence.”
thesis of the dogma of ‘restricted comgrr
lp Ap Al A Are
——
munion’
has been, that the right of ;
*4
+
EXCHANGE NOTES AND QUOTES.

Johnson sail for England on a gospel churches, that if American Congregationtemperance
mission crusade, at the alism has any orderly and really effective
invitation of wealthy and influential mode of procedure by which it can vindiChristian philanthropists,who have known cate the innocence of one of its ministers
them long,and who will be able to secure accused of heinous crimes, if innocent;
them a hearing from the people of Eng- and deal with him suitably, if not innoland, and-an opportugity to inaugurate, cent, it is now time to mse it. This is
it is hoped,a movement of vast importance plainly due to him, if not guilty; it is just
I trust Thee—oh, help me to trust Thee!
I believe —help mine unbelief!
there, on the principles of faith, prayer, as plainly- due to the sacred honor of the
love Thee—oh, teach me to love Thee!
and brotherhood among the churches churches of our order, whether he be
guilty or innocent.”——The
Vermont
Thou art chief—let me feel Thou art in the cause of ‘“ extreme salvation.”
Chronicle reasons that ‘““by an arbitrary
chief’!
:
Thé features of the week past in the
interference with the rights already acIt can not be always and always,
New York Union Revival Movement have
corded to Mrs. Moulton in the selection
This journey where Hands meet and part ; been the admirable lectures to Christian
of her part ofthe council, Plymouth church
It will be forever and ever,
workers by Dr. Tucker (on skeptical diffihas succeeded in again defeatiug the
The sweet, sheltered nook in Love's heart.
culties) and by Dr. Hastings,"on the uniEr e——
>
hopes of reasonable men as to an authorversal complaint of our gospel-hardened
NEW YORK CORRESPONDENCE.
itative settlement of the questions at issue
souls—*‘I have no feeling.” Dr. Tucker
between that church and Mrs. Moulton.”
NEw York, Jan. 21, 1876.
evidently grows and gains in strength,
—— The Observer, Congregationalist and
THE NEWEST PHASE OF REVIVALISM.
and is going to be felt as a power in New
severa! other exchanges comment adverBrooklyn is to have a revivalist simul- York.
His lecture,however, regarded the
taneously with Moody and Sankey in spirit and general maxims ‘with which sely on the abandonment of the council.
New York, and one whose powers as a skeptical difficulties should be met,and did In defense the Christian Union saysthat the
popular evangelist, according to the not indicate the treatment of specific ob- church “ did not for a moment refuse, no
matter what churches might be called,
fame that goes before him, are scarce- jections.
Vib.
to unite in the couneil;” that
it
did
a
ee
ly second to theirs, though varying from
not. make any ‘formal protest; that
them in form and direction. The BrookA REMARKABLE ADMISSION.
lyn revival
movement will attack sin and - A late number of the Liberal Christian the committee offered to keep the fact of
present an Almighty Saviour, at the most contains a leading editorial which, com- its objections to Mrs. Moulton’s choice of
desperate point—the incurable vice of ing as it does from the principal Unitarian churches private ; that it made its objecalcoholism,—and the champion, or rather organ of the country, is remarkable, alike ‘tions promptly; that ‘the first protest
the champions ‘‘armor-bearer,” is the for 4s manly frankness and pungent state- in the whole business’ came from Mrs.
wonderful Irish orator Francis Murphy,of ment of the truth. After referring to the Moulton ;” and that *“ the true solution of
- Portland, Me.
Dio Lewis tells us that he work of Moody and Sankey with approvthe whole matter is simply this—that the
never heard such spéaking as Murphy's al, the writer says: .
action of Dr. Scudder’s church [which we
in his life, and Gov. Padelford, of Rhode
believe consisted in not sending delegates
“For ourselves, we think the so-called
Island,and President Smith of Dartmouth
Orthodoxy of the country, though not to the council] exploded the whole
College, both place him second only to true from an intellectual standpoint, is scheme upon the part of Mrs. Moulton’s
John B. Gough.
His successes in the probably abréast of the general wants advisers. That action showed, for the
West, in bringing hardened rumsellers
and capacity of the people; and that its first time, the opinion of the mass of
and utterly soaked and saturated sots to dogmatic errors are not only compatible Christian laymen concerning the plots
Him who is able to save to the uttermost,
with its essential moral and spiritual influ- and plans of certain semi-detached cleriand in creating enthusiasms that sweep ence, but largely the conditions ofits cals, the ‘ Montagues,” the Vidis” and
whole communities clean of dram-drink- popular efficacy. Indeed, it seems plain their associates, who had been conspiring
ing and dram-shops and into the Gospel to us that Orthodox liberalism is rather for years in secret, and who now hoped
Temperance Pledge as one man, are de- an intellectual than"a moral and spiritual that their time had come. It was plain
scribed by the local papers out there in or strictly religious influence, and that that the laymen were xeady-to revolt
terms to fire the blood of age. His own we owe no small part of the moral de- against the chief priests and the scribes.
heart is on fire with love to Christ and clension of our American Christendom to The outside churches felt a thrill of sym" souls for whom Christ died, and the trop- its sway. The best Orthodox influence pathy with the outspoken determination
ical warmth and exuberance of its ex- is that connected with a positive dogmatic of the Central Church of Brooklyn not to
pression, as well as the burning eloquence system. There must needs be trellises of be used for malign and tortuous purposwith which he paints the drunkard’s hell doctrine and skeletons of rigid opinions— es.”——The Christian Mirror defends the
that he has been through himself, serve creeds, in short—for the vines of religious
course of the church.
to show what God made Irishmen for,and feeling to run upon and ripen their fruits.
—
[
seem almost to hint a solution of-why he Happy these who have faith enough in
Another matter of some public interest
suffers them to get drunk, At any rate their hereditary creeds to teach them is the case of the N. Y. Baptist ministers
he (Murphy) knows how it is himself, boldly, and make them the stagings from against open communion. We have given
and there is nothing like that for hard which they build the moral and religious enough of the particulars elsewhere.
sinners. They want somebody who knows life of the people. Their firmness and Speaking of the course of the Conference
what he is talking about and is terribly fixity seem practically to be of more im- the Independent remarks that,‘ the Contouched with the feeling of their infirmi- portance than their absolute intellectual ference has Scripture on its side ; for are
ties and miseries, having been in all truth.”
we not told to avoid the very appearance
points tempted and destroyed as thoroughof
evil, and who knows what would reTo that somewhat anomalous class of
ly as the worst of them.
Born to drink,
professedly Orthodox men, who persist- sult if the heresy of Christian fraternity
drinking in his mother’s cabin in Irel and ently seek to belittle and nullify the means were not strangled as soon as possible?”
from infancy, orphaned and beggared by by which Orthodoxy has won its past suc- ——The Tribune says editorially: ‘In
drink, and a drunkard himself at thirteen, cesses, and who always glory in being the earnest: and somewhat acrimonious
he emigrated to this city at sixteen, and’ promoters of a ‘liberal movement,” we
discussion at the Baptist Ministers’ Conentered on a freer and wilder life in the commend the following, from the same ference on the subject of open communnew country, which brought him swiftly article :
ion, less divergence of views was shown
to a sudden stop in a prison cell for
“And of the regular historic Unitarian-’ than had been supposed to exist. The
homicide
in a ‘drunken
quarrel in ism, or what passes for such—there being denomination in this part of the country
Portland, where
he was
keeping a next to none left—the only vital and ef- is very largely favorable .to close comliquor tavern. Here the Saviour found fective part is that which is based upon munion.
The
resolutions introduced
him by the hand of his dear servant, doctrine, and has a direction controlled were intended to .draw the lines more
Captain Cyrus Sturdivant,of the Portland and governed by masterly convictions of sharply ; but the debate disclosed greater
& Machias
steamboat
line,
Men who have lost differences of personal feeling than of
Superin- a dogmatic kind.
tendent of the Allen Mission, and visitor their faith in a personal God, in a. person- doctrine.”—The Examiner and Chroniof the prisoners.
The kindness with al immortality, in a fixed moral rétribu- cle finds comfort in the vote adopting the

which this good Christian took him by

i the Scriptures are very much used
voted No to their avowed principles, and

and an entertainingor amusing lecturer ; precated.”——The Baptist Union, which
and there will be no moral or religious is 80 much a part of this movement that
fruit from any such teaching, even if there itis almost impossible to mention the
be much intellectual stimulus of widen- one without being reminded of the other,
ing. Such platforms are not useless, on- says of the resolution that it seeks to

‘trying the virtue of the law on these)
they hive about 275 more cases to presen
to the Grand Jury.
Herkimer county has just formed a
Temperance Brotherhood of Christian
churches
with
the
assistance
of
Mr. and Mrs.
Eli
Johnson
of the
Brooklyn Brotherhood : head-quarters
‘at two clergymen, being men of some selfIlion, which is the center of so much mod- respect, could not - enter the council in
est but far-reaching good. Besides several face of the protest. The Index says
other small counties are preparing to do briefly that *‘itis in vain to try to conthe same, as the cities of Newburgh, Hud- vince the world that Plymouth church
son, Newark, and a number of -others acted honorably or honestly in the matter

BY ADDIE L. WYMAN,

@w

rn

"VOL. LL
NING ‘STAR.
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RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER]

ih

in the following facts: The For. Miss says,
“It is estimated that in the year of our
Lard 100, or 70 years after the first preaching of the gospel, the number of Christian
converts was about 100,000.
Within 70
years after the baptism of the first Protestant convert in India by Carey, the first
modern missionary, the number of commu-

nicants in India and Burmah alone is 73,000,
with a Christian population of nearly 300,000. Add the number of converts in other
heather lands, and we find these trophies
of grace far outnumbering those of the first

70 years of the preaching of the gospel.
DEFICITS

OF MISS.

BOARDS.

and Episcopal Boards reported large
ficits in their respective treasuries -at

dethe

Baptist Miss.

Union reported a deficit of over $50,000 at
its last annual meeting; and now the Methodist Board, including domestic and foreign, report a deficiency of $185,000.”

Am. Miss.

Association

also

reports

The

a de-

ficit of about $190,000.

The editor of the Miss. Mag. says: ‘This
all goes to show
two
things:
(1)
that the work of missions in all evangelical bodies is far ahead of the benevolence

of the churches; and (2) that some
mon cause

must

be

working

these ecclesiastical bodies,

com-

alike

in

producing

all
this

common effect of inadequate receipts; and,
consequently, such deficiencies are not to
be traced to any local or special sources,

_either in the churches or in the organizations.
The fact is, we are all alike struggling up hill; and we shall have to struggle
on until the moneyed

interests of the

try are again settled as in former
SOUTH
One
South
which
of the
Miss.

coun-

times.”

AFRICA—BASUTOS.

of the most successful missions in
Africa is among the Basutos, and of
little has been heard.
Miss Hance,
Zulu Mission, has recently sent to the
Her, some very interesting items re-

specting it,

Itis

sustained

by

a

French

helpers, 64, one

for

I

Appropriation

in

the

APPROPRIATION

now

write
bill

is

House.

under

discussion

arguments

for

it are peculiar.
They are
ridiculous, sometimes able,

frothy, vapid and non-

Just at this moment,

of Mississippi,
harangue

Centennial

The

but more. generally
sensical.

BILL.

the

is

“fultdf

making

Mr. Lamar

a spread-eagle

sound and

fury, signify-

ing nothing.” He advocates the passage of
the bill, which is done by a vote of 146 to188. ~ Thé& appropriation is $1,500,000.
On looking over the yeas and nays as
first announced, I find* that the New Bagland states give tweiity<two votes

five against it.

for

and:

Maine, Massachusetts and.

Rhode Island are solid for it.

The

Middle

States stand 49 yeas and 12 nays; the
Southern States, 38 yeas, and 64 nays; the
Western States, 31 yeas and 50 nays; and
the Pacific States,7 yeas and no nays. Thus

it will be seen that the West and South
furnish 114 of the negative vote of 130.
The people of the country can make theiv
own inference.
3
ECONOMY.
It is proposed by the House to reduce all
salaries 10 per cent., except those of the
members

themselves,

and these

are

to

EDUCATIONAL.

*

The National Educational fund bill intro~
duced by Senator Morrill, of Vt., last year,
has been brought up by that gentlemam.

this session.
The main
measure are as follows:

features of this
that one-half of

the net cash proceeds from the sale, entry
and location of the public lands shall be

annually invested in United

States five per

cent. bonds, and that the amount so invest-

the Secretary of the Interior.
This measure may possibly pass the Senate, but its.

can take a

.

be

and territories, according to population, by

No Christian

»

reduced 5 per cent.
Twenty per cent. of
the force in the Departments is to be dis“missed at the close of the fiscal year.

gos-

the

probation, and until they have learned to
read the Testament, except in the case of
the very old or blind. The consequence is

them.

CENTENNIAL

As

D. C.

25, 1876.

Great care ‘has been

station.

taken to keep the churches pure.
Members are not admitted until after two years’

among

Jan.

These

each

helpers are very active and carry

pel into the interior.

WASHINGTON,

ed shall be held in trust, by the United.
States Treasury as an educational fund,
and that the interest thus accruing shall
be distributed annually among the states

Miss. Soc.,and has now fifteen missionaries
and a membership of about 8,000; native

\

WASHINGTON OORRESPONDENOE."

|

and
against
amusing and

The Miss. Mag. says: ‘It would seem to
have become the rule now for missionary
societies to close up their fiscal years with
heavy deficiencies’ in the treasury.
The
Am. Board closed its last fiscal year with
a deficiency of $44,000.
The Presbyterian

close of their years. The

any order or authority of any one, but simply desirous of spreading the knowledge of
the gospel of Christ among the heathen inhabitants of that island.”

friends have no

thought

the Democratic House.
The National Woman's

that

it

can

pass

:
Suffrage Assacia--

tion meets in this city on Thursday.
Puaros.

hh

re

8.8

Department,

sition would no doubt have been
this battle. The proyidence that

Sabbath School Lesson.—Feb. 13.
QUESTIONS

AND NOTES BY

(For
é

Questioms

see

PROF. J, A. IOWE.

Lesson

Papers.)

Ld

"SAUL

AND

HIS

SONS

SLAIN.

—
1

Sawuel

31:11--0,

“'GoLpeN Text: « Zdbowicked is driven
away in his wickedneds.””
Prov. 14;
32.
Notes and Hints.
Ifthe supposition that we have.

counts of the event

in the

last

two ac-

lesson

is

correct, Saul,on returnicg from Engedi to
his home, never again sought the life of

David.
Two reasons may be given for
his suspension of hostilities : gratitude for
David’s generosity in sparing his life;
the knowledge that David had left the

kingdom
reach
Gath,

and

tiken refuge out

among the enemies of
Samuel died-at Ramah,

of his

Israel at
lamented

by all 1srael, who honored him with sincere respect. David before going out of
the kindom had

an

experience

with Na-

bal, the churlish shepherd of Maon, which
became the occasion of David’s marriage
to Abigail. The daughter of Saul,Michal
had been given by the king to another husband.
Ahinoam, about this time,
also became the wile of David, a fact that

denotes his ifforeasing importance as a
chieftain,
He was at the head of six hundred men, a motley company, composed
of** every one that was in distyess, and
of every orb that was in debt, and of ey-

ery one that was discontented.”
king of Gath received David as an

The
ally,

and assigned him Ziklag for a residence,
where David
dwelt
sixteen
months.

From here he made a raid on some neighboring tribes at peace with the Philistines, but hostile to Israel, slaying all the
people lest they should report to Achish,
“and representing to him that his raid was
made against the inbabitants of Judah.

1. “ Now the Philistines fought against
Israel;

and the men of Israel

fled

frdm

before the Philistines, and fell down slain
in mount Gilboa.” (1) This battle was
feared by Saul, because of the number of
his enemies and their well known valor.
Perhaps, too, his mental state contributed
to his fear; for the man who has God on
his side shall f‘chase a thousand,” and
two such men
‘‘ put ten
thousand to

flight.” (2) It was in view of this batile
that Saul sought the help of the witch of
Endor, and that the remarkable story of
Samuei’s reappearance is told. (8) The
hosts of the Philistines encamped at Shunem, the
modern
Solam, three niiles
north of Jezreel and five from Mt. Gilboa,

slain in
allowed

him adversiiy saved bim from death. (3)
Saul dreaded their savage triumph if they
should find him wounded, and also over
his dead body. Hector slain in battle was
dragged, tied- to the chariot of his con-

There is genera'ly more or less of sadness connected with after-thoughts, This

queror,seven times around the battle-field.

statement does not apply merely to

Saul may have feared lest the indignities
heaped ort Goliath be repaid by his enemies. He would put in the month of no
one of them the boast, ** I slew Saul,
king of Israel.” He would allow no ‘{un-

who have led vicious and profligate lives,

Shanem.

1 Samuel 23:4;

1

Samuel 29:

1, compare with 29:11. (4) The Israelites |
encamped at Gilbea, by
a fountain in
Jezreel, a name sometimes given to the

plain between Little Hermon and Gilboa,
(called, also, Esdraelon) sometimes given
10a town in the neighborhood of Shunem.
Josh. 19:18; 1 ‘Kings 21:8—11.
The modern name of the city is Zerin.
Ata distance of twelve minutes’ walk
from it is a fountain, and at a

distance of

twenty minutes’ walk, another; which
latier issues *‘ from under a sort of cavern

inthe wa!l of &mglomerate. rock which
here forms the base of Gilboa.

The water

is excellent, spreading out into a fine,lim-

pid pool, forty or fifty feet

in diameter.

.-.(5) Whilé David was away “from Ziklag
~with the Philistines at Aphek,the Amalek~ites avenged his raid by burning the
town, and by carrying off the booty and
all the women and children there. On the
return of Pavid,the Amalekites were pursued, the booty and prisoners recovered,
and much plunder besides. - (6) The con- test fulfilled the words of Samuel,
the fears

of Saul, the expectations of David. **The
men of Israel fell down slain (or wound-

ed) on Mount

Giboa.”

Whether

they

place

Abinadab
Ishui.

.1

or were slain, and

spotof .his fall could not
Besides, the Israelites

to their victories, not to their defeats.

both as a military and - as a moral leader.

are formed, the pre-

vious remark introduces, and appropriately here may be considered.
Consider,
too, when our characters get fixed for
God or against him, and the state of our
that the

<“he

was

in sore

anguish.”

Not

tle by archers.

avere slain.

Thus Ahab

and

1 Kings. 2:84; 2 Chron. 22:

34.
Lt
4. “Then said Saul unto Tis armorbearer, draw thy sword and thrust me
through therewith ; lest these uncircumciged come and thrust me through, and
abuse me.” (1) The armor-bearer was
an attendant of the king, bearing for him

whatever Saul would need on “the march

. @rin

the fight and

did not

wish to be

cumbered with. The literal word denotes

““ baggage” or *‘ utensils,” not specifically

“s armor”-bearer.
priests,

bearer.

tradition

.Doeg, who slew the
says

was

the armor:

(2) David was once the armor-

here, above

acters of men,

Saviour

of even

the

young, from

life,” he
says,

¢ by giving

me, and let the

the heart

heart become fixed
The

sad

fate

to

in love to God.” (5)

of Saul,

so different

Johnson's

Lord

able us to accomplish in the
good result.

best way

a

If, however, unforeseen

accidents arise

to prevent the realization
even though subsequent

of our hopes,
events prove

as imperfect creatures, we have failed to
achieve a perfect- work.

in old age,

all, that the

melancholy,

|

that we have acted unwisely and in a
manner calculated to thwart our own purpose, let us net despair ; nor wonder that,

but remember

sin to holiness.‘“ Begin

If defeat is not occasioned
neglect on our part, we

air

our hands are!
est importance.

member

A

commuzion.

of open

favor

have

by willful
ng

reason

to be disheartened ; rather let us carefully
note each error of judgment in order that
we may avoid it in the future.
By so

from

what it might have been, suggests that opthat the good and the evil reap what they

sow.

(6) The most practical lesson will

be learned by asking *¢ What kind of a
character am I forming, and what will be
the end, or reward of it at last?”

Surely the parents and children of this
country are under deep obligations to the
fearless persistency of Anthony Comstock
in the

suppression

of obscene

literature.

His efforts have beenno holiday pastime.
He commenced his work

in March, 1872,

and in Brooklyn, in the fall of the same
year, was soundly beaten. In July, 1878,
e was severely cut about the head. In
October, 1874, a pugilist tried his hand on
him,

and

was

surprised

at

the

result.

Comstock threw him down and sat on
him until a policeman came up. In October last, be again was so severely cut
up by a ruffian whom he had arrested,
that for a time his life was almost despaired of. He has secured the imprisonment
and conviction of nearly three hundred
persons,

stroyed

and

over

publications.

in

less

nineteen
We

than

one

tons

trust

year de-

of indecent

that the

good

people of the land will realize the obligations they are under’ to Mr, Comstock—,
while there

is enough of him

leftto

grateful over.— Sunday School Teacher.

be

In the opinion of Talmage, the churches
begin the culture of the children for God
and for heaven altogether too late.
“The
world,” he says, ‘comes along in the
April of the childs life and sows tures;

the world comes along in the May of a
child’s life and sows Canada thistles. We
wait unfil if is the latter part of August,
or the first of September; then we come
into

the field, with

a

great

fuster,

and

begin to scatter around the seed of God’s
word. Too late! The world is in time.
"We are too late. The ground is all occupied>

The

world,

the

flesh,

and

the

devil have taken full possession,”
|

Prof. Sprague thinks
which is being given

that the attention
in some Sunday

schools to public exercises, celebrations,
and semi-theatricals, tends to make ‘‘too

many holidays out of what should be holy
days.” Holy days should not be made
melancholy days, but there is a limit in
trying to interest beyond which one should

not go.” Sunday

school entertainments

should never degenerate into mere hilarious amusements.

hy
- ——

Edward

Kimball,

teacher in whose

the

Sunday

school

clags\Dwight L. Moody

found the Saviour, is mow active in evan-

gelistic and Sunday school labors in Cali-

‘fornia.

.

3

ing to knowledge, of darknessto light.
Fertile oases in the desert are
blessed stations; but what placed

there ?
The blessing of God

on

these
them

the contribu-

tion box.

* In the sparsely settled portions of our
western prairies, here and there may be

{

Eleven new Sunday schools are reported
as organized in Wyandotte Co., Kansas,

BY PILGRIM.

¢¢ Let us continue the worship of God,
by passing the contribution box!” Thus
said a clergyman at the conclusion of a
discourse in which the duties and privileges of a Christian life had been earnestiy_ipculcated. ° The people, who had
been listening attentively to their spiritual leader, suddenly dropped their heads,

while a look of perplexity and doubt appeared on many a countenance,as though
a new and singular idea was seeking admission to their minds.
What | worshiping God by
passing
the contribution box? Why, that very
box had often been a source of offense

yo

.

a

of all but
currents

Say

-

setting in

“ys

the

”

tha! the

direction

of

important,

isolated,

inconclusive;

they

are these poor frontier men supplied
with the bread of life? How may these
sheep in the wilderness be gathered. into
the fold of the Good Shepherd ?
By God's blessing -on the contribution
~
box.
In®he sunny

South-land, where,

a few

years since, a worse than Egyptian bondage ground to the earth millions of our
brothers,

bundreds

and

thousand

is blowing.

By God's blessing on the contribution
box.

Ah! that box;
mission.

An

glorious

almoner

indeed

is its

of blessings

told is that little claimant on our
tion.

un-

atten-

These blessings descend not only,

on the receiver, but the giveras well;
for the heart that deviseth liberal things
by liberal things shall be rewarded.
_ There is a conflict constantly going on

In this world of ours.

The evil and the

good confront each other in battle array;
and every penny dropped into the contribution

box, shall aid in the

success

of the

one and the defeat of the other.
Not doubtful, indeed, is the

in advancé of

success

of

their spiritual leaders both

in theory and in peactice! A little timely
agitation will reveal the fact, confessed
by some already, that the foundation of
this doctrine of close communion is getting to be very shaky; and our ears will
very soon be filled with the din and confusion .that shall resuit from the utter
overthrow and downfall of this ** middle

wall of partition I"

We ape to

sow in this life and reap in the next,
Here
there is imperfection; in the
ol
state, that which 1s imperfect “ied

away.

We

now

know only in part; iy

that world knowledge wiil be complete
In this life there are shadows ; there,
none,. “The Lord. God and the Lam}
are the light of the city.” In this life we
see through a glass darkly; in that, face
to face.
Value life, then,

as

its importance de.

mands. Make much of it. Take care of
it. Improve il. Be earnest and diligent
In its work, and it will answer a glorious
purpose, ,

rien

Ap AP Meme ni

SMALL ENGAGEMENTS.
How much the brightness of Christian

honor is dimmed

Ly

inattention

to% tri:

| fles” has, by contrast, an
illustration in
the folowing bit OY bistory: * Sir Wik
liam Napier was one day taking a long
walk near Freshford, when he met a little

girl about five years old, sobbibg over a

broken
broken
field

bowl.
She bad dropped and
it in bringing it back from the

to which

dinner in

she had taken

it, and

she said

beaten on her

return

it; then, with

a sudden

her father’s

she would

for having

be

broken

gleam of hope,

she innocently looked into his face and
said: * But ye can mend it, can’t ye? Sir

William explained that he could not mend
the bowl;

but the trouble

he could mend

by the gift of a sixpence
However, on

opening

to buy another,
his

empty of silver, and
amends Ly: promising

purse;

he had
to meet

it was

to make
his little

VALUE OF LIFE.
BY

er

JOSEPH

“ All that a man
life.” Job 2:4.

The
was

one

& bad

FULLONTON.

hath, will

who

made

he give

for his

this declaration

character, but

it contains

cumstances.

beings

judge

life

valuable.

Brates, by instinct, cling to it, and avoid
danger and destruction. Human intelligences love life, and will make any sacri-

fice possible to have it continued.

Pain-

ful surgical operations will be endured;
diseased or crushed limbs spared, that
life may be prolonged.
:
God estimates
human life highly.
Hence,

he

has

her

meanwhile

tell

her

possibility of giving the meeting to bis
little

friend

of the broken

bowl, and

still being in time for the dinner
Bath;

hut,

of

party in

finding that this could not be,

he wrote to decline

accepting the invita-

tion, on (he plea of a pre-engagement,
saying to one of his family, as he did so,
‘I can not disappoint

her, she trusted me

so implicitly."

forbidden

murder.

Heaven

will

place, but

like

One

of the commands that rang out from the
thunder, lightning, and smoke of Mount
Sinai, was, *‘ Thou shalt not kill.” Man
is not to kill others, nor himself.
No

not

be

a home

like a strange
frem

which

we

had been detained ; for we shall see, not
strangers, but old familiar faces; and
faces never by us seen before will be
known

a

great truth! The bad, in Bible times,
were sometimes fair enough to state things
correctly.
Sometimes they were constrained to do so from the force of cirLiving

bidding

mother she bad seen a gentleman who
would bring der the mgney for the bowl
next dy. The child, entirely trusting
him, went on her way comforted. On his
return home he found an invitation awaiting him to dive in Bath the following
evening, to meet some one whom he especially wished to see. He hesitated for
some little time, trying to calculate the

A PARAGRAPH FOR EACH DAY.
I.

Lowell, Mass.

are

perstition of centuries, shake from them
the blightof the deadly Upas tree, and
rise to a Christian manhood ?

opportunity in which to do it,

him,

are nevertheless straws, and they show
pretty conclusively which way the wind

instantly

by

us,

by” tbat

law of

subtile, spiritual recognition by which
spirits know
each other everywhere,

even

as they know

and are known in-

stantly of God; and
its sights, and

great
it.

heaven

sounds,

and

will

be, in

greetings, a

home

gathering to us who enter
:
:
bE
11.
Might I condense into one appeal the
substance of all that that ever was uttered from this place during many years,
it would be embodied in this one counsel,—that

from

the

heart

each

of you

shonld-be a believer in Jesus. What
other word should be the first and the
last of an embassador
for Christ than

that which

inspiration

has

“We pray you in Christ's
reconciled to God.”
I,

prepared?

stead

be ye

and grief to some in the congregation. that conflict ; but shall any be satisfied to waste of life is allowed. Abuse of the
Standing still is dangerous ever,
It was
so out of place in the midst of git idly by, and do nothing to assist the mind and body by intemperance, or any
Toil is meant for Christians now;
Let there be, when evening cometh,
prayer, preaching, and singing to intro. right?
wrong practice that hastens dissolution,
Honest sweat upon thy brow;
;
I have somelimes seen that silent is a sin. Life is sacred, and is to be preduce an element so incongruous; and ' As
And the Master shall comé smiling,
At the setting of the sun,
now to be told that the passing of that but eloquent solicitor pass unheeded aud served.
Saying, us he pays thy wages,
box, and receiving contributions therein, neglected by one and another worship** Good and
faithful one, well done!”
Life is enjoyable. This is not a very
the thought has been suggested, great consideration relative to its imporwas really worshiping
God; prepos- er,
Iv.
whether the Master made any exceptions tance, but it is*something. We desire enterous!
In
the
Christian
warfare,
to maintain
he laid down rules for his follow- joyment, and the avenues through which
Butawhy not? Was not that worship,when, when
»
the
conflict
is
to
gain
the
victory.
The
“in the olden time,the bestand fairest of the ers. If not, and those rules are disre- it comes are many. A rational mind, in a promise is made to him that endures to
flocks and herds was brought to the al- garded in the grand coronation day when right course of conduct, finds bliss. ‘Home,
the end. The object of our spiritual adtar of sacrifice ? and though the incense the Conqueror and his victorious legions thy joys are passing lovely.”
Friends yersaries is to prevent this, Every day
from the smoking offering, may not as- come to take possession, will he not say, and friendship, how enjoyable! ¢ Dowhich we are preserved from going back,
cend in our temples, should not the ¢¢ Inasmuch us ye have not done it unto mestic bliss survived the fail.” Man is
they
sustain a defeat,— Payson.
tribute of praise and prayer be accom- "the least of these my brethren, ye have formed for action, and in life's service
Y.
panied by the gift of money laid cheer- not done it to me”? .
there is pleasure. The wonders and beauThe
bed
of
death
brings every human
Worshiping God by passing the confully on the altar—a part of God’s wor| ties of -nuture are contemplated with de- being to his pure
individuality, to
tribntion box!
ship he will in no wise reject ?light. God is seen in his works. Calms the intense contemplation of that deep. Why not?
The contribution box!
What has it
and storms, mountains and plains, mighty est and most solemn of all relations, the
EY CYUs
ever done to merit the contempt it often
forests and heaving oceans, the spreading relation belween the creature ‘and his
A TEW STRAWS.
receives? What has it done,that so many,
sky, with planets, comets and stars, are Creator.
——
even of professing
Christians, look
all seen with delight and untold satisfacVI.
BY REV. GEORGE 8. RICKER.
askance at its claims ?
tion. A knowledge of the sciences is
The vocation of the Ckristian schol
Shall we just glance ata few of the doThe chief * point of division ” between taken in as the ox drinketh in water. ar is, in our day, indefinitely noble; but
| ings of this little claimant on our atten- the *“ regular ” Baptist body and our own
The truth of the Bible is embraced and demanding gifis and graces of no com:
tion? The voyager on the mild waters of ‘denomination is to-day this much agitated | obeyed, and the soul has joys unspeak- mon kind for its adequate fulfillment, and
imposing a burden .
none but those
the Pacific may behold, near its center, question of open or close communion. able.
who are strengtheneg/from within and
a group of islands glitering like gens,
The object of this paper is to show by a
Great work is to be done in life. Ac- from above can long
support, But he
as the bright rays of the morning sun’ few facts that that point is becoming very cepting the idea largely believed by re- who is conscious of any weasure of such
shed a golden halo over them.
fine; that the currents of theological ligionists, and {aught abundantly in reve- strength, and knows how it may be 1n*
That beautiful group of islands, but a opinion and practice are gradually set- lation, that this life is preparatory to the creased according to his. need, will nev
to get rid of responsibility
few years since, was sunk in the lowest ting towards liberty of conscience and of next, a state of trial, a probation, and it er attempt
by turning aside from duty, or hope for.
depths of heathenism. Degradation and action. Now for the facts. The com- is our bounden duty, our imperious duty peace only by avoiding light.—Myers.
superstition, it would seem, had culmi- mittee on music in one of the Baptist to live, labor, and prepare for the other
vir,
nated there. The terrible smoke of hu- churches in this city applied to a gentle- state of being, how important is life.
There is in Christ an imitable charac:
man sacrifices was daily seen ascending to man connected with a Pedo-Baptist Here, the work. is to secure a pearlof ter,—a stature up to which the Christian heaven. Human life was as nothing; church, to take charge of the singing. priceless value, a crown that will out- should rise. And this stature is nct com
and rites the most revolting} were con- The gentleman replied that he would on dazzle the sun, a (reasure laidup in posed of simple innocence, but of per
of thoughtfulhess, of spivituals!
stantly practiced.
condition that he should be allowed to heaven. Here, sin is to be confessed and sonality,liberty,
Such a state
of courage.
ity, of
To-day, in those islands, the church commune with the church. The pastor forsaken, the graces of the Spirit culti- ure once attained, the soul enters upon
and the school-house point with their of the church acceded to the condition, vated; and newness of life attained. Here, noble relations to all things here an
spires to heaven. To-day, civilization, and the Pedo-baptist brother (sprinkled, the Spirit work and ‘employment of heaven beyond.
”

@
|

.

In conclusion, there are two things that
seem pretty evident. First, the Baptist
seen a small, unadorned church;
and on clergy are
coming to-hold somewhat
the sacred Sabbath morning, scattering liberal views of this question,in fact more
bands of worshipers joyfully wend their liberal than they would be willing to
way to the house of God.
Poor in this’ acknowledge; and secondly, the laity,
world’s goods, they may be, but just ag the “ rank and file ” of the churches, are

much do they need to learn’ of a wealth
more precious than silver or gold. How

Work that is of the high.
In life it must be done

liberality on this question of communion ?.| friend “in the same spot at the
same hour
Suppose it be objeated that they are un- next day, and to bring the sixpence with

a

tr

n

one,—serve lo show
are

to
the

that a majority are in Life then is valuable, because it gives us an

guine as t'think

.

ge

erring and persuading the sinful
to turn
to God and live. Oh, how full of Work

another

of

members

the

Severalof

that

earnestly striving uot only forthe wisdom
which this world furnishes, but for that
far more valuable knowledge which the
doing, after-thoughts may be rendered |world
can neither give nor take.
| "profitablé and made to serve the end for
How may these -dark-browed children
which they were designed.
of our own land emerge from the su-

posite characters have opposite destinies ;

this

Josiah

settled;

are not, even

ever aims first of all at changing the char-

thecbattle went sore against

king of Israel alone was wounded in bat-

sinful

Notice

14:

Saul, and the archers hit him, and he was
sore wounded of the archers.”
The mar‘ginal note reads.‘ shooters, men with
bows.”
Instead of “ he was sore wound«d of the archers,”some prefer the transladion, ‘“ he was fore afraid;” still others,

the

civilization supplanting superstition and
degradation ; of gross iggorance chang-

to it,
master

afterward, neglect no means that will en-

PrACTICAL TRUTHS.
(1) The death of
Saul naturally brings up for review his
character. It will be well to notice him
(2) How characters

see
not

:
Dr.

the body of Saul was

easily be marked.

us

does

Byron's misanthropy, and Southéy’s insanity, furnish sad examples of the dancers that arise from meditation, unchecked by wholesome restraint..,
Finally} when called uponto act inan
emergency involving matters of importance, let us first consider the subject as
carefully as circumstances
permit, -and

had no motive then to hunt out and designate the place. They erected monuments

-

3. ““ And

us.

on the next day taken away by the Philistines, the exact

Let

however, that reflection

Saul fell, but with a skill more active
than wise; for if “all” the Israelites fled

is called

Samuel

as

Says one, * Among the natives of the

intelligent, reflecting be-

the art of reflection.”

Philistines slew Jonathan, and Abinadab,
and Melchi-shua, Saul’s sons.”
One of
Sanl’s sons, Ish-bosheth, was not here, or
im another

hox.

It is meant that the rout and the slaughter were complete.
(2) Some have selected a peak of Gilboa as the spot where

were attacked there, or driven back
there in confusion from the plain, we do
not know; probably the latter.
22: And the Philistines followed hard
-. mpon Sauland upon his sons; and the

escaped unharmed.

those

Coleridge has suid,—** There is one art
of which every nan should be master,—

beyond the reach of the Holy Spirit; for
at that period, ‘whosoever will may
come” to Christ and be renewed.
(4)

up to

free

Master is to be imitated in doing’

others, blessing the wretched, sayin

per!

Baptist church, to the writer's personal
sweeps over those balmy groves.
Theknowledge, are decidedly opposed to
What has caused, the change?
communion ; and one is so san.
close
contribution
the
on
blessing of God

meant to be exact, since Abner, Ish-bosheth, and nfany more survived the battle.

hearts practically

went

heaven,

Sup-

Lord's

the

in celebrating

them

r

and in front of the valley of Jezreel. They
seem first to have come together at the
citadel of Aphek, somewhere in Mount
Ephraim ; here they wisely sent back Da-

Then they

but to every

breath of

there wil} be :

preparation for all that is gloriousfn a
their knowledge and conser t, joined with upper world. Here, the exampl
of etie
with

and,

table,

Lord's

the

at

church

the church
| South Sea Islands, war was formerly as of still another Baptist church,
ing.
to above
referred
clergyman”
the
which
of
the
and
rare;
As a class, we doubt whether there are prevalent as it is nov
is pastor, told the writer that she was
the!
of
were
conflicts
their
of
any who suffer more keenly from the de- cruelties
But since pot only a believer in * open commun.
most revolting description.
circumcised dog” to stand over him in pressing influence of after-thoughts, than
lessons of jon” herself, but that, with the * knowlher
triumph.
How much value was set on
the earnest, conscientions workers who Chiistianity has inculcated
edge and consent” of leading memoers of
slaying the leader of the enemy we can are trying to do right. * The good deed mercy, war is comparatively unknown,”
In former times, it is well known, there the church, she bad invited Peds-baptist
well understand ; but in that age to slay of yesterday, viewed in the light cof towas also to add abuse to the dead body. day, appears insignificant and unworthy was not an island in all Polynesia where friends to accompany her to communion
services und participate in the blessings of
(4) ** But this armor-bearer wohld not, of note,
We learn that it might have a ship could touch without imminent
solemn and yet joyful occasions,
those
peril.
It
is
said
there
is
scarcely
a
group
for he'was sore afraid.
Therefore Saul been performed in a manner that would
The writer had a Mttle conversation
took a sword and fell upon it.”
(1) The have greatly enbanced its value; the of islands with which is pot connected
with the pastor of another
Now, through- recently
fear of the arpor-bearer was not of killing knowledge is unpleasant, and, dissatis- some tale of ‘massacer.
and, let it be borne in
churehi;
Baptist
ships
Polynesia,
of
whole
we
the
nearly
effort,
out
Saul, butof the enemy crowding in on fied with the result of our best
mind, all these churches are to be found
may
anchor,
the
seamen
mingling
in
exclaim,
impatiently,
*
Why
couldn't
1
every side with shouts of triumph. = He
in ore city. Tne conversation, epitowas paralyzed with fear. (2) Saul slew have known better and acted accord- safety with the no longer savage inbabitwas as follows:—* Would you
mized,
ants, and*
wandering at will over their
himself in a way commonly, practiced at ingly ?"
~
:
invite a Pedo-baptist to sit with you at
the time.
His suicide, however, did not
A little reflection on the subject will delightful fields anid groves.
How may these beneficent changes be the Lord's table?” ** No!" “ Would you
.save him [rom indignities. The Philis- convince us that in uttering remarks of
] instruct the. deacon, in serving the bread
tines cut off his ‘head and fastened his this nature we are not censuring our- accounted for?
By the blessing of God on the contribu. and wine, to pass such a brotlier, knowselves, but the direct rulings of provibody, with those of his sons, to the wall
ing him to be unbaptized (immersed)?’
!
of Bethshan, a city of Issachar, not far dence; one of whose unalterable laws is, tion box.
«
No,I should let him takethe résponsibiltook
But Saul
that out of our imperfect natures shall
As we glance over a map of this world
from the field of battle.,
from the Philistines the chance to exult come forth no work absolutely perfect in of ours, we see, in almost every portion ity of participating himsell’; our principles
are well known; we make the celebraconception and result,
:
over him.
of the globe, in Africa, in Asia,in Europe,
5.
And when his armor-beirer saw
It is weil for us to examine out past in America, in the isles of the sea, in- tion of the Supper an affair of tht church ;
# | if a Pedo-baptist’ brother comes in and
that Saul was dead he fell, likewise ‘upon conduct, since'in all things criticism is dications of missionary stations.
his sword and died with him.”
This he favorable to culture. As sober Spartans
How significant? for they speak to the participates, he dues.it without wy inIn
did not for affection for his master, but were made by .the spectacle of drunken
intelligent observer of the blessed results | Vitation, on his own responsibility.
a word, the position of my Baptist friend
fo escape falling by the hand of the Phil- Helots, so are the higher virtues promot- of consevrated toll and money.
They
istines.
.
»
ed by rightly contemplating the errors re- speak of bands,formerly imbued in blood, is simply this: He will neither invite
6. * So Saul died, and “his three sons,
sulting from evil. DBiit, in reviewing the now, performing acts of kindness and Pedo-baptists to sit wiih bim at the
Lord's table vor exclude them!
Is not
and his armor-bearer, and ail his nien, that past, we should carefully guard against, lo
They tell of hearts, in the past as
same day together.” (1) Instead of * all rather than cherish, thoughts that tend hard as the - nether millstone; now hum- this advanced doctrine for a Baptist clerhis men,” the Chronicles say, ‘all his to discourage us and render us weary of bled and softened Ly the cleansing blood gyman to hold and advocate ?
Now, do not these f[acts,—the writer
house,”—in both cases the language is not well-doing.
of the world’s Redeemer.
They &peak of can personaily
vouch for the truth

on the south-west side of Little Hermon,

vid and his men.

AFTER-THOUGHTS.
BY R.T.

Baptist are to be
learned, so that

the

with

sat

not immersed,)

with all its untold blessings, sheds over
those busy
thoroughfares its radiant
light.
To-day,
the church-going bell
sends forth its joyous peal, calling the
worshipers to a service pure us the

bearer of Saul,and had he retained-his po-

LC)

P

4

8

now receiving, from him. As to yesterday’s grace, that passed away with yesterday's work ; we can no longer make
use of it, we must ‘no longer dwell upon
it. As 10 the grace of to-day, given for

Selections.
ANTICIPATION.

the work of to-day, that is given us not to

1 am dreaming of summer to-day,

be gazed at, but to he employed ; not that
we should make it ring in our hands, and

Here, amid frost and cold;

The clouds o’er my head are gray,
And white is the desolate world;
But I dream about blue, blue skies,
herons sun,
And the cherishing,
of d

: A

think ourselves rich, but that we should
epend it at once and remain poor, *' look-

ing unto Jesus.”

butterflies,

ing

soft light when the day is done,

,

I dream of the green, green trees,
Of a sweet, warm forest vest,

To

Jesus,

Li

they

produce in us.

ciently humbled

If only. we are suffi-

by them to cease to take

pleasure in ourselves, if we are sufficient

y afflicted to look to Jesus, that he may
eliver us, that is all he requires of us;
and it

is nlso

that look which

more than

anything else will cause our tears to flow,

The hedges are bright with flowers,
© (Green corn is upon the hills;
The birds, through the sunny hours,
Sing by the sparkhng rills;
There 18 not & burren place

and our pride to fall. And when itis
given unto us, as unto Peter, (o weep
itterly, oh, let our brimming eyes remain

In the vales where the daisies grow ;
Bul euch spot is adorned with grace,

more thun

ever

fixed

upon Jesps,

for our very repentance would become a
snare (o us il we thought we could in any

And the sunbeams flush and grow:

measure wash

As I think of the lovely things
Of the fair, warm summer lime,

away with aur

fears those

sins from which nothing can cleanse, ex:
cept the blood of the Lamb of God.

When the soul almost hus wings

To Jesus, and not to the liveliness o

To rige to the hights sublime;

our

As I think of the mossy wood,

And the beautiful, flashing sea,
~' 1ery, in a longing mood,
‘Sweet summer. make haste to me!”

joy,

the steadfastness

of our assur-

ance,or the fervor of our love.
Otherwise, it this love should in any way seem
to Jose its warmth, this assurance to be

less firm, this joy less buoyant (whether
it be the result of unfaithfulness, or a

And yet, since the summers fade,
Let me ask that the best be given;
There’s a country that knows no shade,
For no winter can come to heaven.
I will think of that land to-day.
. In the midst of wind and snow ;
May the winter soon pass away,
For I shall be glad to go!

trial

of our

trust), immediately,

baving

lost our emotions, we shall think we have

lost

our strength, and

allow ourselves to

sink into Janlyaing depression, if not
into cowardly inaction, and perhaps
into
= London Chris. World.
sinful murmurings. Oh, let us rather reremem
tll lp ple
ett
member that though at times emotion
and its sweetness should fail us, faith and
“LOOKING UNTO JESUS.”
its power remain; and in order that we
Here is an article containing some ex- may ‘‘always abound in the work of the
cellent things, Which we trust will strength- Lord,” let us look without ceasing, not to
en the tie that binds the Christian to his our hearts, which are continually changing, but to Jesus who is ever the same.
fv was translated from the |. To Jesus, and not to the degree of sancSaviour.
French of Theodore Monod, for an Eng- tification we have attained. If no one

could believe bimself to be a child of God

lish paper, T'heChristian :

so long as he continues to find stains in
his heart and failures in his life, who then
ity of our intentions, to the steadfastness could taste the joy of salvation ? Bat this
of our resointions, Alas! how often the joy is not at such a price. Holiness is the
most excellent purposes have only pre- iruit of our redemption, not the root of
pared the way for the most humiliating it; it is the work of Jesus Christ for us
Looking to Jesus, and not to the sincer-

fdilures!

Let

us

lean, not

upon our in-

tentions, but upon his love; not upon our
resolutions, but upon his promise.
:
To Jesus, and not to our strength. Our
strength is good only for glorifying ourselves;

in order

to glorify God, we

must

have the strength of God.
To Jesus, and not to our weakness.
fas lamenting: our weakness ever made
us stronger ? While looking unto Jesus,
-his strength will be communicated to our
hearts, and his praises will sound from
our lips.
To Jesus, and not to onr sins, to the
sourcé whence they proceed, to the punishment which they deserve.
Let us look
to ourselves only to recognize how much

need we have of looking unto him,
and that certainly not as if we were not
sinners, but, on

the contrary, because we

are,—measuring the very greatness of our
sin by the greatness of the sacrifice which
has atoned
for it, and of the grace by
which it is forgiven.

ourselves,”

said

* For one look at

an eminent

servant

which reconciles us to God ; it is the work

of the Holy Spirit in us which renews us
into his likeness. The imperfection of a
faith which is sincere, although as yet littid established and little fruitful, does not
alter in the least the fullness ol the perfect
work of the Saviour, nor the certainty of
his

immovable

promise assuring

eternal

lite to every one that trusts in bim.

More-

over, to

is the

rest

upon the

Redeemer

true way to obey him; and it is only in
the peace of pardon that the soul is strong
for conflict. What if there are some who
pervert this blessed truth, and give themselves up without scraple to spiritual
slothfulness, finding,

in

the

faith

which

they profess to have, an excuse for making light of the holiness whica they have
not?
We ‘must recall to their meinory

that are Christ's have crucified the flesh
with the affections and

lusts ;” and this of

¢ He that saith,

and keepeth not

* I know

him,’

his commandments,

is a

of liar, and the truth is not in him; and this

- God, **let us take ten looks at Jesus.”

JY If it is well proved,” says Vinet, * that
‘we shall not Jose sight of our own misery
by looking to Jesus Christ crucified, because that misery is, as il. were, cngraven
apon his cross, it is also well proved that
by looking to our own misery we may
lose sight of Jesus Christ, because the
cross is not naturally engraven in the image of our misery ;” and he adds: “Look

at yourselves, but let it be in the presence
of the cross, and, as it were, through the
person of Jesus Christ.”
The coctemplation of siu only brings death, the contemplation of Jesus gives life; that which

healed the Israelite in the wilderness was
not beholding his wounds, but lifting his
eyes towards the brazen serpent.
To Jesus, and not—need we say P—to
our supposed righteousness.
Diseased
above all the diseased is he who believes

also of Jesus

himself:

bringeth vot forth good
and cast into the fire.”

¢ Every

tree

that

fruit is cut down

To Jesus, and not to our faith, The
last device of the adversary, when he can
not make us look elsewhere, is to turn off

our eyes from our Saviour to our faith,
and thus to discourage us if it be weak,
to puffus up if % be strong,—in either
case to enfeeble us. For the source of
strength

is not

faith;

it is the Saviour,

through

faith; it is not to

look

at our

looking, but to look unto Jesus.

To Jesus; and it is from bim and in
him that we shall learn to know, not only
without

danger, but

for the

good of our

souls, what it is meet we should know
of the world gnd of ourselves, of our misery, of our pis, of our resources, of our
victories; seeibg all things in their true
light, because ft 1s he who will muke us
himself to be whole ; blindest of the blind see them, and that only at the time and
is he who thinks he con see. If it is in the measure in which this knowledge
dangerous to look long at our own mis- will work in us fraits of humility and
ery, alas! too real, it is far more danger- wisdom, of gratitude and courage, of
ous to rest complacently upon imaginary watchfulness and prayer. All that it 18
merits, ,
desirablé for us to know, Jesus will teach
To Jesus, and not to the law. The law us; all that we do not learn from him, it
gives commands, but does not give is best for us not to know.
strength to execute them; the law al“* Looking unto Jesus” during the time
ways condemns and never pardons. ‘To that remains’ for us to live on the earth;
place. ourselves again under law is to unto Jesus from moment to moment, withwithdtaw ourselves from grace,
According to the measure in which we make our
obedience the means of our salvation, we

lose cur peace, ‘our strength, our joy—
from having forgotten that Jesus is * (he

end of the law for righteousness to every

one that believeth.”
has constrained us to
Saviour, it is for him
dience upon us; an

As soon as the
seek in him ovr
alone to enjoin
obedience which

law
only
obeex-

tends to nothing less than our entire
heart, and our most secret thoughts, but

out

allowing

ourselves

to be distracted

either by the memories of a past which
we must leave bebind us, or by the anxious
anticipations of a future about which we
know nothing.
Unto Jesus now, if we
have never looked to him before; unto

Jesus anew, if we

have ceased

unto Jesus alone, unto

to do so;

Jesus again, unto

Jesus always, with a more and more unwavering, a more and more earnest look,

has ceased

as he prescribes

to be a

yoke of iron

it, and which, in

fact, is

less a consequence of our salvation than a

part of that salvation

itself, and,

like all

THE MISSIONARY PRAYER-MEETING.
The fear is sometimes

expressed

that

this agency is not as well sustained as
the rest, a gift of grace:
.
formerly ; and upon this assumption is
To Jesus, and not to what we are do- based the apprehension that interest’ in
ing for him. Too much taken up with missions is declining. It "should not,
our work, we may forget our Master—it however, be forgotten, that in a measure
is possible to have our hands full and the at least, the same results may be attained
heart empty ; tuken up with our Master, in other ways.
The extension of God’s
we can not forget our work—if the heart kingdom may ‘be an object of intense
is filled with his love, how can the hands desire, even though this form of its exbe otherwise than active in his service?
pression fails,.
Nevertheless, thexe is so
To Jesus, and not to the apparent suc- much of wise adaptation of means tp
cess of our efforts.
Apparent success is ends in the plan of the monthly concert
not the measure of real success; and be- that itd disuse can hardly fail to cause
gides, God has not given us the command regret, If prayer—united prayer—is of
to succeed, but to work ; it is of our work the highest moment
; if solemn and prothat he will require an account, not of our found thought upon the necessities of the
success,
Why, then, trouble ourselves heathen is essential ; if the careful presenabout it? It 18 for us to sow the seed, it tation of the state of the world stimulates
is for God to gather the fruit; if not to- thought; and it these tend to make deep
day, it will be to-morrow
; if not by us, it and effectual the conviction of duty, what
will be by others. -Even when success is more promising
way of reaching these
granted to us, itis always dangerous to results can be devised than the missionafix our attention upon it; on the one hand 1y concert P
we are tempted to aftribute something of
The stated recurrence of the season is
16 to ourselves; on the other, we thus ac- greatly in its favor. It keep: the subject
custom ourselves to relax our zeal when in mind,—a matter of no doubtful value,
Wwe cease to perceive the effect of it—that when there are so many objects to enIs, at the very time when we ought to go
ross thought and draw the heart away
on with redoubled ‘energy. To look to rom the interests of Christ's kingdom.
Success is to walk by sight;-to look to A well-conducted monthly concert is misJesus and persevere: in following and sionary work, Too often, perhaps, it is
Serving him, in spite of all discourage- not thought of as work at all, The
meats, is to walk by faith.
:
claims of missions are apt to be left to
0 Jesus, and not to the spiritual gifts the mercy of incidental occasions. If a
Which we have already received, or are returned Abidin happens to be availJ

crisis comes in the

affuies

If a

of the

selves, are not to be relied

effective forces in

such

upon

as

pressure of a (emporary necessity
the heathen are constant,

sgaiv,

the

in the
only

have seen

distant intervals. The church ought al
ways to be alive to the needs of the perish-

minds and hearts
those wholesome.

stimulants which excite to prayer and
If the monthly.

out

his

God for the poor

The young man visited him dai-

ly, and they prayed together, and finally,

of God,

healed

of his

afflictions,

and

having no_uncartaioties of eternity.
is in Joace and harmony
of God.—Christidn Visitor.

with

35
covery,”

concert

1s

made

what it may be, and should be, it will

subserve this end. ' But it can do so ‘only
as it is work.
The chiel' element in this meeting is
prayer. A distinguished English clergy-

only

half

now,

in

less

than

He

what

our

continued in charge of Rev. A. H. Hu-

are indifferent to

‘The

WESTERN

DEPARTMENT

will -be

LING, not fo much under a separate head,
as heretofore, but ‘as a part of the whole
man, in a sermon on prayer, says, in sub- in the thirty-seventh psalm, at the twenstance, that prayer is hard work.
He ty-third verse, * The steps of a good paper. The paper will have more unity,
characterizes it as exercising the intellect, man are ordered by the Lord, and he de- but every locality, East, West and South,
in kis way.” Do your gods
the emotions and the will.
This view lighteth
will commend itself to every
considerate love you?” asked a missionary of some will be fully represented.
gods never think of
person. We can not pray ferveutly with. Indians. **The
Editorial assistance is now engaged,
out thought, for we can not have deep: loving,” Was the cheerless answer. The
and warm desires without thought, and missionary repeated the sixteenth verse ample and competent.
our desires will vot find utterance in of the third chapter of St. Jonn'’s Gospel :
We shall aim to have correspondence
+‘ For God so loved the world,that he gave
prayer unless we engage in prayer. ~
fresh
and timely, This will include letIo the missionary concert pains should his begotten Son, that whosoever believeth
be taken to provide the stimulus to in him should not perish, but have ever- ters from the principal centers in this
thought, to stir up the mind to lively in- lasting life.” Read it again,” asked the
We
“That is large light; country, and from foreign lands.
terest by the
presentation of facts and arrested pagan.
read
it
again.”
A
third
time
the
blessed
shall - have a special correspondent in
arguments.
These facts and arguments,
by their pressure upon the mind and words were repeaied, and with this em- Washington during the session of Conheart, become the fiber of prayer. Some- phatic response, *‘ That is true; I feel
gress, and in Philadelphia next summer
body must make dilligent and careful i
On one occasion a missionary was dic- to picture the great Centennial Exhibireparation for the service. It will not
e effective if left to itself.
That which tating to a native’ amanuensis the trans“lia
costs nothing is worth Bothing. There lation of the third chapter of the first tion.
must be labor in providing the intellectu- epistle of John; and when he reachAs the denominational organ, the Siur

al material¥or the meeting, ei'her by the

pastor or hy brethren appointed for the
duty. With such abundance -of information as is now within reach, not

monthly missionary publications,

only

in

but iv

books of travel, in reviews, in reports, in
addresses, and in the various discussions

ed the passage, ‘ Now are we the sons of
God,” ‘the converted” heathen burst into
tears, and exclaimed,
‘‘It is too much,

it is too much; let me put it, * Now we
are permittedto kiss his feet. —From
*¢ Heart Satisfaction.”

found in essays and pamphlets, there can
be no difficulty, if the effort is made, in
bringing oul so much instructive and in-

teresting matter as to give freshness and
effectiveness lo the concert. Where this
is done,it is havdly possible that this meeting will fail of being a power. Christians will think ; they will feel; they will
pray; they will work; they will deny
themselves; they will give of’ their substance ; for their souis will be engaged in
the great endeavor of giving

the

Gospel

to the
heathen. If knowledge and
thought are kept up, prayer will be continually made: and it" prayer, out of a
deep consciousness, is made,

effort

will

follow ; and the work will go on in the
sume spirit in which it was begun. Let
the monthly concert be faithfully observed
in every church, and there will hardly be
a lack of earnestness in the cause of missions.— Missionary Herald.

OHRIST'S SYMPATHY.
“If,” says Angustine, ‘‘ a man should
come up to embrace thee, to kiss and
honor thee upward, and
pair of shoes beaten full

upon thy bare foot;

beneath with a
of nails, tread

the

head

shall

de-

for

the

spise the honor done uuto it, and

foot that smarteth, say, Why treadest
thou upon me? So when feigned gospelers houor Christ our Head, sitting in
heaven, and oppress his members on |
carth, the Head shall speak for the foot
that smarteth, and say, Why treadest thou
on me?” Paul had a zeal toward God,
but he did tread upon Christ’s feet on
earth, for whom the Head

heaven,

*‘* Saul,

Saul,

crieth

why

forth of

persecutest

thou me ?” Although Christ sitteth

on the

right band of his Father, yet liveth

he on

THE PREACHER AND HIS HYMN,

will aim to be the fair and impartial champion of all our interests, to uphold our
faith without being dogmatic, to give the
latest news from all the churches, and
also to include whatever may be of cur
rent interest among all denominations.

A Methodist predcher, traveling in the
United States, found his way into Indiana. He
and his family
suffered
deep poverty. . A settler who loved him,
being a large landholder, presented him
with a title-deed of many acres. He

. We offer the following
our patrons:

went’home glad
he thought, from:

‘who will furnish the name of a NEW ONE,

at heart, in freedom, as
his difficulties.
Three

montbs after this: he came to his friend,
the kind-hearted settler. He was welcomed; but he soon drew out the parchment.

:

*¢ Here, sir,” said he, “I want to give
vou back your title-deed.”
‘“ What's the matter?” said the other;

Liberal

Any

No.”

¢ Isn't it good land ?”
**Good as any in the State.”
*¢ Do you think that I repent the gift ?’
“1 have not the slightest reason to
doubt your generosity.”
“ Why don't you keep it, then?”
*“Well,

sir,”

said the preacher,

inducements to
N

the

Morning

Star,

Clubs of six or more, ONE-THIRD BEING
NEW SUBSCRIBERS, can

have

the

Siar at

$2.00 each, strictly in advance.
We

will

furnish

the

Star,

with

other

periodicals, at the following rates:
STAR

and

¢ Wide

Awake”

and

Harper's

* you

:
5.75
.
4.50
5.70

Bazar or ‘“Weekly....
and ‘Arthur’s Home MagAZINE
.ieissvessbrsncenes .
azine.........
and ““Scribner’s Monthly?
and ‘“New England Far=
mer,” ..... ye sessgsennnses
and ¢‘“Smith’s Bible Dic=
tionary” ...ociescienrences
and ¢¢ Life and Epistle of
Paul”.......

“
C
LL
“

6“

“

No foot of land do I possess,
No cottage in this wilderness;
poor, wayfaring man,

Magazine,

4.75

fro,

4.60

tending the circulation of the Morning
Star? It is a helper that can not well be

There Is my house and portion fair,
My treasure and my heart are there,
And my abiding home.

dispensed with,and we appeal to you, ser-

*“ Take your title-deed,” he added, “I vants of the Master, to introduce the paearth; he suffereth all calamities here on would rather sing that hymn than own
per wherever it is not taken,
earth; he is many times evil entreated America.”
He went his way, and sang his hymn, = Let us all make one grand rally at the
here on earth.— Bernard Gilpin.
fufilling his ministry, and confiding in
Him to whose service he had sacrificed opening of the semi-centennial volume,
A GOOD DOCTOR.
himself. Nor did he or his family ever
and induce every Freewill Baptist to take
Here is one of Mr. Moody's illustra- lack bread. He is gone now
to his
the Star.
In doing so, we shall benefit
tive stories: A few years ago, a young “abiding home."—Epworth Singers
Frenchman csme from Paris to London
the subscriber more than any other perto consult
the celebrated
physician,
son. And we may commend it with con=
Dr.- Forbes Winslow: he was a nobleDR. PIERCE.
man in France, and he had letters of
fidence to all, as a paper that is liberal
From the Toledo Blade.
| introduction from the French Emperor,
and progressive, alive to every good
“Success
is
never
achieved
without
requesting special attention to the study
merit. A man may make a poor article work.
of the case. They were afraid he wus
going out of his mind, that his reason and seli it once, and there being 40,000,
Said a pastor to his congregation, on
was disturbed, and the Empergr wanted 000 people in the United States, the sale
the doctor to save him.
The
stor ex- to each one would be enough to make a the first Sabbath in January:
*¢In pro~mined him, and f und there was some- decent fortune.. But an article that holds viding yourselves and your families with
thing preying on his mind, and he said the field year after year, and the sales of
which increase regularly and rapidly, reading matter for the year, lét me adto him:
.
“ Have you lost any friend; is that must have absolute merit.
vise you to take the Morning Star.” And
Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y., ocwhat troubles you?”
.
+ No, sir, he answered.
cupies our entire eighth page to-day with we rejoice to know that many pastors are
‘Have you lost any wealth ; any prop- ‘his various werticles. We admit it, be- successfully uyging the Star upon the aterty?”
cause we know the Doctor, and know of
tention of their people.
his articles.
We know him to be a regu¢: No, sir.”
;
larly
educated
physician,
whose
diploma
‘“ Have you lost any posi:ionin your
country
hangs on the wall of his office, and we
** No, sir.”

.

A know fedge of his trouble being nec-

know that he

has

associated

several of the most eminent

with

SeEay to proper treatment, ihe doctor
said :
;
:
“Be honest with me, and tell. me
what troubles you,”
The young nobleman said there was
nothing; but finally, after much persuasion and hesitation on his part, as if he
was ashamed to tell, he said:
|
“My father was an infidel, my grand-

father was an infide!, and I was - brought
up an infidel; but for the past Lwo years
one thought *has haunted
Say +—Eternity, and how
.

me night and
I shall spend

said the

doctor,

you:” and the young
wildly to “his feet,
there no help for me ?
ed with this spivitual
day, and night after

‘I can’t help

noblemaw sprang
exclaiming:
‘Is
Am I to be bauntthought day after
night?”
And the

doctor said, ‘* No, you came to the wrong
physician.” He was a Christian doctor,
and he told him of Christ crucified, and

he Jointed him to the fifty=third chapter
of Isaiah; he told him how Christ was
wounded. for onr transgressions; how
he was bruised for our inignities, aud the

chastisement of our peace was laid upon
him. He held him up as the sinner’s
substitute, ** And now,’’ said the doctor,
“I was an infidel like yourself; but I
learned

Lord

Jesus,

and now,” he said, ‘* it is all life

beyond

and

to believe

found

the grave.”

peace

in

the

to my

aching

And the young man

heart;
said;

“Doctor,
you
don't
believe that, do
you? - You don't believe that Christ left

his place at the right hand of God, and
came down to this world and suffered
and died in the place of sinners?” ¢¢ Yes,”
said the doctor, “and I
believing ; and now your

let you

believe

it.”

They

got peace by
reason won't

got down on

ther knees to pray, and the doctor being

Pile

and

I WARRANT

Humor
ONE

BOTTLE

own way--and splendid bupines
ment. They have succeede
‘they ought to have succeedgd.
If you would patroniz
Medicines,
scientifically prepared by a skilled Physi-

a perfect

.ly Medicines.

RHEUM, CATARRH, KIDNEY DISEASES, and all
diseases of the SKIN, and the greatest Broop
PURIFIER ever discovered.
Entirely vegetable.
end to me and take back your money in all cases
f failure. None for 16 years. H.
FOWLE,
Chemist, Boston. Sold everywhere. $1 a bottle.
:
6meow12
J [Gond for Circulars,
»

Bvery

Fami-

:
GOLDEN MEDICAL DISCOVERY,
Dr. R. V, PIERCE:
Dear Sir,~Twenty years ago I was
shipwrecked on the Atlantic Ocean, dnd
the cold and exposure caused‘ a large
abscess to form on ‘each

leg,

which

kept

continually discharging. I was attended
by doctors in Liverpool, Havre, New
Orleans, New

York, and

at

the

hospital

on Staten Island (where the doctors wanted to take one leg off). Finally, after
spending hundreds of dollars, I was
persuaded to try your * (olden Mecical
Dis-

temper,

and

backaches

stdeow

?

WANTED.

151 Michigan Av. Chicago, Ill,

0

f[&=Samaritan

Nervine.

Th e great

Nerve Conqueror, cures Epileptic Fits, Convulsions, Spasms, St. Vitus Dance,
and all Nervous Diseases; the only known positive
remedy for Epileptic Fits. It has been tested by
thousands, and has never been known to‘fuailin a
single case. Trial package free. Enclose stamp
for

Circulars giving

Iy49

evidence of cures.
Address,
DR. 8. A. RICHMOND,
..
Box 741, 8t. Joseph, Mo.

CATARRH,
DEAF NIESS,
CONSUMPTION
Josisivers cured by
DR. KECK’S

new

method.

Consultation

mail. Address Dr. 8. P. Stoddard,
rector, 8 West 14th street, New York.

DoYour

iree by

Medical Dibatd

wn Printin

wo wage. QULTits

from

Sl up,

Golding & Co., Manus’s, Washington Sq., Bos
18w 48

MISS NANCY D. C. DUXBURY,
Teacher

of Piano=Forte
BILVER

and

Singing.

STREET.

:

Payment always in advaney{Tnd no commission.

contains, in addition to the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist ghurches, arranged in their appropriate Quarterly and Yearly
meetings, with their statistics; the names of all
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers

of our benevolent societies, an account

of our

literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min.
isters &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; 9 a
dozen; $7a hundred. Postage, 2 cents per copy.
The Psalmody

The Sacred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and several
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings.
38
cents;

postage, 4 cents.

The Choralist
is 4 larger book of hymns and tunes
the Sacred Melody. 050 cts; postage, 11 cts.
The Book

than:

of Worship

only a few copies left.

All gilt edge; $1.00

The Tribute of Praise
isa’Hymn and Tune book, prepared for ne
one denomination, and is well adapted to social

worship
"oF ‘congregational

singing.

Price $1.00

per copy; and 75 cents each when fifty or more
are taken. Postage, 16 cents.
.
Theolbgy

discusses briefly, butjclearly, all the questions
of doctrinal theology, and the “author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage,24 cents.
"
Butler's Commentary
by the same

author,—Prof.J.

J.

Butler,

con-

tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians,
If isan
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family:
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 22 cents.
Treatise

contains a brief statement ‘of the doctrines:
held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by authority of the General Conference.
tage, 2 cents.

25 cents;

pas-

The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of gurexistemce,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
The

75 cents;

postafe,

Memorials

give

18 cents.

of the Free

the rise and

Baptists

progress

of this body

Christians fin New York, till the time

ion withthe Freewill Baptists.

ef

of their uun-

$1.25.

The Minutes of the General Conference
are publishedin pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the bound volumes embrace
the proceedings of the first sixteen sescicns,
5

cents; postage, 18 cents.
Sabbath School Question Books
are for adults and children.
Lessons for Every Sunday, ,18, postage ,08
STORY of Jesus,
J15,
03
WONDERFUL

The

Works of Jesus,

Biographies

DAVID

,15,

LE

of

MARKS,

WILLIAM

BURR

and

Daniel

Jackson,
ave extensively read by their, friends,
and several copies are still on hand.
Marks,
Burr,
Jackson,

Memoir

-

$1.00,
5
wi
50

:-

.

of George

post, 19 cents.
”
x»

T'. Day.

™ contains a Narrative of his Life, Letters, Sermons

and Lectures,

Price

$1.50 and $2.00;

posts

| age 20 cts,
The Church Member's Book
is alvaluable little work, and every Christiam
would be benefited by reading it, 25 cts; postage:
Thoughts upon Thought
is a reprint of 130 pages from an English
edition, and considers the responsibility of fam
in relation to his thoughts. 5 cts; postage, 5.ots.
Close

Communion,

or Open

Communion:

is an experiente and an argume.ut, in whiely
the folly of close communion is clearly and ably
exposed. A book of 175 pages, by a Baptis
clergyman,

ous ova, ha fut Hho thizg we want." You will be

Address Excelsior M00.

cleansing,and an unequaled Cough Reme-

20 YEARS A SUFFERER,—CURED BY THE

to save time,

deligh
with
fit.
roulars
y
Sent, post-paid, on peli $1.25. AGENTS

is nutritious, tonic, alterative, and «blood-

males; Extracts of Smart-Weed, a magical remedy for Pain, Bowel Complaints,
and an unequal Liniment for both human
and horse-flesh; while his Dr. Sage’s
Catarrh Remedy is known the world over
as the greatest specific for Catarrh and
“Cold in the head " ever given to the public. They are sold by druggists.

want

$3.00.

25 cte; postage, 11 cts.

Lectures

The EXCELSIOR CARPET STRETCHER
and Tack-Hammer combined will lay your Carpets with xass.

Golden Medical Discover

dy ; Pleasant Purgative Pellets, scarcely
larger than mustard seeds, constitute an
agreeable and reliable physic; Favorite
Prescription, a remedy for
debilitated fe-

E CLEANING
TIMES
COMING
Carpets
must be
Relaid.

YOU

.

5 cts.

Cure.

cure in all the
worst forms of PILES, also two to five
in LEPROSY,
SCROFULA,,RHEUMATISM,
SALT

cian and Chemist, use Dr. Pierse’s

9

“ Ah,”

FOWLE’S

him

practitioners

.

allowed on money sent.
Sample copies sent free.
Lesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults+
and children, are printed monthly, at the rate ot
100 copies to one address for $7.50. If the order
is Yor lessthan four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $8.00 per hundred. Pays
‘ment ‘in advance. Sample copies sent free.
The Register

The

4.60

Will not pastors, and all interested in
Christian work, exert themselves in ex-

I lodge awhile in tents below,

-

are Sabbath School papers printed alternate
weeks, on superior paper, beautifully illustrated,
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR {is for an older class of readers than the ~
MYRTLE.
7
Terms: single copy, each, +
30 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one address each, .
=
25 cents.

Butler's

(the
$4.00

¢

know Iam very fond of singing, and
there is one hymn in my book, the singing of which is one of the greatest comforts of my life. I have not been able to
s'ng it with my whole heart since I have
been here. A part of it runs this way:

Or gladly wander to and
Till I my Canaan gain.

Offers.

to

-

ie the demominational Hymn Book, extensively used, printed on both white and tmted
paper. Largebook, in Sheep, $1.00 ; Morocco,$1.10 ;
Morocco Gilt, 1.50; Turkey Gilt, 2.60. Postage,
16 cents each. Small, Morocco, 85 cts; postage, 7
cents,

can have the two copies of the paper for
one year, at $4.60, strictly in advance.

* any flaw in it?”
“

subscriber

-

“
Yinadvanoe, - '.
i.
2.50
8pecial offers, strietly in advance,
with no commission paid:
One old and one new subscriber,
- $4.50
Clubs of s1x or more, one-third new subseribers, each
.
- $3.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle

Morning Star now enters upon its second

him,

you! Ifyou are not Selghting ourself
in him, You are suffering loss.
e Lord
takes pleasure in his people. We read,

Terms peryear

After fifty years of efficient service, the

Half Century with an experience full of
promise, and a purpose full of hope.

he is not indifferent to

It is able, literary] and pro-

gressive. The publication offices are Boston and
Chicago, but all communications, save for the
Western Department, should be addressed to Dover, N, H,

The Morning Star.

believed

if you

The Morning Star:
|
is a’large religious paper of eight pages, in its-

fify- first volume.

of the joy he has over the returning wanderer, we never could stay away from
him as we do.
remember,

PUBLICATIONS.

87 Jefferson Street, Buffalo, Nx

the Son

Saviour has toldus of the love of God,
© O reader!

Tireewill Baptist

three

WILLIAM RYDER,

THE WONDERFUL LOVE OF GOD.
If we

and

months after taking the first bottle, I am
thankful to say I am completely cured,
and for tha first time in ten years can put
my left heel to the ground. I am at home
nearly every eyeoing and shall be glad to
satisfy any petsou of thr trath of this information. I ani, sir, yours respectfully,

debase-

ment of pagans, can be enjoyed only at

effort.

poured

the needs of soul, and he went buck to Paris a child

changing

felt the wretchedness
and

ing; and if so, their
should ever be under

man,

Lone day a flood of light burst upon his

as the light encroachés upon the darkness,
and trugh upon superstition. The touch-

and

praying

1876.

French infidel, and on its conclusion he
bade him good-day, telling him to call

desulthem-

a work.» The

administration is transient,

a godiy,

2,

beait-in: supplication to

Board,

a moving appeal is made.
These
tory efforts, however valuable in

‘* changed into the same image from glory

to glory ;” and thus waiting for the hour
when be will call us to pass from earth to
and a burden that can not be borne, to heaven, and from time to eternity—the
become a yoke which is easy, and a burromised hour, the blessed hour, when at
den which is light; an obedience which ast ‘“we shall be like him, for we shall
he makes dear to us at the same time as see him as he is.”
he makes it- binding upon us; an obedience which he inspires at the same time |
which

able, the opportunity is welcomed.

this solemn declaration of St. Paul: “They

Si. John:

STAR, FEBRUARY

nt to the amount of ing reeitals of those who

and

grief which we feel on account of our
sins, or to the degree of humiliation which

;
Of the gentle and scented breeze,
And the nooks where the weary rest,”
The meadows are golden brignt
play
And the children dance a
In the glorious, cloudless light
Ot the fair midsummer day,

MORNING

ON

THE

TRUTH

OF

THE

BIBLE;

am

excel

lent book for all who would. ‘‘search the Scriptures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most imyportant V. ss of Bible study $1.00; postage, 6»
ots.
Guide to the Saviour,
is a little book intended to assist mquirers.
in the way of salvatlon. 25.cts; postage. b cts.

Tracts
were not

ai
stereotyped

till within the last

few

years, and we can furnish only the following:
ots. per dozen; 50 cts, per hundred.
Denominational,

%

which contains a historical statement, and
abrief notice of our doctrinal basis,church podity and institutions,
/
Doctrinal,
or Scripture quotations in proof of importart
doctrines.
Our

'

Faith

and

Covenant

is a confession of 17 articles of faith. and a de-

sirable church covenant,
i
Printing Establishment
is a brief historical statement, &c.. Publish
ed by order of the General Conference, and for
gratuitous distribution,’
The above named books are sold by the dozem
at 20 per cent. discount, for cash with the order,
or on receiving the books.
Send your orders te

MORNING SCHOOL AS USUAL. . 1.D. STEWART, Dover, N, H..
hicagoedil..

Dover, Dec. 15, 1875.
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A. H, HULING, 56 Madison St, C
£3
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8
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usin

a
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a

THE

36
question of methods.

F . MOSHER,

A. H. Huling,

2, 1876.

Western

not call for our

fetters on

business,

strife - and

Editor.

of money,

from

justice,

if the

helped and

&c.,

facts

with them.
‘| true to the

and history.

were not

already public. One could hardly summon the fortitude to be the first to launch
-guch painful news against the public cont fidence. An active clergyman and pas. tor, prominently gonneeted with the moral and religious press, and a zealous tem. perance advocate of the prohibition sort,
i it is hardly to be wondered at that a certain portion of the public indulges in the
+ dld wag of the head, and repeats the old
‘phrase, ** That's what your religion does
for a man.” But ¢s that what it does? |
Candidly, now, if Mr. Winslow had been

actuated by the first principle of the
‘Christian religion, is it possible that he,
~cowld have done as he has? Certainly

not.

So he has not dishonored what did

not enter into his life. He.has simply
dishonored himself by being a hypocrite.
But he has:done it mest emphatically and
- irreparably.
His religious cloak was
plainly one

of shoddy, aad it has fallen

to. pieces. .If it had been genuine, he
would mot now be revealed in such a
plight. Let us, distinguish between the

Zz...

FEW STRAWS.”
er this head on

ond pagg

really,

the sec-

8 the reader

may see,

calls attentibn to certain features of the
* © communion question, as they have come

under the author's personal
¢ it should be borne in mind

ord is one of personal

interference,

notice.
that

division

might

so

promote

there.

With

the

So

the

reec-

experiences,

and

* that while it is doubtless true of the
« cases mentioned, should not: be made to

encouraged

it and

really

matle it what itis, the case is quite differt., They seek a noble end. The sympathies of every Freewill Baptist must be

be Mdressed to the Publisher, Dover, N.H.

We would not say that Rev. E. I
Winslow, formerly publisher of Zion's
Herald, and lately proprietor of the Boston Daily News, was a forger and fugi‘Jtive

rather

workers within the circle itself who have

—

remittances

active

far as that interference

“R= All communications designed for publica,
“tion: should be addressed tothe Editor, and all
should

have

ligious family, and one that therefore did

Editor.

<>
RL

We

inclined to regard the movement as of the
nature of a domestic affair in a great re-

SRR

G

Otherwise, we should be unwhole denominational faith

The

heroism of such

men

with slight modifications, it was passed
znd adopted by a vote of almost five to
one,—forty-four voting yes and nine
voting no, taree declining to vote.
We
present the resolution as adopted, omitting the first two paragraphs of the preamble, which define ‘ restricted comsmunion” to mean that ¢ no person should
»peaticipate in the Lord's Supper until he
has been immersed in water upon a profaith

in

Christ,

and

who

. does not pursue an orderly walk in the’
. fellowship of a body of immersed believers, asthe gospel requires.”
Whereas,

The recognition of unimmersed

» ‘believers as rightful communicants at the Lord’s
table sets aside and violates the order of the
New Testament as practiced ‘in the apostolic
churches : therefore,
Resolved,
That this Conference insists that
wospel baptism isi a necessary qualification for
the Suppers and disavows communion at the
idble by any of its members with those who do
. not poBsess this qualification, as a direct conflict with that * union of aim and action among
pastors and churches,” defined by its Constitution as a primary object of this Conference

~and as calculated fo disturb

its harmony

an

whom

Dr.

impair its influence.”
The

minority,

among

was

indicates

llr

r———

MEMORIAL OF DR. DAY.
To commit to some enduring record,
either in language or morumental symbol,
the lives and deeds of such men as have
by superior gifts, or large achievement,
signalized themselves, or wrought benefactions for mankind, has been the custom of all ages and nations.
In this way

not only has their memory been kept
fresh and fragrant, but the helpful service of their lives has been in a measure
utilized and perpetuated. Such a service the church eminently owes to that.
grace by which men ‘of its rearing are
molded into the higher forms of Christian life, and inspired

to noble

and be-

neficent deeds. For this the Scriptures
‘afford abundant authority and example
in the fullness of their portraitures of -patriarch, seer, and apostle,

as well

as

eminent saints in humbler
spicuous walks of life.
That Dr. Day deserve: a
future history of the church,
a moment doubt, who may

and less

of

con-

place in the
none can for
have been at

all acquainted with the man, or his work.

A step at a time.

In this Memoir we trace the subject of
it from the humble home, and unpromising surroundings of ‘early childhood,
through the hard struggles,and yet by dint
of effort rare successes of a too brief
school-life, to the helpful pulpit, and
grateful pastorate ; thence to the editorial
chair, and the later theater of his forensic
service, and scholarly achievements.
In the perusal of

this

record,

one

is

not likely to be so much impressed by an
elaborate and exhaustive portraiture of
any one feature of character, as by the
multiplied and varied traits of excellence
developed inthe complicated spheres of
action, and relations of life.

After

tak-

ing into account the allowances for human imperfection and weakness justly
made by the author, still one in his ignorance might suspect that after all he
had drawn material from his own fertile
brain, with which to ‘construct a character after the model .of some favorite
ideal. But it is doubtful whether’ any
one familiar with Dr. Day’s work and
Christian life, with his cordial friendships in social and private spheres, I say

less

Seemed to

That

is the

away great movenients advance.
It ought to be needless for us fe say
that we believe with the minority. “For
nearly a hundred years the Freewill Bap-

eur,” or enter the gates of Jerusalem

by

his side,or with him confront the triumphs
of Christian art in gallery, or cathedral,
and listen to the bursts

,of

his

eloquent

lips, so appreciative of all that is heautiful and grand in nature and ‘art, and wittist denomination has been advocating
ness his reverent adoring of the God of
the right of all believers to observe the
both, in language now of strength, and
gospel ordinances according to «the dienow of beauty. Should any one for ‘a
tates of a Christian conscience. It has almoment be betrayed into saying of him,
ways claimed through the Morning Star
this is the son of fortune, born to culture,
and everywhere that there'should be freeand nurtured in privilege, let him turn
dom in these things, and not proscripAion. And it has always kept, as it now and read again the simple story of the
keeps,its hand out and its heart open factory bdy,as he goes trudging from
towards ' brethren anywhere who are the mill to the s¢hool-room, in garb worn
struggling for what weé believe to be the to the thread, ahd covered with lint.

purityof the ordinances. We
God speed and a real triumph,

Lf we differ from some

bid them

of the more

Workers, i is mainly

on i

thought, and elegance

of diction.

yet to one familiar with his

And

living min-

Let him not fail in this, lest

done to that spi of industry

violence be

and

per-

"% * Memoir of Geo, T. Day, D. D Minister
and Editor, By Wm. H.
Bowen, 5D

no man-

spoken vtterances had marked

and ob-

vious advantage. The complete man was

2,

1876.

best seen as he stood before

a waiting

ucts

in

a

Government

warchouse,

revenue tax to he paid only

glowinx

By

the

about ‘ the spectacular and emotional” is
good.
Now, isn't it ? Aud about Huxley
and Spencer nibbling the leaves out of the

about one hundred and fifty miles from
West Virginia College, nearly three hun.

the

Bible,—you

June

nue tax, by holding.

As

a measure

‘¢ protection,”
we presume
at

the value

a family - of

stored,

school work,

to

send

delegates

of Jate years in the hostile attitude of the
German population on that question.

upon it, and studied

its

features,

Strangely

enough

its lips have seemed

to, part,

either to

that from Prussia should come valuable
testimony to the wisdom of the hated

re-

lief in utterances of thanksgiving to God
for the many years of sweet friendship
with such a man, and

especially

gift of a so fruitful and

for

the

well-rounded life

from God through him to the ¢! urch and
world.

Let this book and that face find way
to every family in the denomination.
And into other families.
Let childhood
arrest its play at least to read its opening
pages, for there isa charm in them for
such. Let the young man struggling
amid temptations and difficulties to develop himself into some coveted form
of a higher life, study 211 its teachings
and example, for it shall quicken his
hope and inspire his courage.
Let the
pious meditate upon its lessons of Christian experience and Christian achievement,

and then

shall

we all

know

the

practical value ¢f this saying, ‘“He being
dead yet speaketh.”—uJ. F.
CURRENT

TOPICS.

AN UNREASONABLE REASON.

Rev. Dr.

Holland explains in the current Scribner's that whefeas he has always advocated the retention of the Bible in our
schools ¢¢ for the divine influence of its

Christian moralities,” he can no longer
do so, and assigns as the reason covering this particular point that ¢ the Catholic, the Jew, the Atheist,
can not be made to see that the anthorl.itative moralities of the Bible are all that
we are after, and that their children will
be the better for them.”
A mos: unsatis-

factory reason. Among the ‘¢ authoritative moralities of the Bible” are temperance and virtue, but because Catholics
and Jews ¢“ can not be made to see” that
these are what we are after;their children

must be allowed to grow up, and Protestant children with them, to intemperance and licentiousness. Of course Dr.
Holland doesn’t’ mean
that.
good reasons, doubtless, for

There are
thinking it

best to withdraw the Bible from the public schools, but we* do
this is one of them.

not

believe

that

SUN

——A RicHTEOUS WORK. = A society
called ¢¢ The American Railway Literary
Union,” is doing a noble Work, and needs
the syafpathy and co- -opération of every
lover of virtue and motality.
The obJect of this society is to banish the sale
of impure literature from railroads.
A
very large per cent. of the illustrated
weeklies is of a vile character and is
thé immediate cause of immorality and
its bitter consequence.

On

some

roads

the

West

generally.

it sounds,

¢ Puritan” Sabbath.

Itis,

the teacher,
issuing

therefore,

of corrupt literature upon
The New England Branch of
has been quietly at work for
years, and during that time
the sale of vile

the roads running
110,000 to

illustrated

out

their cars.
this society
nearly two
has reduced
weeklies,

of Boston,

23,000 copies.

The

on

from

expense

of carrying on this branch is about $2,000 yearly. This is a small sum for the
amount of good accomplished; yet the
officers fear they will be compelled to
suspend operations for the want of means.
Should any of our readers desire to help
on this much needed work, they can address for information, S. H. Hibbard, |
176 State St., Boston.

ident

however, re-

PROTECTION.

the ** Vinicultural Society”

has,

We notice that

of California

through Senator Sargent,of that

to

it.

his
It

duties,

&c.—This

répresents

nothing

in this place, who desire to

upon the Portsmouth Railroad, twenty-four
miles distant. ~~ Midway between these
two points’ there. is a small town, and
near by an old farm, upon which Brother

Tae amount and nature of the denominational news that we published last week

Atwood, an efficient church member, died

a few

the Rev. Mr. Bland

of

years

since.

The

widow,

now

Mrs. Wood, in accordance with the wishes
of the former husband, has consecrated:

to God and the Free Baptist denomination means for establishing the Rio Grande
College upon’ that*farm. A gentle elevation with springs of water upon either
side, furnishes a pleasant, natural site
upon which one of the best college buildings in the denomination has been erected. It is about 60x80 feet, with cut stone
basement and steps, brick walls, Mansard

teachers elected in June, and the school
opened soon after. Of course there is to
be no debt, nor scolar ships; and the
tuition, and fifty thousand dollars for the
endowment, is to support the school until
others shall increase the funds, furnish

Dr. B. will, perhaps, soon have

SPEAKING of the Bible, “Warrington” believes that ¢ it is the spectacular and emo-

ional which
W]
must make Cimisiiunity a con-

library, apparatus, &c.

receives

a"d

peace of heaven

is her re.
A.B.C.

A

DEAR BRETHREN :—We would ask a fa-

vor,—ask what will, indeed, favor your:

selves no less than us,—that you send in
your sons, daughters, and those of your
neighborwalso, to the spring term of the

Wilton Collegiate Institute, commencing
on the 14th of March next.

In April last, we obtained satisfactory
papers, relieving us of a long and damaging suspense.
We spent the summer

in soliciting students, and the Fall Term
opened

well.

It was deemed necessary that we spend
a year or more in general work
Institute, which we consented
Earl y in

September we

for the
to do.

commenced, but

when on the fipst visit, we. were attacked
with typhoid fever and general nervous
prostration, by which we are yet, after
four months, mainly conftned to our room,

and expect to be for a considerable time
to come. As a result, the attendance this
winter
to

is not so large as we had reason

hope

for, and, of course,

the

money is not’ forthcoming.
we do?

needed

What shall

We can not lose a single teach-

er, and

yet,

to

get

needed

service, we

must keep them intact, soul and body together. There is an excellent remedy,
namely, a large attendance of students.
Half the Freewill Baptist students in other schools, and of those whose parents
are amply able to send, would fill our
halls, and

meet

every

pense of teaching.
as

to

money,

dollar

We

the

of the ex-

are

times

aware that,

are hard.

But

this is the reason why we solicit the help
people

will

consider our call, and lend

the helping hand. .

\

We would say that, notwithstanding our
immediate plans are providentially interrupted, we are not discouraged, nor doubt

the ultimate success of the Institute.

If

health shall be restored, and if God will,
we expect to enter the work again, in as
good hope as-ever.
0. E. BAKER.

“Sinisters
REV.

E. W.

and Churches,

Ricker

will

commence

labors with the Charles Street
N. H., next Sabbath.

church,

his

Dover,

Rev. F. Mowyisox
writes
w
that his present
engagement
with
the Oak Hill church, in
Meredith, N. H., will expire the last Sabbath

in March next.

He will be glad to correspond

with any church in regard to a future field of
labor.
Post-oftice address, Meredith, N. H.

HARRISBURG, Pa. The First F, B. church
of this place has been greatly blessed of the
Lord within the last few

weeks.

have been baptized and

added

Twenty-four

to the church,

and it is expected that others will soon go

for-

ward in obedience to the teaching of our Lord
Jesus.

A. F.B.

MANCHESTER,
N.
H., MERRIMACK
ST.
‘CHURCH,
Our Sabbath school now. numbers
1 201 in all. Last Sunday we had 221 present.
‘We have been having a good interest in our
chureh.
About 70 have manifested a desire to
become Christians.
The work still goes on

from week to week.

G. M. PARK.

Rev. Ira EMERY

will close a five years

pas-

torate with the church in Deerfield, N. H., the
last of April next,

desiring. his

He will supply any church

services

during

the

month

Mareh and the early part of April;
dress is Deerfield Cen N. H.

His

of
ad-

Wwe Have received fo communication, dated
Galety Theater, Camden St., Liverpool, England, Jan. 7, 1876. It is from J. 8. Alderdice,

who says, “ As I am a member of the Jefferson
Co. Q.

M.

(I

mean

an

elder

in

connection

with the ¥'. B, church), many of my friends
will be glad to hear that I gm preaching in ‘8
theater in this city,” Ie also writes
may return to America in the spring.

that

he

REV. G. H. CHAPPELL writes that the Taun-,
soeia

Rev. Dr. BEHRENDS, pastor of the First
Baptist church Jn Cleveland, has resinged
his pastorate and formally withdrawn
from the Baptist. denomination.
His liberal views on the communion question are
said to be the principal cause of his resig-

this,

To the Freewill Baptists oftim.

two good furnaces, and sixteen rooms for

chapel, recitations, societies, &o., are well
arranged. A ladies’ hall is to be placed

in

ward.

ton,

by the side of it within a few months ; the

flation.

proval

roof, and a fine tower with bell and clock,

Cambridge puts it: “Roman Catholicism is
greatly on the increase among us, and as a
result so are ignorance, pauperism and
crime, and the more churches it builds
the more prisons we shall need.”

which,

to their charge by one person. The ap-

increase

Thereis a daily st
stage between Gallipolis upon the Ohio river, and Portland

BRIEF NOTES.

how

denomination,

much the largest donation ever commited

now

Maine OkCentral Tastitate.
In another column may be seen our
cash receipts since December 1, 1875.
The $2,034, here credited, was chiefly
pledged on the conditional subscription.
The condition of the subscription allows
payment in cash, or by note bearing interest annually at 7 3-10 per cent. As
might be expected, much the larger number find it convenient to cancel their subscription by note. These notes usually
run two years.
Several young men,
whose only capital is their pluck, but who
have faith in God, and the success and
usefulness of the Maine Central Institute,
have given their notes. They are glad
to share this burden. They can pay the
interest now, and in time, the principal.

To answer. a subscriber, we would say
that the Lazarus mentioned in Luke 16
and the one mentioned in John 11 were
doubtless different persons.

Tris is

much gratitude, and especially from our

more

oo)

Tue last line of the poem in last week's
Star, entitled ¢ If Lost,” should have been,
of course, as it was plainly in the copy,
“He would miss it,” instead of “Who
would miss it?”
;

Baptists labored and died, demand some
special attention and effort by our people.
The noble generosity and persevering
resolution of Sister Wood is deserving of

invita.

Committee

paper paragraph, which stated that the
pastor of said church had realized quite
a large sum from a ‘ball ” lately held for
his benefit. We at once appliedto the
pastor for the facts, and he explains that
the “Published paragraph conveyed a false
impression, and probably resulted from
the mixing of two items of news from’
x
that" to wn,
sti
reporting
one
a festival
held | We hope, however, tha
by his church, and the other a ball giveh cash now, as well as at a future day, will
for the benefit of the hotel-keeper in the do so; thus reducing the Institution debt
village. He also affirms that all the ex- to the narrowest possible limit.
At this juncture, brethren, we need
ercises at the festival were ‘‘of the most
innocent nature.” We are certainly glad your co-operation, Persons whose names
to relieve a minister of the gospel and a we hold reside not only in extreme parts
Christian church from the reproach of of Maine, but some in four other States.
It is not possible for me to see all at their
the paragraph in question, and trust that
this may prove to be the end of the mat- residences. A trifle in postage may save
time and toil, expense of travel, and poster.
A
——
sibly the annoyance of a call from an
MAINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE. We con- agent. It is presumed that pledges for
gratulate this Institute, and its friends such an object will be honored. Shall
who have helped it, over the success cf they not be so, with a promptness and
the effort to raise its indebtedness.
That cheerfulness thot shall make, in every
is, enough subscriptions have been re- case, the sacrifice acceptable to the Masceived to do that. It now only remains ter, and a blessing to your own hearts?
for them to be paid. We second the ap- Many who have not paid, we presume,
peal of the Agent, found in another col- are simply waiting the opportunity to
umn, that they be paid as soon as possi- meet the Treasurer. Brethren, just forble, or, which is just as well, that notes
ward a postal order or a check. With
be given on the conditions that-he ex- few exceptions, those we have met or
plains. = That will secure the matter, and
with whom we have had correspondence,
do away with all anxiety. But it is the have seemed pleased to hasten the end of
cash that is needed. We trust it will be this severe and once doubtful contest,
forthcoming.
and share the joy of the writer in the
SR,
rrooe
—
prospect of victory.
Tue better style of the first edition of
G. W. Bran, Treasurer.
Dr. Day's Memoir is entirly exhausted.
Lewiston, Me., January 227.
Will be able to fill orders again in about
rove
—
two weeks.
Rio Goals Oillege.

gratifying to us.
Send it along,
We wan{®s much every week.

few miles of West Virginia and Northern
K«., where recent changes for which Free

Plain-

Denominational Hetos.

cisinz the Methodist church and pastor in
Henniker,N. H.,on the strengthof a news-

was very
brethren.

denomiug.

convenient

Yearly Meeting, and within g

ter of the

their own efficiency and at the same time
to promote the great cause beyond their
own borders. . Any one interested in the
object of the Congress will be welcomed. Send name of delegate to Rev. N. E.
Smith, Plainfield, of whom further particulars may be learned.
- |

ported on what seems good authority,
that the Prussian Government has instructed its agents both in the United
States and in England to inquire into the
practical operation of the Sunday -laws
with
a view to the adoption of similar
ones. The Parliament of Prussia has received many petitions of late asking in
behalf of the working classes for arestoration of Sundayas a legal day of
rest. The inevitable demands of nature
thus join with the inspired Word to vindicate the necessity as well as wisdom of
a day of sacred rest.
RR a
HEAR BOTH -SipES.
We received a
communication last week severely criti-

plenty of company:

——QUEER

of travel it is

tional colleges might have furnished.

thana body of Sunday school workers, res-

the news agent pays as high as $12,000
for the privilege of selling his wares, the
Drs. Storrs and Bartlett explain that
managers of the road paying but little or they know of no direct’ movement for a
no attention to the character of the read- convention of Congregational clergymen
ing matter sold. Through the efficient | to consider Plymouth church affairs.
work of this society more than 30,000
miles of railroad will not permit the sale

means

which

tainments

of

fleld for the purpose of holding there,
March 5th to 10th, an informal *‘ Congress”
for consultation upon three of the great
questions which most interest the Sunday
school workers of the day, namely:
The
present lesson system : its successes, defects,
possibilities, future development, relation
to the denominational systems of instruction, the catechism, the church-year, &c.
2. How to increase the effectiveness of
Sunday school Conventions, Institutes and
especially of Normal Classes. 8. The Sunday school Superintendent : his office, difficulties, relation to the chureh, the pastor,

and

found

dews are dis-

tite improvement of Sunday-school teachers
invite the several Sunday school societies,
union and denominational, the publishers
of Sunday school lesson helps, and all other organizations interested
in Sunday

assessed

Cincinnati,

of affection, and our héart has

ordinary

dred from Ridgeville, and akmost four
hundred miles from Hillsdale. Indeed,
the Ohio River Yearly Meeting is §0 distinct and distant
other sections that

done

at the same time, and

This is notably true in Chicago, St. Louis,|’ tion originates with the

give utterance to thatflow of eloquence
that has so often challen ged our admiration, or to breathe gentler accents of confidence and friendship so familiar to our
ears. We have looked upon it till our
eye has become moistened with the dew

be

the

Tue Committee having in charge the
This new school is not in opposition to
Plainfield, N. J., Normal Class, devoted to any other enterprise. It is near the cen.

of

thes2 modest
when

five

artistic skill.
Indeed it excells nearly
everything of its kind that has fallen under our observation. As we have looked
manly

it "will

course pays for, her paperin advance.

and in servance in this country has been found

finish of style,it does the highest credit to

how

solving the Rocky Mountains.

while they pay the tax"on such valuation
tion, or to poursinto receptive ears the eight or ten years hénce when the ligimpetuous logic of his soul in vindica- uor is worth ten times the taxable valtion of some great truth, or in further- uation. °Mr. Sargent urges that Caliance of some commanding Christian en-, fornia has a capacity for producing—if
terprise. It was then that thought came properly ¢ protected”—about the same
forth not only embodied in the highest amount of wines and brandies as France,
forms of speech, but warmed and vivified $300,000,000 annually ! If this be true,
by the quenchless ardor of a living soul, Government should hesitate before helpwhich is never wanting to the true orator ing to make its people poorer by just that
and successful persuader of men.
amount.
It only remains to notice in brief the
accompanying portrait of the subject of ——UNEXPECTED
VINDICATION.
The
this Memoir.
It is not too much to say, chief obstacle in the way.of Sabbath ob-

that in fidelity to the original,

can see

by noticing how the

with age—so much so, in fact, that twice
the interest on the original value of the
liquors is realized, after paying the reve-

for taxation

and

one college, and that forty miles distant,

Huxley - and Spencer are nib-

bling the leaves out of allthe time. "That

MuscurAr womanhood still has its rep
but very little ‘bendfit has been derived
resentatives,
. We have just received the
couragement to wine snd brandy makfrom,
or imparted to any of our. colleges,
name of a new “subscriber who, during
ing, the project ought to be promptly
With
a few exceptions, of which Hills.
the last season, and to help her husband
kicked out of Congress on the score of
dale may feel a righteous pride, her three
‘‘ get a start” on a new farm, alone plantimpudence as a business transaction. .| ed, cultivated and ‘gathered 500 bushels "thousand members have not been able to
Everybody, we suppose, knows that the. of potatoes, then took them ten miles to enjoy our educational advantages, Some
market value of liquors, especially wine, arket, sold them, and delivered them in have honored the “institutions of others,
and brandy, increases very materially’ the cellars of her customers. She cared for and many have. stopped far short of at.

gling to paint in

distinct

when

book which

liquors are sold, instead of, as now,
when made, Aside from the moral right
of the Government to extend special en-

wine makers want their wares

colors the bright pictures of his imagina-

thuned success, rather than i réigute upon a there are about 200,000 people, with only

State, made arlietion to Congress for
what it calls ** protection” to its vineyards. The favor asked for is simply
that the Government permit the wine and
brandy manufacturers to store their prod-

audience, his whole frame in labor, strug-

us. *

preva-: that once actually lived and moved among
men.
prevail a week previous. But even this
It is this wonderful assemblage of viraegolution is a great improvement on old
tues, with which his public achievements,
Baptist teaching, and may almost be
social relations, and private friendships
said to: commit the denomination to a
were fraught, that reveals to us most
new departure. Heretofore nobody could
truly the work of the man while living,
be “¢ regularly” invited to its communand our great loss in him when dead.
ion unlesshe was a member. in good
In reading the appropriately chosen
standing of a regular Baptist church,—
.& church ¢ of like faith and order.” But extracts of his ¢ Letters from Abroad,”
we stand with Im on the sacred summit
here the qualification insisted on is imof Sinai, or at the foot of ** Alpine grandmersion ‘ upon a profession of faith in
Christ.”

of his intellectual

and Christian worth which go before.
These are rarely. wanting in wealth of

uscript or printed page, however impressed with: studious care, and painstaking,can adequately supply. Dr, Day’s

is said to have been able, spirited and | himself plagued with the reflection, that
warnest, with ¢¢ but few discourtesies.”
he had done violence to areal character,

That : certainly

tion of the estimates

in confirma-

istrations, there is a lack, which

Thomas, were emphatic in their objec- it is doubtful whether, if such an one
‘tions, entering a written protest against]
should blot one lineament from the por“the précéeedings. The whole discussion traiture in question he might not find

lence of the liberal spirit than

and lectures,
‘we find much

ds Malcom and Pentecost and Ji flery, in

As for himself, he seems and purposely
furnished no materials
for such an object. He left not a page
«applying
it, to the whole Baptist body.
‘And yet there are developments of the]. of diary, and scarcely a scrap of personal
experience, save what was incidentally
‘communion question in that body th
are highly significant and should ng#
be "wrought into his published writings, and
passed over. The actual tendency feems public ministrations. Indeed, so intent
to be towards toleration.
The radicals was he upon the full and rounded. service
#till use fierce speech and contend for the of each day as it passed, that he seems
most rigid landmarkism.
But above to have been wholly oblivious of the emthat speech is heard the calm and gentle barrassment that must necessarily attend
woice of Christian fellowship, maming the work of his biographer, if indeed it at
all entered his wildest dream that he was
God as the common’ Father, and claiming these rites and ordinances to be the ever to have one.
But this lack has been largely and hapcommon leeritage of his children.
pily
supplied by the early and continued
But it is not all smooth sailing.
Take
acquaintance,
the peculiar bent of mind,
“the action of the New York Baptist Minand the genial sympathy with all the
sisters’ Conference, for instance, -that we
referred to last week. The result of that higher ¢lements of his chariéter, and
meeting was rather in favor of the “ lib- commanding features of his service, on
-erals,” as we will term them, than of the the part of his biographer, whose’ work
“¢ radicals.” But on the following Mon- of “duty and love” now Ties before
lay, the same resolutfon, which was of
‘the strictest sort, came up again, and,

sistent toil, whith, by the grace e of God,
have in more ‘instances than one worked
up the seemingly rudest materials of our
fallen nature into’ the highest forms of
manly and Christian charaoter.
In passing from the memorials of his
life, portraitres of his character and letters to the specimens which the book
affords of his other writings, sermons,

consenting to stand almost alone among
their brethr en, who they believe are plac
ing undue restrictions apon matters of
faith and practice, is of the rarest type.
We would offer them all proper encouragement and help. We wish the work a
large success, and believe it is likely to
win it; and the workers the abiding consciousness of the divine approval, and
trust hey may not fail to experience it.

apply, as the writer has no intention of to have directly

fession of his
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STAR,

MORNING

—

|] u88., church,
meetings

are

is being
better

revived,

attended,

and

The
the

work in generil has advanced to a higher and
more perfect condition, Seven have found the
Redeemer,and they will go forward in baptism
goon,
APPRECIATION.

A.

brother

writing

from

ong of the western States speaks of the Star
as “ our faithful helper in introducing and defending our doctrines, and church polity.”
The reading of the Semi-centé¥mial number
he says was “ like living over again the days
of the fathers, when glorious revivals followed
the sessions of Quarterly and Yearly meef:

The country roundabout is rich in coal,
“ings.”
:
iron and salt, making it prospectively,
Another brother, writing from: Ohio, says,
and even now, & wealthy and populous “4Velove the Star. During a period of forty

‘region.

Within fifty miles of Rio Grande
3

years

it has .... brought
»

words of peace

:

pee %

STIR

: SR

Hs
EO

tove and good-will: * May

PrrrsvieLp, N. Ho
during

Pittsfield

the

The

weeks,

past_fow

first outward manifestation ¢ommenced under
the labors of certain members of the Young

the work in general.

jan

The churches
PorrER Co. Q. M. ITEMS.
of this Q. M. are all in Potter Co., Pa., except

4

.
ome which is in McKean Co.
dom.”
The writer attended the late session of the
Rev. J. H, DECKER writes of the meeting
Q. M., held with the Roulette church. There’ just closéd with the Central City church, Towa,
was a good attendance at the public meetings that as a result there were 22 hopeful converof worship and harmony prevailed in conferhave united with the
sions. Of that number,16
ence, Thejreports from the churches indicated church, and others will soon do so. The meetunion and harmony throughout the Q. M, ing continued over two Sabbaths and has been
Some of the churches are in a low condition greatly blessed in many ways.
x
and need the awakening influences of the
From Evansville, Wis., we learn that there
Spirit; while others are enjoying revivals.
are some brightening prospects. The church is
The Hebron & Eulalia church, in the imme- practically free from debt. Rev. O. H. True is

bade SRE. Seed SF

diate vicinity of Coudersport,

the county seat,

revival influence has been felt.

are a continual

revival

influence

meeting-house.
Elder Cool, formerly of Belfast, Me., was

an

early pioneer

re-

worker in this

Q.

M.

He

Prayer.

endearing -remembrance.

* The

accounts.
Gifford

of

situated about

30 x 46 ft.

the

Reading

brick and

|

nice-

was

some-

and

of hymn

by

Bro.

A.

1

a

J. M. Kayser;

pleasant social visit in-the vestry of the F. B.

Dedicatory

i)

by
Bro.

prayer

by Bro. Phillips; Benediction.

Special services haye

since

been

by Bro. Phillips and others, which

Also for over

ed in reclaiming

dur-

conducted
have result-

several backsliders,

and

the

conversion of several precious souls, and the
interest is still increasing.
May the good work
go on,
J. P. HEWES.

grate-

fully acknowledge the receipt of a donation
{rom their friends in Harrisburg,
Pa.,
Jan.
13, amounting to $52.00, mostly cash.

Quarterly Ieetings.

Rev. F. MORRISON and wifé sincerely thank

their friends in Meredith, N. H:, who gathered)

OAKLAND (MicH.) Q. M.—Held
its Jan.
session with the Salem church.
A comfortable
time was experienced in three respects—comfortable weather, cheerful hospitality, and a
comforting sense of God's loye in the assemsblies.
Collection for missions, $4.47.
I: M. COREY, Clerk.

at the parsonage on Jan, 14, and after 4 pleasant social intercourse left a donation of about
Ordination,

BRO. CHARLES G. JOHNSON, member of the
Rome (N. Y.) church, Owego Q. Mi, was publicly set apart to the work of the gospel ministry by a council appointed by said Q. M., at
North Rome, Noy. 20, 1875, in accordance with

Freewill Baptist usages,
In behalfof the council.

HENNEPIN Q. M.—Held its last session

J, W. HILLS.

ed;

Resolved, That Tn view of the failure or neg-

WESTERN,

lect

ANY churchdlesiring a pastor can address
Rev. J. Silvernail, at Little Lake, Monroe Co.,

Mich.
Rev. E. O. DICKINSON

is at liberty to

and Baptist Union, At the close of the session,

cor-

Rev. J. 8. Staples and wife’ were received as
members of the Anoka & Champlin church
by a unanimous vote of the same.

The next session of the Q.

with the Minneapolis
2, p. M., March 10.

WE understand that the church in Hillsboro,
Towa, are in want of a pastor. For
information address, I. V. Converse,
Hillsboro, Henry Co., Iowa.

further
M. D.,

No returns were received from the Hennepin
6 churches

and 6

number

The

aggregate

of

members is 829; the aggregate number added by
baptism and by letter during the year; b6.
The whole number of Sabbath school scholars,

440,

vid

SouTH BLooM, Onto.

Suton Q. M.—Held

The writer, assisted

as we

number reclaimed.
J. B, Lasm,
Ono Items. A correspondent sends us the
following items of news:

the churches of the Atheng dnd Meigs Q.
Ms.
Rio Grande College, in Gallia County, is
now completed, and presents a fine appear
ance. A boarding house, costing $13,000, is to
I, Z. Haning

and

'W.

|
J.

Fulton

are

engaged in holding protracted meetings. Under

its

last

session

with

nent
satisfaction.
The
Constitution
was
amended go that the sessions will hereafter
begin on Friday.
Rev, R. I. Jackson was
elected
Q. M. missionary.
All the brethren

felt to strive to do more

Prof. Dunn has been spending a portion of
the winter in Southern Ohio, principally among

be erected the ensuing season.

be held

ing meeting we have had, The union Sabbath
school concert on Saturday evening
gave emi-

trust, hopefully converted and about the same.

Revs

will

Providence church, at Berlin,
Ohio, January
8th. The churches were all represented by
delegates and letter. Rev. J. W. Stewart was
chosen moderator,
It was the most interest-

by the Rev. I. C. Barington, of the United
Brethren church, held a series of meetings
with the South Bloom church. Through most
of the time the weather was very unfavorable,
but considerable interest was manifested in the
meeting, and about seven or eight were,

M.

church, commencing at
Dirus Day, Clerk.

MoxToALM Q. M.—Held its last session with
the Montealm church, Jun, 1, 2. On account
of the bad roads, but few of the brethren were
present.
But God was
present ‘and that to
bless. The Q. M. was followed by the Week
of Prayer, and meetings were held every night
tall the 19th,
God blessed the word to the reclaiming of backsliders, quickening the church
and converting sinners. 'I'here is a good prospect of a larger ingathering of souls.
The next session with the Bloom church,
commencing March 3—5,
General attendance
is desired.
W. H. Smrru, Clerk.

(Minn.) Q. M. for this year’s Register; but the
clerk has recently sent us a report from which

we find that there are in the Q. M.

of the clerk of our Q. M. to make a statis-

tical report of our Q. M. for the Register of
1876, that he is hereby requested to furnish a
report for publication in the Morning Star

respond with any church in want of a pastor,
after the first of April next.
He may be addressed at Erie, Monroe Co., Mich.

ministers.

with

the Anoka & Champlin church, Dee, 17—19.
All the churches were reported by letter and
delegation except one.
The attendance was
good and a pleasant and profitable season was
enjoyed.
The preaching by Rev’s A. J. Davis,
J. D. Batson and J. S. Staples was able and
instructive.
The business sessions were harHonious.
The following resolution was pass-

-<
>

and better work

for

the Master during the year. All are unanimous in the opinion that'the standard of intelmust be raised
ligence, morality and piety
among our people,
Several churches report
revivals during the winter.

The next session with 2d Middleport church,
beginning ‘the second Friday in April, at
which time the trustees for

Randall

Academy

to be elected. The field here looks more
are
hopeful than at any precious time. Our
churches are giving more attention to Sabbath
school work.
1, J, FURGUSON, Clerk.

NEw DurnaM Q. M.—Held its Jan.

with the Center Strafford church,

The

session
travel-

0
3

we

Q.

M.—Held

in Atkinson,

its

last

Dec.

John George

the

In

with

the

labors

Parishville.

A

its

majority

with

Quarterly

Franconia ch, N
r J Erskine,
Cherry Valley ch, il
r H E Cross
A Friend, Newbury,
Me,
Collected by Rev J 8 Burgess
Collection Mass Q M, Mass,
*
New Durham Q M, NHy
*
Northwood chy N
HR
, Plymouth, Vt,
Gt Falls eh, N H, per Mrs J
Roekingham Q M, N H, per
Rev EK P Moulton, Littleton,

Next
25-21.

session

Our

same

.

gospel

is

his

office

of publica-

}

toward

(Methodist),

Russell,

Bates,

and Manson took part, was duly

\

and

Some accessions

have been made to the church in Smithfield since
the last * Register,” and some have been added to
the church in West Waterville, of which Rev. E.
Manson is pastor.
At the latter place a new furnace has been
put into the church, and the audience

encourage God’s people to still work on in this

Q. M.—Held

Dec. 24—26.

its

last

part

Churches nearly all represented, and

some reported revivals since

last Q. M.

Business

was present as cogresponding messenger from
M. The collection on SabBradford & Tioga Q.
bath, - which amounted
to $6.27, was given to
Foreign Missions.

The

ASTHMA AND
advertisement.

Amesbury
church
will
settle
a pastor
soon.
SouthBoston churchis being supplied
at present by Bro. Houghtaling, more recently
of Amesbury. The Lowell church has settled

CATARRH,

See

Dr.

Rev E N Fernald,

tled

Rev.

Bro.

Kimball,

will be

formerly

present, and addressed the

conference

In an

the H.

D. R. WaLvLac,

Me.,

for

Clerk,

MeDoNOUGH Q. M.—The last session of the

Bronchial

confidence

list of Bennett’s

13t4

by

the

They maintain

good reputation they have j ustly acquired.

Hofices and Ippointments.

Normal

CLEVELAND Q. M. will be held with the Liverpool
Visitchurch, commencing Friday, Feb. 4, at 2, ». M.
ing brethren will be met at Berea, 12 miles east of
Michigan
and
8.
L.
and
I,
&
Cleveland on the C. O.
Southern B R. with teams to convey them to the place

Association

three

dollars

and

fifty-

Fox RIVER" Q. M.

will

its next

hold

session

FARMINGTON Q. M.—Held

its Dec,

with the New Vineyard church,
was in several ways of more than
est.

Next
session with the
Beans Corner, March 8, 9.

Second

sessio

mer church cominencing Frida, Feb. 25.
3ENJ, BUTLER,

church,

D. Prasg; Clerk.

at

kien Recelved.
KfAbbott—M Atwood—L N Austin—
~1
1 Austin
YM CA, New Yofk eity—L J Albee—N Bigelow—M
Bachelder—D Bates—Mrs 8 Burge—C W Bartlett— Mrs
8 Barrister—H Bacon—L J Benecdict—D Bayless—D B
Beane—G H Chappell=8 Coombs—J Coughenour—38 H
Couforth— J B Comings—Mrs A F Calef—-L K Clough:
—G

J Cummings—Murs

Dinsmore—Geo

H

L Crosswell-J

Davis—Mrs A M Davis~J

B

Davis—J

(ME.) Q. M.—Held

its last

that the

Collected for Missions, $7.00.

season

1. A. GURNEY, Clerk,

¥ H Waters—R
White—Mrs
80K,

B

Wentworth—W

Is issued 1m the following styles:
One, 32mo. Words only, paper covers, -

cents, 30 cenis, 75 cents, and $1.25.

These books are for sale by Booksellers all over

the country;

for Circular to

3mb

orders

may

be

sent

NEW

L. J. MARCY,

Harper's

1340 Chestnut

Street,

Philadelphat.

3m43

‘ The Household Magazine of America.”

ARTHUR'S

ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE.

Takes rank with
lel
ithe day. It is
the leading, most
more thoroughpopular, and
ly identified
most influential
withthe people
Magazinesofl__.
__ ________ |im their
true
home and social life, than any other first-class
Periodical in the country. For the CENTENNIAL
YEAR it will be richer in illustration
of the varied de- peftments than ever.

and in all
Two new

serial stories will be given. RAGLESCLIFFE,
by Mrs. Julia C. R. Dorr, author of “Sybil Huntington ;?

and

MIRIAM,

and

“The

Life

Laid

Down,” by T. S. Arthur. Both will commence in
January. BUTTRICK’S newest patterns for La.
dies’ and Children’s dresses, are given in every
number. Terms, $2.50 a year; 3 copies for 0.
50; 6 copies, and one to getter up of club, $lo

in

Company

postage free. Specimen numbers 15 cents, in curs
rency y or P.O. stamp?
v
T. S. ARTHUR & SON,1129 Chestnut St. Phila, Pa.
3t

THE

GREAT

VIA

THE

ISLAND
TRAINS

EXPRESS

CALIFORNIA,

TO

ROUTE
FAST

YORK"

3

SPECIAL offer to SUNDAY SCHOOLS

Harri-

Mr.

ROCK

either of

Marcy’s Sciopticon and Lantern
Slides.
New and brilliant effects. Circulars free.

43 Vesey St., N. Y. P. 0. Box 1287

OVERLAND

to

John Church & Co., | Biglow & Main,

ROBT WBLLS

CHICAGO,

or

the publishers.

choicest in the world—Importprices— Largest

= 5 cts.

One, 8vo. Words and music, paper covers,25 cts.
There are finer editions ef each style: One of
Words oaly, at 10 cents; of Words and Music, 30

wanted everycontinually creasing—Agents
where—best inducements—don’t waste time—send

AND
LEAVE

R. R.

PACIFIC

;

\

CHICAGO,

10 a. m., Sundays excepted; 10 p. m., Saturdays excepted.
THIS

GREAT

OMAIIA

CENTRAL
)

HAS
ROUTE
‘WITH

Elegant New
AND

Davidson ~

was a | George—O W Gritlin—H N Hovey H Hunt—I Hogeboon
J Haynes 2 —D W Hammond-E
profitable one. The preaching by Reys. H. Graves
Heron—L E James—W Jordan—B ¥ Jeflerson—A
A. Strout and A, Messer, was both spiritual an ddad] | =
@ James—J Jenness—Mrs L Kent—=E Loud—S R Lib~
instructive, and was listened to with marke
by—Mrs L Lougee—Mrs A Lawtoni—R HLambert—wrs
attention.
Merrill—A J Mowry—D L_Milliken—B 8 Merwin—
Next session at SpringlieM Corner, commencin g | ML Moody—M I Mowry— 8S KMiner—H RMiller—Mrs
Maggh 3, at 2 o'clock, pr. M.
J
Mitehell—E Morse—MrsM Mower—J Nason—Mrs
D
M
M W Newcomb—E Manson—J C Osgood—E Osgood—
M. 8. SCRIBNER, Clerk.
H Palne—
L W Parker—A Palmer—A E Purinton—B
L Plummer—J Plerce—S Pease—1 C Partridge—E PetRecord—B
Patriek—J Rushton—N
WALNUT CREEK Q. M.—Held its December. term
tenglll-Mrs M M
with Liberty church, Dee. 1012.
The church was
I Rogers—A H Roffe—F E_Smlith Mrs. C C Scofleld—
ch—H Risinger—W Russell— G W Roberts—Mrs
at the time enjoying a revival, and the interest of1- || JO NSmith—C
© snell—-D 3 Spaulding-w. ( Slayton—B
the meeting was much increased thereby. Preacl
8 Smith—S W Stiles—A
8 Smith
ing. was by brethren/Brown, Pett and Tibbets, an d | H Stevens—Mrs
F Smith—B F Sawyer—C F SweetlandShurtleff—H
was in the power of the Spirit. A movement was
M Smith—S TerSargent—A
Scott—W
F
Stone—W
§
§
A
inaugurated to erect a suitable monumefit over the
Thom son—Mrs
A Stow—B
ry—S Seamons—B
I Webb—D
grave of Rev. Wm, Bonar. But little business was
heelock—A W Vineyard—J) Wilson—W
¥
Wallace—N
J
ore—M
transacted,
Wwaterman—D R_Whittem
Wyman—
Next term of the Q. M. with Kewana churoh,
Weymouth—J P Wakeman—J -H Weaver—8G Youn
HWallace—D
Wheeler—H
Weaver—E
Ww
Mar. 10, at 2 o'clock, P. M.
Winwag small, and yet we trust

Sacred Songs,”

of Gib-

K. Barnes,

Jan 20,

8

segsio n | £ M Emerson-=Mrs ¥ Emery—O G Fasset—Mrs J Felwith the Springtield &' Carroll church, Jai.', 2.
ker—0 Foster—W H Fulton—M T Kiles—$8 C Gordon-E
AT Green—-R Greene~Mrs R P Grout—C Green—M
Owing to breaking up of sleighing, the attendance
Jr—A C Hogbin—D
SPRINGFIELD

ers’

Services.

' By P. P. BLISS and IRA D. SANKEY,

America—staple article—please everybody--Trade

TWO

Clerk,

n

The sessio nj:
usual inter-

~The
«

MESSRS.

CINCINNATI.

at N.

seven cents.
Rév. J. M. Allen was .appointe d | Kingston, commencing Feb. 19, at 2, P. M,
L. E. Bixsy, Clerk,
corresponding messengerto the next session
of the Chenango Q. M. Rev. PP. R. Stone corRIVER RASIN Q. M.with the Wamplers Lake church,
Business
responding messenger to the Spafford Q. M.
Opening sermon oa Friday evening, Jeeb. 4,
conference beginning at Y, A. M., Saturday.
Next session with the Otselic church, March
)
A.
N.
FLDRED,
Clerk,
3, 1876. Rev. Irad Day to preach the openin, =}o
Rev. C, Steere; Alternate.
sermon.
ROCK RIVER Q. M. (I11,) will be_held with the Ho-

W. A. Pairries Clerk.

AS
T

FOR

264

Terry.

School, at Harper

& €. 8. CLARK,
Cleveland, O.
;

“Gospel Hymns

40.00

son Robinson and Miss Julia Smith, both of
Ferry, WestVa.

‘McDonough Q. M. was one of deep interest.
All those desiring such conveyance will
of meeting.
The sermons were spiritual and edifying. “The
please notlty Mrs. H. Newton, Brunswick, O., by let=
morning or eYeRlng also the time.
arrival,
of
ter,
|
e
motion to change the time of the Q. M. to th
23
. H. DAMON, Pastor,
middle of the week
wasglost.
We
Collection for

Central

Special

Institute.

Hiram

ility,

SANKEY'S

136.85
Treas.

*

rescott, Mr.

Rev. C. M.

General

MOODY

5.00

son, and Miss Fannie E, Wrighter, of Thompson.
In St. Johusbury, Vt., Dec. 16, by Rev, O. Roys, Mr.
allagher both of St.
David Landert and Miss Yaggle
Symes and Miss Fanny Orr,
J. Dec.29, Mr. Alfred
Geo. B. Spaulding and Miss
Jan.1, Mr.
both of St. J.
Elzada S. Weeks, both of 8t. 8.
Near Mainville, O., Dec. 24, 1875, by Rev. I, H. Elliot
ussisted by Rev. J. ¥. Tufts, Mr. J. T. Wellman and
Miss Mary Styker.
In Deerfield, N. H,, Jan. 22, by Rev. Ira Emery, Mr,
Quimby, of Deerfield, and Miss Alma A.
Jonathan
Bickford, of Candia.
In Parishville, N. Y., Dec. 28,by Nesp F. Jefferson,
In Fow="
Mr. Herbert Marden and Miss Nellie Sthrk.
ler, N. Y., Jan. 18, Mr. Philip Sprague and Miss Ida
Goodnough.
Dee. 16, 1875, by Rev: N. C. Brackett, Mr. Enos Wilson, of Harper's * Ferry, West Va., and Miss Hattie
R. I., both members of Storer
‘Adams, of Providence,

tated throat, cough, or cold, *Brown’s
Troches” are offered with the fullest

in their eflicacy.

R.C.

PREPARED

Married

No man or woman is safe while the least remnant of cough, or cold, or any symptoms of pulmonary disease lingers in the system. Expel the
cauge of danger with Hale’s Honey of Horehound
and Tar.
bys
,
Fh
.
Pike's Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

M. and Educational interest and was paid over
to the representatives of those bodies.
I think
the Q. M. was never in better condition than at
the Fragen the;
for which we thank the
Lord.
Next session will be the annual session, and
willbe held with the church at Lawrence,
April,5, 6, 1876. Wednesday
afternoon will
be devoted to Sunday schools, and speakers
have been appointed who will be announced in

due season.

Portlan?,

Tolored Rug Pattern, and terms to agents.

able manner, ‘Bhere are no church trials,no discords and no complaints were made during the
entire session, Union and harmony exists in
all the churches as far as known.
A collection

was, taken which was divided between

street,

Ague;

THE NEW SONG BOOK

57.60
10.00
5.00
2.00

In Sutten, Vt., Jan. 11, A Rev. M. Atwood, Mr. H.
Miss Mary King, of8. Jan.
8. Daniels, of Albany, and
E. Atkins, both of
20, Wi. G. Anger and Miss Mary
:
?
Sulton.
N. Weymouth,
Rev.
by
21,1875,
In Pittsfield, Nov.
Mr. Jason K. Edgerly and Miss Ella A. Cook, both of
Dixmont, Me..
At the T°. Baptist parsonage in Jackson, Pa., Jan.1,

If you want good employment and large profits,
send stamp to H. B. BENNETT" & CO., 213 Fed-

and

REWARD

Priee $1 per bottle.

wok
t

Lewiston, Me., Jan, 26, 1876,

Street, Boston.

eral

States.

2034.60

A Retired Clergyman Wanted—To take
charge of a matter requiring a church acquaint
ance. Apply to J.B, FORD & CO., 11 Bromfield

Fever

was, forthree years, offered for any case of the
above diseases Which could netbe-cured by Clark’s.
Anti-Bilieus Compound.
:
It is sold by nearly grery druggist in the United

G. W. BEAN, Zreas

of New

Hampshire, and the Union St. church, Charlestown, Bro. McLean, both strong men who will
do good service. TheQ. M. is in good condition.
There were several visiting brethren
present from other bodies,
among
whom
was Bro. Burgess, Cor. Sec. of the H. M.
Society, and Bro. Fernald, of the Education
Society, who did good service.
Bro. Burgess
received in pledges about $1,000.
Bro.
¥ernald also received money for the Education
Society. This session was unusually interesting. A good share of the time was spent in
prayer and social exercises.
The preaching
was good.
Bro. Waterman, of Dover, was

Rhea,

A

Wilson Pennington, Mrs 8 M Clements, Mrs Noah
Johnson, Joseph Knights, Cash, A friend, Wm
35.00
Cornish, 5,00 each,
14.60
G 'W Bean, int on note,

PYLE’S DIETETIC SALERATUS. Universally ace
installed on Thursday, the 13th. Bro.Porter is a knowledged the best in use. Each pound bears
the name of James Pyle. None genuine without
strong man and the Lowell church is fortunate
”
in securing him. The Lynn church has set- | it.

Rev. E. W. Porter, of Bath, Me., who

existence for

Nervous Headache, and Female Diseases.

each,

Langley’s

It is the best femedy

the cure of Dyspepsia, Loss ef Appetite, Sourness
of Stomacly, Sick Headache, €hronic Diarrhcea,
Liver Complaint, Biliousness, Jaundice, Consump~
tion, Scrofula, Catarrh, Rheumatism,
ipelas,

Noah Johnson, B.F Chase, J C Connor, Alonzo
Johnson, Mrs F.A Clark. L G Jordan, Na400,00
than Fogg, Rev I D Stewart, 50 each,
N E Murray,
Rev T W Dore, Josiah Bartlett,
Thateher Chiek, H © Johnson, Miss LC
175.00
Vickery,Miss L M Simons,
25,00 each,
Mrs Dea Lary, Mrs E B Page, Mrs Mary Hayes,
Mrs Alice C Hayes, Obadiah Dur gin, Int on
50.00
note* 10.00 each,
20.00
Rev J Mariner on note,

Business Fofices.

& CO.,

s Bm

and vigor.

200.00
Rev NF Wey: mouth
Rev W C Stinson, A M Jones, Charles Bridge,
Geo Goodwin. Lk W Gilman, J C Purin ton,
J C Manson, J 8 Neal, Rev J 8 Burgess, Mrs
Sabina Loud, Mrs L L Twitchell, 100. 1100.00

by

t variety.

Never fails to give a good appetite. It purifies the
blood, and restores to the Liver its primitive health

2.47

C. 0. LIBBY,

Central

Maine

For

Bro. O. C. Hills

March | all throughout the entire meeting.

Ca

Treas,

gi

oie

Large quar-

in

Importers and Publishers.

4.00

0

Family Bibles.

Testaments

D. LOTHROP

Salt

Dover, N. He:

to $5.- Nonpareil Bi-

Brevier Bibles from $1
from $1.25 to'$20.
Pica

A gentleman well acquainted with
this branch of
business says this is undoubtedly the
est as
sortment ever offered afidny one store in the world.

Foreign Mission.

8

session at Swanville,

ings—harmonious;-and-good-time-enj
1 meetings
enjoyed

to from $1.75 to $75.

2.00
5.00
2.00

R Dow,

F. W. FoL8oM, Clerk.
=

Troy

Bibles from $2 to 25.

100.00

CURTIS,

References, &o., from $1.50 to £12.

Bibles from 25 cents

bles from 50 cents to $10.
to $15.
Small Pica Bibles

HO
HO
4.00
1.00
5.00
7.00
1.00
2.00
2.00

Lowell. Mass, per 8 G Howe,
C and C P Davis, Auburn, Me,
8
M D Shaw, Lee Center, 111,
A widow ’s mite, Chelsea, Vt,
Miss Crawfor
Me,
on,
Farmingt
Vaughn,
A
Mrs
.
ford,

room neatly ffescoed, Intimations of God’s special favorin several churches at the present time
of his vineyard.

Pearl

cordance, Maps,

00
5.00
2.50
2.50

5.00
Mrs Hazleton, Jackson, N H; per C Hurlin,
2
Bell Merrill, So Hadley, Mass, postage,
1.00
A L Partridge,Orland, Ind. for Miss Cilley,
8.00
Franconia, N H, per J Erskine
2.00
M W Towne. Alfred, Me,
1.00
Mrs Wilder, Elgin, 11,
11.00
M, per J Fullonton
Rockingham Q
J W Hallack’s Bible Class, Lisbon, Mich, 12.50,C
J Martindale, Sparta, Mich, 12,50, for Miss
25.00
Cilley,
Young Ladies’ Miss Soe, New Hampton, Inst, N H
A
or support of Tirzah Hampton, per Miss

the social meetings were special seasons of the
Holy Spirit's
presence and power.
There have
been two brethren ordained to the work of the
Christian ministry during the past year, of which

notice has heen previously given.

10.00

Concord, N, H,

Bowman

appreciated,

In the windows may be seen at leaséone hundred different‘ styles.
Rednced
prices in plain
figures. Teachers’ Bibles, with fullest Index, Con-

13.45
10.52
8.00
1.50
4.50
2.50

SILAS

of

10.00

'

*

Mrs Willlam Winsor,

we sujoved the privileges and conveniences of a
nice church. The session was one of unusual interest and profit. The preaching, in which Revs.
Chandler

*

x
.
:
.

Danforth,
Clark,
Rines,
Annie § Rines,

Variety

BIBLES!

5.00
5.00

a

Hurd

Wonderful

A SPECIAL SALE.

10.00

Wl
»"

Dea Saml Garland, Haverhill, Mass,
*
Miss Augusta Garland,
Rev C W Griffin, East Albany, Vt,

building a house of worship.
The last session of
the Q. M. was holden there, Dec. 17—19.
Through
the Christian courtesy of our Methodist brethren,

Clerk.

Pelham.

steps

A
5.00
5.00
5.00
10,00
10.00

w.

“
“
*"
COLLECTIONS,
RI,
Col ch Greenville,
“ North Seituate, R I,
“ Haverhill, Mass,
« Strafford, N H, per J F Brown,
“ | Wilton, Me, per D Waterman,
A
+ E Dixfield *
CONTRIBUTIONS,
R I,
Greenville,
Whitaker
Mrs Wm
.
* R A Smith
ud
Stephen Steere,
34
Mrs H H Peckham
4
MI Mowry
td
Mary Mowry
"
Daniel Chandler,
se
Fanny Eddy,
3
J Mowry,
ps

H W
G W
W H
Miss

35 members.

some

38 and 40 Cornhill,

R L Howard, Fairport, N Y, 1st

gathered by the faithful labors of’
bid fair to be strong and useful.

taken

BIBLE WAREHOUSE.

°

Rev
Dea J M Haynes, Washington 8t, Dover N H, 2nd, 10.00

ly increased our strength.
One in Canaan, organized in June, consisting now of 13 members, and

already

Society.

INSTALLMENTS ON NOTES.

Miss Helen Hinkley,
* “Angle Stone

December session
church.
Business

one in Fairfield Village, numbering
The latter has

9

Prof G B Files,

.
the Milo church,

the

195.42

Treac.

Miss Catherine Steer, Greenville, R I, 1st
“A A Harrington, @lneyville R 1, 2nd
Prof J 8 Brown, _yndon Center, Vt, 1st
Rev 8 C Whitcomb, Dover, Me, 1st
Rev C F Penney, Augusta Me, 3nd

WATERVILLE Q. M.—By some oversight or delay

These churches,
Rev. I. N. Bates,

students
for any college in the land, orto givea

thorough English and Scientific preparation for
the active duties of life. For full catalogue, address the Principal,
TRVING DB. SMITH.

4.7!

Collected by Rev. E, N. Fernald in Dec.

the third Saturday in
B. 8. GERRY, Clerk.

at

10.00

L Gilman,
J Fullonton,
pledged at Y M,

Edueation

the 1st Monroe church, Feb.
J. N. ROBERTSON, Clerk.

no returns were received

8.00
9.80

*

1676.

i
(Vacation of two
Weeks.)
Winter Term begins December 5, 1876.
This School was never in better condition for deé~
ing thorough work in Academic Instruction. No
primary instruction.
With three carefully ar
ranged courses ot study.
The Classical, Seminary and English Course. We are prepared to fit

Couverd, N. H.

J H

with

H,

Fall Term begins August22,

14.00

1
M0
525
5.00

SILAS CURTIS,

Ronding messengers as follows: To Montville Q.
M., Elder Ford; Unity, J. Deering; Ellsworth, J.
N. Robertson.
fk

MASSACHUSETTS 2 M.—Held its last session with the Union t. church, Charlestown
The churches were all represented
Jan. H, 6.
the
excepting
delegates,
by
letters
and
are
all
supchurches
Pelham.
The

and

before

ProsrECT Q. Mi—Held
its
with the Belfast & Swanville

Sab-

—

Rockingham QM,

.~Pike, Wyoming Co.,

CALENDAR.
Spring Term opens Maxch 21, 1876.
3
neral Examinations, June 19, 20, 21, 1879.
* Anpiversary Exercises, June 22, 1878,
(3ummer Vacation of eight weeks.)

10.00
20.00
10.50

Wis, 10,00, a friend, Wis, £8

Candia ch, N H, per H Y Dudley,

eransacted in harmony. Social meetings were interesting, and the preaching good. Chose corres.

by Rev.
Clerk.

R. L. HowARD,

Amesbury

The

sup ort, filling his soul.
The next session will meet with

church,

CIs

except

gift in preaching.

proclaimed by him for more than fifty.years

at 1 o'clock, Friday
L March.

'

SEMINARY

New York.

of Bro. Palmer and

numerous friends in his behalf.

th e

Mission collection.

Me, per, 8 Hutchins

Mrs A G Brace,
North Winfield, N Y, for Freed-

ness has taken him from his work. He’ has loved
long to preach Christ. We ask the prayers of his

lease remem-

Next session with the Parma church,
Collection for Missions, $20.77.

plied

his

2.00

4.40

hearts were sad at the absence of our
beloved
futher in the gospel, Rev. L. Hathaway, who, we
fear, will never meet with us again.
Severe sick.

Dec.
of

the Hopkinton

The churches will

to improve

’

PRE

7.00

Ind, Loudon Center, N H.

“

juan)

*.¥ Special rates given to clubs and club agents,
Address THE INTER OCEAN,
119 Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

Garland chureh,

the

commercial

‘43 BEND STAMP FOR SAMPLE COPIES.sw

N Y.

5.00

consequence

of which

Daily,
postage
paid............81
00
ear,
Sem. Wook] elk
pa
oor ¥ el
a
TT
.
Weekly, pos

* A Friend,” Bowdoinham, Me, for freedmen,
Rev Bova, Bangor, Me, pledged at Farmington,

Walker,a member of the Atkinson church, was recom-

mended

Oswego,

men,
A Friend, Mos
Prarie du Sac church,

ra vast nds

Is.a Favorite in the Household.

Saco, Me,

A E Wilson,

representativepaper of

a

| family paper, and
Vt,

Rey J M Pease, 1 Otisiield, Me, via Oxford, G
*

WEN.

the center,~makes special clarm asa literary and

Home Mission.
Whitefield N H, per G H Pinkham, *

Clerk.

session

17—19.

a

8{, Provid

H H Wallace, 47 Pacific, Lawrenee, Mass,

entertainment of all

Fort Fajrfield.
N. GAMMON,

Charleston, under

ROCHESTER Q. M.—Held
its Dec. session
with the Hamlin church, Rev. ‘Wm. Walker,
The church was found to be in fine
pastor.
condition; and anxious to entertain
workin

10.

Prayer

Readiiig of hymn

Collection;

at

is

Phillips;

Kings;

for

t1sa

.
Nrr lie
Ve.

Randolph,

Emery & Sawyer,

TR

-EN THE HORT

in all Departments.’

EXPRESS,

of the storm and severity of the weather the gathering was small. No correspondénts from abroad
reached
ug. All of our churches except three were
represented. Some of our churches are prosper.
ing. God is graciously
pouring out his spiut in

of the ministers’ conference Thursday
nin;
f
night, to the close, Sunday night, was one o
surpassing interest. The house was crowded ’
the truth powerful, the testimonies tearful, and
“sinners inquiring the way to Christ.
The

The church membership

of selections from

SEBEC
church

the Q. M., both in its homes and at the house
of God. The whole session, from the begin-

a bal-

the pastor, Bro. J. Rhinehart; Sermon by

ehurch in St. Johnsbury, Vt., on the evening
of Jan. 18, consisting of one dozen silver

REV. A. F. BRYANT and wife would

Dale

building is

Its entire cost

by Bro. Wm. Mitchell;

their

received

of

the

place

Next session at

FoND pU Lac Q. M.—Held its last session
with the South Prairie church, Nov. 10, 1875.
Next session with the Boul tonville church,
Feb. 11, 1876.
~&¥v MANSFIELD, Clerk.

took hold of the work bravely, and the result
is a church that would be a credit to any rural
place. The dedicatory exercises were as foldows:
Reading

M.—Held

bath school address, Friday evening,
M. White.
:
D. 8. SmrTH,

is not very strong, but the community
at large

REv. M. ATwoop and wife would express
their heartfelt thanks to their friends in Strafford, Vt., for a donation and Christmas presents in Dec. last, to the amount of $105.00.

$100.00 worth of other presents
ing the fall and winter.

of the

Itis veneered with

ance in the treasury.

wife gratefully

$54.00 jn money.

north-west

size

LAWRENCE (N. Y.) Q.

ber their

F.

chapel to the
This church is

church was dedicated free of debt,

acknowledge a donation of $150 made by their

knives and

13, the

the

L. F. FARNHAM,

Next session

Jan.

by “the church’ and

the

wo i

.

It Aims at the Highest Excellence

New Lyme, Ohio,

tt, Houlton, Me

J

-

(a

W a Clark, Paw Paw, Mich,
Miss Lydia
1 Snell,

tion, so that no changes appear in the statistics of
our&d. M. for the * Register ” of 1876. But we are
Wayn e | glad
to say that during the year 1875 the Q. M. has
+ |'enjoyed some prosperity and growth. Two new
Clerk.
churches have Deen added that have very material-

Go

with

Feb. 11—13.

thing over $1500.00.
The amount outstanding against was $482.00.
The collection amounted to $561.00, so that the
:

after

On

mile

The

ly finished inside.

T Donations.

sincere thanks for a donation left them

one

rural country.

J. W. HiLLs.

would retarn

Wis.

EE

Mas,

le

, Ohio,

Droke, Bo

¥ Jl ties iin,

at 1 o'clock,
The arrange.

provision made

of

Tox 175, Stonchath,

TH

Hoxie, Bo
Ay oi
. Rev U A Bjsiiord, 81 Cranston

those who attended the meeting
was most excellent,
in fact, it was gehelous and complete—just like the
citizens of Blain. The collection taken on the Sabbath amounted to } hy

gation, but the good Spirit’ met with those
present, and a profitable season was enjoyed.

church

station of the Wisconsin Central R. R., in the
town of Dale, Outagamie Co., Wis.
It occupies a beautiful site in a rich, thickly-settled,

May blessings attend these workers.

REV. O. Rovs and wife

the

citizens

churches failed to represent themselves by dele-

assistance.

and

Baptists dedicated a pleasant
service of God and his Christ.

stitute the active force of the Q. M. at present.

vicinity,

valuable

Corners,

Sprague’s

Next session will convene
church, Feb. 4, at 7, P,
M.

session

C.

Dedication.

HORTONVILLE,

good service for the Master in this region for
the last thirty years. May his mantle fall upon
another whe shall be as faithful and true.
Bro. Torrey and two or three licentiates con-

friends in Sprague’s Corners and
evening of Dec. 29.

given

J.

much strengthened and quickened.

laborer,is at present laid aside from active service. His friends are hopeful that he will yet
regain his wonted vigor,
Elder Samuel Barr, now 80 years of
%
near the close of a useful life. He has done

and

has

Several have been converted,

the just is blest.”
Bro. F. G. Stephens, for six years an efficient

Rev. B. F. JEFFERSON

who

Rev.

present from

J

The pastor, Rev. H. E. Cross, has

been assisted a part of the time by

ment and

Witcher,

*

:

The Leading Republican Paper

Wakefield depots N H,

Vi

Rev T E Peden, Ewin,

Kinney: at ou

ym.

Te)

Sabbath in June, Sept., Dec. and
Mar.,
P. M., and holding
over the Sabbath.

Q. M.—Held its winter

inward spiritual communion with

the

THE Cherry Valley, Ill., church, is much encouraged by a revival work in progress at last

He is held

memory

of

Several are anxiously ‘inquiring

WO

:

dl FIRST-CLASS NEWSPAPER.

Cal.
}
a uchamma depot, Pa,

Rev y MSF oaman,

Our quarterly sessions in future will be holden
as follow : Commencing on Friday before the ith

LAFAYETTE (WI18.) Q. M.—Held
its Dec.
Our
session
with
the
Monticello church,
churches are confident of the manifest influence
they are having, which tends to moralize the
community in which they are located, yet they
are not satisfied with that. It seems to be the
roduce an
work of the church not only to
outside orderly walk, but to Christianize’ indirode
an
viduals and society, thereby

way,and larger results are hoped for.

Q. M. in succession, and was ever ready at his
post, and by his faithfulness, he gained a strong
hold on the affections of the people.

a

meetings held, commencing with the Week

Jas M foot, Sonora
Re Q
Presodtt,

Christ will grow out of our meetings.

tor take a collection in their respeeteach
ive churches, the Sabbath previous to this Q.
M. It was accordingly done, but still there
consequently, we voted to use
was a deficienc
. collection at this session for
the regular Q.
We are now free from debt
this purpose.
with a balance in treasury of $15.80.
Next session with the Philadelphia chureh,
on the 18th of Feb: Opening sermon by Bro.
J. H. Nibecker, of Lowville.
J. V. BAKER,
Clerk and Treasurer.

REV, L. D. FeLT writes from Waupun,Wis.,
of encouraging results coming with the union

sounded the alarm on Zion’s walls, but in the
midst of a revival, he was suddenly called
home by reason of sickness in his family.
Bro. Dutton Stiles; long a useful member of
this Q. 3, died one year ago last May, deeply
He had attended 99 sessions of the
lamented.

8

] ing the Q. M.
debt some $50. To’ liquidate
“this debt, we votedat the Sept. Q. M. to have

very profitable one.
Some churches reported
revival interest, and all steadfastness.
The
March session will be held at Minneapolis.¢

visit among old friends in this region, he again

©

taken to pay the expenses of the Delegates to
Y. M., but no provision was made for it, leav-

Bro. T. seems

Q. M. was held at that place, and that it was

moved to Michigan several years since, and
cast his lot with the United Brethren.
On a

*

were

REV. C. L. RUSSELL writes from Champlin,
Minn., that the last session of the Hennepin

and a new

[J

L

BY Mair.

M Cole, Elton, N'Y,

ville, Harrisbu
. Philadel phia, Three Mile | Bro. Hi g@ins, pastors of F. W. and C. Baptist
er with a faithful membership
Bay and Depauville churches, all reporting an churches, who, to,
and earnest Sunday school force are doing a good
interest in the glorious work.
At
increasi
work for the Master.
secret of their success is
the June (last) session of the Q. M ., & Vote was union with Christ andTheeach
other.
Bro. W. W

hopeful for the future of the church, and is
holding special meetings to some extent now.

12 by baptism and 4 by letter. The location of
the meeting-house is good, frequently drawing
attendants from town.
Their present needs

:

ig

iotrd ‘of gab | oH wars fociva

ca

JEFFERSON Q. M.—Held its last session with
Delegates
the church at Depauville, N. Y.

an earnest and devoted pastor, and of late some

has recently been blessed with a good revival,
and an addition to the church of 16 members—

Doin tn

THE INTER-OCEAN.

are

Books Forwarded.

A. MSJONES, Ct rk.

:

|

and old |

and impressive
to all present,
interesting
e presence of our good
Much was added b
brother, Rev. A.
H. Morrell.
L. L. PAGE, Clerk.

not stop until
into the king-

the work so well begun may
many more shall be brought

“DA Wonima Amesbury,

what

through the summer and fall, and a
.
of interest is manifested. The meetings
durng the quarry session were well attended, and
were deeply interesting, a number of backsliders
and SOI Ywho had NoVen made a Profession Sime
orward for prayers, a
rospect seemed
good
for a precious Tovival
the »
ik
:
E
\ The March session will be holden with Gardiner

ing in Virginia. ' The devotional services were

are praising God for recent blessings, they are
also praying for a deeper work of grace.
May we have the prayers of God's people that

this channel.

and

Mo
are a | ,
practices
pleasure, as such
to Christian work and growth.
the Ot
Sala fa Wimer ay
hs
continuing over the Sabbath.
all forms. of imbling, such as prize | 24th of December,
joer tickd } nd stchamuserignis Tiere was i . fui attendance. wv. Bart of the

HARPER'S FERRY

Christians

and while

seems to be increasing,

on,

not die, Meetings have been held mostof the

time

session with the Harper's Ferry church, Jan.
8, 9. The attendance of delegates was large,
and reports of sister churches were cheering,
and show that we as a denomination are grow-

interest

The

soon.

forward

Others are to go

could

effect as we have ability.
Any church desiring the next session of the
Q. M. may address the clerk.
J. B. LAIGHTON, Clerk.

of additions to- the church. The writer bapconverts last Sabbath.
tized three happy

“realize the glorious results which come through
——

with a

ed in a good reviv#l interest, and in a number

to labor
made to

its organ.

Bro.
Wm. P. Kinney, and our
prize voti
aving
the nafure of
gam
oulton Q.
er,
. Ebbot, from the
withChristianity ; and the | «met with
bling,are — stent
‘
us, and added much to the interest of
remotest
ap roaches to which should, be the occasion.
The preaching that we enjoyed
‘
during the session was by Revs. J. A Bryan, J.
shunned by all Christians.
P. Kinney.
ey each
8. That we recommend the methods of rais- W. Carr and Bro. Wm.
ing funds as presented by the Cor. Sec. of the lnbored to declare, in a very clear and simple and
manner, the whole truth as itis in Jesus
H. M. Society for H.
M. urposes, and that “faithful
they be adopted by the Q. 1. and carried into Christ. We feel confident that good to the cause of

The meetings have result

valuable assistance.

ine

was present and
behalfof the H. M.

8. B

an earnest jppesl in

EE

growing interest, and all feel that there is reason for encouragement.
REV. L, C. CHASE writes from South Ridge,
0.1“ We have just closeda series of meetings,
lasting three weeks, in this place, in which
Rev. M. W. Spencer, of Pierpont, rendered

for

J.

0 abstain fom the use of Jubue

Meetings have been held

every two weeks during the summer

Rev.

cider, for
hindrance
"9. That
packages,

:

pler’s Lake, Jat. 14,

at 2.30, and then a social meeting after the sermon. Irtheevening a prayer meeting at 7,
for half an hour, to pray for the evening meeting, and a sermon at 7.30,\followed by earnest
appeals to the unconverted toy come forward
for prayers. The great reliancl has been upon
prayer, and Mr. Fowler has been persistent in
his efforts to get the several churches
in this direction; and they have been

de

donation of $58.35 from his friends at Wam-

Pp, M.

in the

Preaching

'.

revival

up

cause, The Q. M. collection $8.80, was Sppropristed to H. M. interests. Conference. pus
following
resolutions:
Resolved, 1. That'we advise all Christians | City church.

D. D. MiTcHELL gratefully acknowledges a

request prayers for themselves or their friends,

and

, ceptance,

sound healtlyand to a full measure of service
in the churek.

glad to say, some

ve

members remained to unite with other churches,
and no return
was made for the ** Register,” so the
church was omitted; but it was found that they

terest in the old N+ Durham'Q. M.
Rey. E. H. Butts appeared from the York
Co. Q. M. and preached
the word to good ac-

winter. We greatly regret this, both on his
own secount and on gecount of the great work
which he was doing for the Master in that
section. May he eventually be restored to

Men's Christian Association, ‘of Concord,
which resulted in quite a number coming
forward for prayers. ‘They were followed by
Mr. O. Fowler, the‘evangelist, who has labored
efficiently, as judged by the fruits of his work.
About 850 have requested prayer, a large portion of whom have found salvation. The,
course pursued by Mr. Fowler has been to hofd
a prayer-meeting at 10, A. M,, daily, for any to
and then offer prayer for thos{-cages

ere is, we are

Bro. O. E. BAKER, “of Wilton, Iowa, is
slowly recovering, but is confined to his room
most of the time, and is likely to be for thé

in

been in progress

erful work of grace hts

were spiritual and deeply interesting. T
Rieaepce of the Master was truly with us.

Athens Q. M, Under the labors of the latter,
about a dozen have been added to the Campaign church, Meigs Q. M. °

womn-

a

that

‘We learn

r ago

A CHICAGO PAPER,

Post Office Addresses.
Revd M Woodman, E Wakefield depot, NH.

Q. M.—Held its last session with the
¢ BOWDOIN
labors of the former, some fifteen or twen- | ing was bad, consequently only about half the | South
Sardines cause This Shuseh v goone
the Lord bless and | the
ty have been added to the Huntington church, churches were reported. The social meetin

jn the
prosperit, and may it be in the future, as
past, a blessing to the church and the world,
add our Amen.
‘We reverently rid
fre A
RRR

.

sn

pe

"

»

mr

:
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pre

“| His prospects in life were certainly prom| ising.
But these bright prospects were soon
overshadowed by a deep aflliction which
he sustained in the death of bis young
wife, He was left a childless widower.

There's many a trouble
Would break like a bubble,
And into the waters of Lethe depart,

:

A

Did not we rehearse it,

deep

melancholy

settled

over

him

which was only dispelled when he ULeAnd tenderly nurse it,
came absorbed with the grand purpose
And give it a permanent pluce in the heart.
to liberate his country. Thenceforth he
_There’s many a sorrow
“was a hero,
;
:
Would vanish to-morrow,
The creoles were looked dowmr upon
‘Were we not unwilling to furnish the wings; by the Spaniards, even
the wealthy
So sadly intruding
among them did not escape the jibes flung
And quietly brooding,
at their brethren of humbler station. A
It hatches out al! sorts 6f horrible things.
How welcome the seeming
Of looks that are beaming,
Whether one’s wealthy or whether one’s poor;

Eyes bright us a ber,

‘

" ‘Cheeks red as a cherry,
The groan and the

curse

and

the -heartache

can cure.
Resolved to be merry
All worry to ferry
»
Across the famed waters that bid us. forget,

And no longer fearful,
But happy and chéerful,
‘We feel life has mach that’s’ worth
yet.

living

for

HUMAN BROTHERHOOD.

Caracas was declared free
ent,

Be complacent and forgiving—
Loving is the charm of living;

from his

Man to man shouldbe a brother—
Man to man should be a brother;
Little children, love each other.

exile,

clung

For

a

dozen

years

All the evil thou dost bear him ;
Love the errinz, do not blame him
Too severely when you name him;
Love thy friend, *cis very hateful
To see any one ungrateful.

Man to man should be a brother,
Ever loving one another.

Cael,

SIMON BOLIVAR.
BY E. A. 8.

" The beginning of the present century
saw South America ruled over by a tyranny hardly equaled in history for its immediate selfishness.” For
two centuries,

Spain had treated her colonies in the new
world with the sole end in view to derive

All trade

was monopolized by the mother conntry.
The colonists were not allowed to carry
on manufactures of any description what-

could sail bis ship,

the miner sink his shaft, nor the mechanic

build his foundery. All the factories established by native industry were destroyed and tbeir founders punished.
Spanish
guards kept constant watch and avenged
with merciless savagery any violation of
these tyrannical measures.
Not only
this, but the people constantly
suffered

brutal outrages at the
licentious

Span-

;

Simon Bolivar liberated South America
from the thraldom of Spain, and his name
is justly revered throughout Brazil, Peru,

Venezuela.
but is

Nor
cher-

ished by all the descendants of those who
were «subject to the despotic rule of
Pizarro and his successors.
Bolinar was born in 1783, the, heir to

vast plantations including ‘country, villas
and fine residences in his native city of
of Venezuela,

of the

leading

‘General-in-chief.

The

Catholic priests knowing that the downfall of Spanish rule would lead to the loss

Love thy neighbor, don’t offend him,
But with a brother’s love befriend him.
Love thine enemy, and spare him

capital

purpose.

spirits, was made

Tis God’s law to love each other—
Every mau should love his brother.

Caracas, the

in

ed, Bolivar who was one

‘Who can live, yet live without it?
Angry words, like poisoned arrows,
Fill the soul with deadly sorrows;
And they surely act most blindly.
Love will cover many a failing,
Love wil! cure the tongue of railing.
Man to man should be a brother;
Little children, love each other.

is it confined to these states,

and

Soon after the uprising above mention-

Love is joyous, who can doubt it?

Bolivia, and his native

penniless

remarkable vicissitudes of fortufie followed him, but he braved all and conquered.

other.

iards.

all

with the inspiration of a hero and determined that nothing should thwart him

Only silly ones despise it.

hands of the cruel and

and a bloodless revolution freed

Bolivar,

Therefore more than rubies prize it—

petty insults and

and independ-

struggles and repeated downfalls of those
who fought for their independence.
When in after years all others desponded,

Angry looks and words are treason
To the law of love and reason;

The mariner

con-

Many and long years would witness the

And as well our holiest graces.

ever.

of the

the Spanish colonies in South Ameri:
ca.
But freedom does pot come thus easily.

‘Loving our sublimes® beauty.
Love ennobles homely faces,

the largest {ribute possible.

finding himselfin the power

there,

spirators, he was forced to sign articles
of his own abdication, and was banished.

Man to wan should be a brother;
* Christian m2n should love each other,
Love is mortal’s richest treasure—
Loving is our highest duty ;

Family

immedi-

ately crushed. At length, a secret association was formed among them with the
purpose to liberate their country. They
gained over the army to their cause and
bad the friendly wishes of the people.
Yast throngs were in the streets of
Caracas on the 19th of April, 1810, for it
was a festal day. As the Emperor-General came out of the council chamber, a
band of young men surrounded him, led
him back to the council-room, and

— Tinsley Magazine.

It is wise to love each

namber of times they had risen in rebel-

lion, but their uprising had been

His

family belonged to the most wealthy and
influential class of native creoles. The
death of his father when quite young,
left the care of his education to his mother,who employed the best instructors
and
gave him every advantage which the
wealth and standing of the family could
confer. At the age of fifteen he was sent

But by his indomitable

He also spent some Lime in Pagis, when enterprise, Bolivar pushed his army
France was emerging from the terrors, of through the swamps and over the mountthe revolution,and he was much impressed ains, and with what were left of his

who

had

already com-

Jmenced his wonderful career.
Rome, and there, it is

He visited

said, first thought

soldiers entered the plain

side.

Here

he

was

met

on

by

the other
Spanish

troops, fresh, well drilled and in numbers far exceeding his own soldiers, who

of liberating his vative country. But a
‘plainly showed the effects of their hazardsubject of more engaging interest soon
ous and fatigning march. But the men
preoccupied his attention. In Madrid, he
led by Bolivar were possessed of a fierce
saw and fell in love with a beautiful
courage, ard throwing

themselves

upon

Spanish girl, a daughter of one of the their foes, massacred. them without merleading fumilied. The consent of the ¢y. The whole country rose again in
parents being obtained, the youthful pair revolt, In 1819, Bolivar went from one
were married, -and Bolivar with bis state to another and in each succeeded in
bride returned home, to take charge of
his possessions,

His

appearance at this

time is thus described: ‘¢ His form was
graceful, his eyes hright and penetrating,

my enemies, I have only forgiveness. If
my death shall contribute to the cessation
of factions, the consolidation of union, 1
can go 4ranquilly to my grave." Soon
after he died, December 17, 1830.

A

get mad and swear, but then I am strict
ly honest; I work on Sunday when I 4m
particularly busy, but I give a good

deal

to the poor, and I never was drunk in my

once

hired

a

canny

Scotchman to build a fence around his lot,

and gave him very particular directions as
to his work. Io the evening, whén the
Scotchman came

in

from

his

labor,

the

man said,
“ Well, Jock,

is the fence built,

and

is

it tight and strong?”

‘I canna sdy that it is all tight and
strong,” replied Jock, *‘ but it's a good
average fencey anyhow.
If some parts
are a little weak, others are extra strong.

Edon’t know but I may have
here and there, a yard
then I made

up

for

left. a gap

wide .or

it by

so; but

doubling

the

number of rails on each side of the gap.
I dare say that the cattle will find a very

good fence, on the whole, and will like it,
thoygh I canna just say that it's perfect
in every part.”
* What!” cried the man, not seeing the
point, “‘do you tell me that you have
built a fence around my lot with weak
paces in it, and gaps in it? Why, you
might as well have built no fence at all,
If there is one opening, or a place where
an opening can be made, the cattle will

leaning on his ax over a log which he had
in vain been

trying

to

cleave.

Then,

looking at the log, the gentleman saw
how the boy bad backed and chipped all
around (he knot without hitting it. Taksharp

blows

culty, Smiling, he returned
his son, saying:
** Always strike the knot I"
That was good advice. It is
you, my children, as it-was for
whom it was first given, It is

the

ax to

“good for
the boy to
a capital

maxim to follow when you are in trouble.

“I used

to think

up to it and do it.

Yes, strike the knot!

Strike the knot, boys and girls, and you
will always ‘conquer your difficulties.—
Sunday School Advocate.
a
The other day a school girl called to
companion.

a

* Say, Nellie, did you know

that Kitty Harper's pa has bought a
house P”
:
“No; is that so ! J it a nice house ?”
* Great big vis fue with the awful-

est biggest panes of glass you ever saw !”
** Aud bay windows?”
“No; just straight windows."
+ Well, that seitles it,” said No. 2. as
she walked away. ** We have two bay
windows on our house, and though Kitty
isa nice girl, she can’t belong to our
set.”
)

About

so,’’ said the

dry

about averaging matters with

the Lord,

organizing such a revolt that everywhere

the Spaniards retreated before him.

This

completed the final liberation of South

his forehead bigh, his beard trimmed with America.

’

In the'last year of his life,, an envious
faction rose against him
in his native

care, his expression winning, his com-|
* plexion somewhat palid and wan.” He
had read much and observed well. He Venezuela, snd with strange indignity
- spoke gracefully and * wrote with ease, banished him from the country whose
.

remember God’s goodness, and he

would

look at it and remember his promise to
them. So the rainbow would be a token
between God and men.”
‘
“I would rather not have God watch
me; I am so naughty,” I said.
Then my father told me how God loves
us, and when we do wrong is ready to forgive us if we are sorry for our sin, and
confess it. He sent his dear Son to die

for us. For his sake he is willing to forgive all our sins, instead of punishing us,
It made me very happy to think that
God loved me, and was willing to forgive.
And after that, every time that [ saw the
rainbow, it was a sign to me of God's
blessed promise to take care of us,—Evangelist. ,

wl

‘You never saw my hands as dirty
that,” said a mother,

reproachfully,

as
yes-

terday to her little eight-year-old girl.
* Cause I never see you when you was a
little girl,” was the prompt answer.

ticeuble display of *‘ cant” thanin the utter.
ances by which.Carlyle pretended a while ago
to condemn it, Mr, Arnold’s wisdom consists

most difficult in all the realm of letters. . It requires great knowledge of books, fine discrimination, rare taste and Kind judgment.
The

he is, perhaps, a morally honest and well.
meaning man, His method is maiuly one of
denials. You state what as a Christian man

16mo. pp. 441, ($2.50).
The
province of criticism is, doubtless,
the

eritig deals with the best products of the hus

mangmind, and while he should ever .seek to
discover and commend excellences,he should,
ly suggest

ways

condemn faults and wise.

of improvement.

requisites seem to be met in
us,
Mr. Stedman brings
help of years of study.
He
ment upon different authors

All

these

the book before
to his work the
passes his judg.
after careful ex-

ments,” he has earned the place
critic by being a poet himself,

of poetical

The

qualities

upon which he lays most stress are
and freshness;

those which

simplicity

he deprecateare
s

obscurity, harshness, and an

excess

of elab-.

orate ornament, ‘The opening chapter deals with ‘‘ The

'
Peri-

od.” * Our own time, so eminently scientitic,
£0 devoted to investigation of universal ruth,
has found suchygyvonders in the laws of force
fod matter, nb
poetic bearing of their
phenomena bas séemed of transient worth,”
*.Qur

schoolgirls

and

down

the laves with

spinsters

wander

Darwin, Huxley,

and

Spencer funder their arms; or if they carry
Tennyson, Longfellow, and Morris, read them
in the light of spectrum analysis, or test them

by the economics of Will and Brain.”
¢ The
Victorian Poets have flourished in an equatorial region of common-sense and demonstrable

knowledge.”

Yet with all these restrictions

there have been

a

few

noble

masters

who

have adapted themselves tothe new
tion of things. Oue of these is Landor,

coundiwhose

works the author critically reviews, in the
second chapter.
In examining his writings,
says the author, we are chiefly impressed by

must

but I hear you talk so much

he is, at the same time the chief of dogmatists

Diamonds.

Diamonds are found as little round pebbles, covered with a thin, brownish

crust:

trunk, drew his breath just like a man
about to endure an operation, gave a sigh

of relief when it was over, and tken by
trunk and gesture evidently wished to express his gratitude.
STRENGTH OF METALS

AND

WOODS,

Some of our readers may be interested in
the following, facts and wish to preserve
them for reference :
A quarter-inch.rod of the best steel will
sustain 9,000 pounds before breaking;
soft steel, 7,000; iron wire, 6,000; iron,
4
: inferior bar iron, 2,000; cast iron,
1
to 3,000 ; copper wire, 8,000; silver,
2
; gold, 2,600; tin, 8,000; cast zine,
160; cast lead, 50; milled lead, 200. Of
wood, box and locust, the same size will

hold 1,200 pounds; ash (toughest),1,000;

elm, 800; beech, cedar, white oak,
pine, 600: chestbut
and
maple,
poplar, 400.

pjtch
650;

Croups range from 150 feet to five
miles in hight
Their average elevation
is about two and a half miles.
Froas and salamanders extend. further
towards the polar regions than any other
reptile.
(a

the exhibition of mental prowess, yet he honored ** his work with all the finish that a deli-

cate ear and faultless touch could bestow upon
it.” Hood was the
though having the
*¢ this faculty was

poet of the heart, but,
veritable gift of humor,
overworked,” and * his

verse thinned and degraded to suit the caprice of a rude public.” Arnold is commended as ** an illustrious example of the power of
training and the human will,” and then fol
lows, we think, very just criticism and commendation of the poet in question.
Barry
Cornwall is noticed as a true song writer, and
due apppeciation is given him. The remarks
on Mrs. Browning are very full and compli-

mentary.

The

author

considers

her * the

greatest of womau poets” in any lund or time,
though he is quick to see the defects of
her

style, her unevenness, harshness and vague-

ness.
An illustration of the care with which
he uses his power of criticism is shown in the
passage where he says that Mrs. Browming's
Essay on Mind,*“evinced a knowledge of Plato,
Bacon, and others of the world’s great thinkers; I .do not say familiarity with them ; scholars know whut that word means, and how
loosely such terms are bandied.”
by
A long chapter is devoted to Alfred Tennyson, “ the fullest representative of the Victori-

an age.”

The close examination of all of Ten-

largely in his own conceits.

At the same time

and believer ‘in Revelation you regard as true:

his reply is quite as likely as anything to be,

“Itisa lie” Christianity needs mo defense
against that kind of argument.

time we accord Mr, Arnold
talent, a right to his

and

the

convictions,

order of

‘and

to his

own way of expressing them, They are also
entitled to candid and thoughtful ‘considera.’
tion.

THE INN

ALBUM,

By Robert

Browning,

Same publishers. 12mo. pp.'167, ($1.50),
One could bat be suspicious of 8 poem that

made its first appearance in the Sunday

of a daily paper.

issue

The paper that it appeared

in certainly could not give

much

character to

it. Neither could it give much fame to the
paper. The most that we can find iu it is the
story, and even that is a very ordinary one. It

is a sort of fast life,rouge and lily-whife affair,

A young man, if we may risk trying

pret the story, who

had

come

to

inter-

to an English

town to be married next day to one of its fair
residents, spends the preceding night in the
Inn parlor with an aged person gambling.
The next morning they walk
out, avd the
young man learns that his companion had, four

years before, loved

aud betrayed

and deserts

ed a beautiful girl in the village.

He half sus-

picious true on returning

Tup,

pects it may be his affianced,
and finds his sus.
to the

where.

he finds his intended bride, whe points oat her

betrayer.
The young man, enraged, slays his
companion, and the young woman, distracted,

dies, too, by her own hand. There is no tenderness in {he recital. Tt is unngtural for
that and several other reasons. But there is
pretty good characterization init.
The cool
and calculating old man, his rash and impetuous companion, and the easy, simple and trust.

ing young girl now grown

into a

despairing

woman, who could not endure the

revelations

of that morning hour at the Inn, are well presenfed. The poem is emivently characteristic
of its author. Think of such lines as this,

wherein an act is spoken of as “ the magnan-imous magnificent renunciation of advantage.”

And, as usual, there is very much in the poem that nobody will be likely to comprehend.

Butthat, as the author modestly says, is like

* w Browning,” and adds that “ he neglects the

form; but ah, the sense, ye gods,

the weighty

sense!”
We should say so, indeed.
It is ale
most unexplainable how Mr. Browning, the
author of some of our best English verse, came
to write it. He, with his reputation,can stand
it. But itis a question if the reader can, or,
at Jpast, get any enjoyment out of it. And yet

there is some excellent reading in it, as where

the old gambler warns the young man of the
results of the life he is leading; or expresses
remorse over his past and wasted career; or
where the betrayed girl, meeting at the Inn

her belrayer, exclaims that ‘this sole seeing
you has undoue all heaven could do these four
years, and puts me back to you sand hell!”
There are certainly excellent qualities in the

- poem, but one somehow feels'all the time that
it Isn’t quite wp to Mr. Browning's standard.
Tarirr,
Hy Samuel Smiles, author of “Character,” ** Self-Help,” ete.
New York: Har-

per &

(81.50).

Brothers.

1876.

12mo.

:

pp.

404.

One rarely gets a book so concisely and com-

comparison of

them with the works of Theocritus are

worth

etry either simply as a student or in the broader fields of criticism.
Indeed, what we say of
these chapters might truly be said of the en-

tire book.

The chapters on the

minor

poets

show how the work of months has been comprised in a few puges, giving, in a dozen lines,
an estimate of a poet which could only be
reached by
long
examination
and
close
study.

Robert Browning, we

think,

has been very

fairly judged.
* His work seems thut of a
grand intellect, painfilly striving for adequate

use and expression, and never quite

attaining

either.” The close analysis of this most obsecure poet ean not fail to lead the reader to a
clearer understanding and befter appreciation

of his works.

Perhaps to no poet in the book

has he done a greater service than

ing.

The latter-day

singers

to.

Brown-

mentioned,

are

Buchanan, Rossetti, Morris, and Swinburne.
While acknowledging the early fuults of the latter, the author thinks he has remedied them

in his more recent

works, and¥egards him as

a debt that her husband left, educated all her
children, and had something to stay and comfort her in old age. The author of * Character” and “Self-Help” would be expected to

write sensibly and practically.
He has done
go here. The volume is a companion to the
two just mentioned, and ought with them to
be in every family library.
He doesn’t indulge much of the hobby-riding that ¢harscterizes Arthur Helps and Mr. Greg. He is a
plain man, who aims at use.
In the words
of George Herbert he believes that * use alone
makes money not
a contemptible stone.”
And not only money but brain, soul or muselé
power.
Among the subjects treated are Industry, Habits of Thrift, Imprevidence, Means

of Saving, Savings-Bauks, Little Things, Living beyond the Means, Healthy
Iu is really a book to be read.

Homes,

ete.

NAIL HEADS; Or Helps for Primury Teachers.
By Mrs,

George

Partridge,

With

an

In-

troduction
by J. Bennett Tyler. Chicago:
Fairbanks & Co. 16mo. pp.
98. (75 cents).
- It would Be hard to find, even in the super

foremost of the younger school of VicNrian
Poets.
The value of the book is greatly increased by
the side notes which help the reader to con-

lative abundance of modern Sunday school
literature, another volume of a hundred pages

fine his attention, and aid in a re-perusal.

really helpful to the teacher of primary

GOD

AND THE BIBLE. A review of objections

etry

in the University of:Oxford,

ot
Oriel College.
- pp. 820. ($1.50).

"Same

and Fellow

publishers.
i

12mo.
i

This book, as the title indicates, is put
to meet certain criticisms

that

into which

forth

were made on

Mr. Arnold's “Literature and Dogma.” = That

teacher,

ities.

normal

has been

compressed

“in

the

immense emotion which
it has excited.”
Which is partly true, For we are all coming

to recognize more and more the place and

of

Several

pages

are

class exercises,

primary

Julian Hawthorne’s

sense a guide-book.

Its range

no apology for the mischievous if not vicious
teaching of the book. The author claims that
two things about'the Christian religion must

on tendency to beer.

Its great fiult,Mr.

do with

Arnold believes,

lies in a lack of intellectual seriousness,~in a
disposition to take things for granted simply
‘because we want them to be true,
To which
one might reply, that the great fault and folly
of Mr, Arnold’s reasoning lie in his disposition
not to accept a thing as true simply because he

does n’t choose to believe in it, The one statement would be as just and fair as the other.
He is a person who apparently could not very
wv

in the

S1UDIES
of

The book explains several things that were
not ciearly apprehended in the first voitime,
and also presents, it should be
said, several
directions in which the interpretation of the
Bible and the expression of the Christian sen
timent ¢ould be made much ‘more acceptable
to reasonable and reasoning men. Bat that is

it as it is.

de-

useful lit-

teachers

SAXON
have

do without it; and that they can not

publishers

Sunday school,

and customs that we

not.

also devoted to

in the mechanical execution of this

sents one of the best pictures

insist-

can

class-

tle volume, which, we trust, will find its way

gives us only husks, at the same
ing that it is the best of food.

men

that is.

serve much credit for the good taste displayed

into the hands of all

be perfectly clear, namely, that

mueh

The

fice of emotion in Religion,
But Mr. Arnold’s
strictures, if they do anything, prevent any
belief in a Christianity which hus. anything
wholesome or spiritually helpful in it.
It

time

so

ing and holding the attention of the smaller
children so as tv impress them in the desired
manner is rarely attained, in a satisfactory
manner, at least.
The author of this little
book brings to her task a warm heart and a
remarkably successful experience,baving been
in charge of the Primary Department of the
Biddle Market Mission Sunday school of St.
Louis, said to be the largest in the country.
Class exercises are freely given in the body of
the book,
suggestions
made, and suitable
hymus indicated for use on the part of the

book, he claims,had altogether for its object,
as he cluims, too, that the present work has,
‘““ to show the truth and necessity of Christiun~
ity.” But his Christianjty is one purely imaginative. He denies it any preternatural qualIts power, he says,

is

es in the Sunday school. As those who have
attempted it w ill understand, the art of gain-

10 *“ Literature and Dogma.”
By
Matthew
Arnold, D. C. L, formerly Professor of I’o-

:

At the same

a high

pletely named as this is. It pleads for and il| lustrates thrift. The author was a thrifty man.
He wastaught to be so from boyhood by a
hours of study and will well repay one who
designs to be conversant with poets and po- widowed mother who, by practicing it, raised
nyson’s masterpieces

m

Just as we have never had a much more no.

amination of their productions.
He is anxHave you a hard sum to do at school?
Have you got to face a difficulty? Are Jdous to discover their merits and is ready to
accept excuses for failures. Even judged by
you leaving home to live for the first time his- own
belief, “ that as able lawyers are the
among strangers?
$trike the knot! Look best judges of a lawyer’s powers and attains.
your {rouble inthe eye, as the bold lion- ments, £0 the painters, sculptors, musicians
hunter looks in the face ofa lion. Never’ and poets are most competent to decide upon
shrink from a painful duty, but step right the merits by works iti their respective depart-

be perfect, or it is worthless?”

Scotchman,

well be reasoned with. ‘Deerying dogmatism

POETS.
By Edmund Clarence
Boston: James R. Osgood & Co,

VICTORIAN
Stedman.

also, unhesitatingly

be sure to find it, and will all go through.

Don’t you know, man, that a fence

Fiterary Bevieto. :

day to his son, who, tired and weary, was

on the knot and split the log without diffi-

A man who prided himself on his morality, and expected to be saved by it,
who was constantly saying, “I am doing
pretty well, on the whole; 1 sometimes

man

STRIKE THE KNOT."

** Strike the knot!” said a gentleman one

ing the axe, he struck a’ few

THE FENCE STORY.

life,"—this

..

In exile and from

a sick bed, he dictated a last address to
‘his countrymen, in which he said: _* For

and semi-transparent.
When this brown
seems to me that we might try it with coating is taken off they ave colorless, but
of their own power,as was already seen by
the cattle. If an average fence won't do some are found tinged with red, orange,
the abolition of the Inquisition, dencune- for them,
I am afraid that an average
Those without
ed the reformers and predicted - the ven- character
wou't do in the day of judgment. |
unable,
and are
geance of Heaven upon the country for When I was
on ship-board, 4nd a storm
rst
water.”
such sacriligious deeds. By a remarkable was driving
us on the rocks, the captain
coincidence, only eight months * passed cried
: ‘Let go the anchor!
Bat the the island of Borneo. | The most celebratbefore an earthquake visited Caracas, mate shouled back:
‘There is a broken ed minesof India are those of Golconda
and buried within its ruins twelve thon- link in (he cable.’ Did
the. caftain say, and Roalcondal. But most of these stones
sand of itsinhabitants. The superstitious when he heard
that: ¢ No matter, it's only imported into Europe and America -now
people at once stood in awe of the priests, one link.
The rest of the chain is good. come from Brazil, where they were first
and the Spaniards easily regained the
; pi
of the hundred
links are discovered in 1728.
mastery:c Bolivar was offered pardon,
strong.
It's average is high.
It only
The art of cutting diamonds was diswith the privilege of keeping all his pos- lacks one
per cent. of being perfect. Sure- covered by Louis von Berqnen, of Bruges,
sessions, if he would swear allegiance to ly the anchor
ought to respect so excel- in 1456.
It is now principally carried
Spain, but be chose to lose all and eslent a chain, and not break away from it’? on by the Jews at Amsterdam.
caped from Caracas in 1813, feeing to
No, indeed! he shouted, ‘Get another
Perhaps the most precious diamond in the
New Granada, which was® still an inde- chain’ I”
world is the * Pitt Diamond,” which was
pendent province. Here he planned the
He knew that a chain with one broken ‘bought in 1743 by the regent duke of Orfirst of his many expeditions for the liberlink was no chain at all, Thét he might leans, who paid $675,000 for it. This
ation of his country. Gathering a few
as well throw the anchor overboard with- stone is now valued at $1,000,000. The
troops, he resolved to throw himself with
out any cable,’ as with a. defective one. cutting occupied 2 years and reduced the
boldness against the enemy.
His daring
So with the anchor of our souls.
If there
weight from 410 to 136 carats. The Emwas crowned with success as he marched
is the least flaw in the cable, it is not safe press Catherine paid $450,000 and an anvictorious from town to town, issuing
to trust it. We had better throw it away
weighoutspoken proclamations and inciting the and try to get a new one that we know is nuityof $230,000 for a diamond
ing 194 carats and about as large as a
whole country through which he passed perfect.— Selected.
9
pigeon’s egg.
to rise in rebellion. The Spanish general
440048
A Goon EXPERIMENT.
The following
who came to meet him was defeated in
‘ THE BOW IN THE CLOUD.”
beautiful chemical experiment may be
battle, and on August 6, 1813, Bolivar
Once, when I was a little girl, 1 dis- tried for the entertainment of many at a
entered Caracas, to the boundless joy of
obeyed
my mother. After that I was
party:
its inhabitants. He now assumed the
afraid, and went to an old barn, away off,
Take two or three leaves of red cabtitle of Dictator and Liberator and govso that mother could not find me. All at bage, cul them into small bits, put them
erned with despotic sway, hut his clemenonce it began to rain so hard that I could into a basin, and pour a pint of boiling
cy was such chat neither priest nor Spannot go back to the house. So I sat still, water on them; let it stand an hour, then
iard suffered for political crimes.
off the liquid ina decanter. - It. will
and
thought of what I had done. I re- pour
Then Spain sent a band of soldiers,who
be of a fine blue color. Then take four
membered that God had seen me disobey, wine-glasses; into one put six drops of
were known as the Infernal Legion, with
and
that he was angry at people who did strong vinegar; into another six drops of
a fierce Spaniard by the name of Boves
solution of soda; into a third the same
as their leader. This force swept every- wrong. -It kept on raining harder yet,and quanity of a strong solution of alum, and
I was afraid that God was going to drown
thing before it and threw consternation
let the fourth glass remain empty, ‘The
into the hearts of all the natives. All the world because I was so bad, just as glasses may be prepared some time before,
he had done in Noah's time.
and the few drops of colorless liquid that
the bravery of Bolivar ‘availed nothing.
I put my face down in the hay, and have Leen placed in them will not be
We are told that *¢ in 1816, South Amerinotived. Fill up the glasses from the deca was blighted by a tyranny -the most cried. Pretty soon I felt my father touch canter, and the liquid poured into the
me.
i
dreadful known to history."
glass cantaining the acid will quickly be“ What is the matter, Louie?” he asked. come a beautiful red; the glass containBolivar, an exile, was constantly plan“I have been very naughty, and God
ing the soda will be a fine green; that
ning and carrying out forays, but as sure| will never forgive me,” I said. Father poured into the empty one will remain unly defeated. With the aid of a Dutch
took me in his atms, and carried me to changed. By adding a littlg vinegar to
merchant of Curacoa, he fitted out a the door. The rain had stopped. 1 look- the green, it will immediately change to a
small fleet, and sailed to the great river ed up; and there in the sky was a rain- red, and on adding a littlé solution of soda
to the red, it will assume a fine green,
Orinoco, and seized Angustura. Large
bow, its beautiful colors shining in the thus showing the action of acids and alkabodies .of the Llaneros, or wild men of
lies on vegetable blues.
sun.
the vast plane of the Orinoco, came to his
My father said to me: ¢ When Noah " Tue
Buxp “ErepHANT.
We find
aid, and also several battalions of foreign came out of the ark, none of hig chilanother incident to be added to the many
soldiers, mostly English. Bolivar met dren could forget the awful flood which
already on record, about the sagacity®of
the Spaniards and, defeating, incauatious- had 1éft the esirth so lonely, Every time
the elephant :
.
ly pursued them to the billy country, it rained, they must have been afraid that
An
elephant
in
Calcutla,
completely
where, turning upon him, they cut his
the flood was coming again. And when
army to pieces. He again escaped, utter- they did wrong, they thought that per- blinded by a disease of the eyes, was
treated with nitrate of silver, and
gave a
ly defeated.
haps God wouldegpunish the world as=he wost extraordinary roar at the acute pain
The application
It was now the South American winter,
had done before. So God told Noah that which it occasioned.
but he determined upon the daring pro- the rainbow should be a sign that he partially restored the animal’s sight, and
the next day, whegphe heard -the doctor’s
jeet of crossing the Andes. Even a would watch over men; and when men voice, he lay down of himself, placed his
Hannibal might justly quail before such gaw it shining after the rain, they were to enormous head on one side, curled up his

abroad. At Madrid, he was admitted to
the court circles of the Spanish capital. an undertaking.

with Napoleon,

liberty he had gained.

Dresden

seen.

prelife

Itis in no

is much

wider

than that would imply. He has observed the
daily, social, political and moral lif¢ of the
citizens, and given us the results of his observations in several highly entertaining

and, in-

structive papers on the leading characteristics
of that life.

Hehas especially noted the Sax* The

beer-saloon,” he

says,‘‘is the Saxon’s parlor, club and drawing.

room, and is free alike to rich and poor, noble
and simple.” The women * drink their fair
shure of beer, often from

The author also writer
and roadways, stone

the men’s

about
and

glasses.”

the

side-walks

plaster,

diversions

and environs of Dresden life’ and city, and of
several civil and in¢ivil types of behavior that

may be met in them.

But these are

not bare

descriptions. There is no hero-worship in the
volume, It is a plain,direct and we should say

sound and truthful book,such as most persons
could read with profit. Boston: J, R. Osgood
& Co. ($2.00),
:
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55 years,and ber husband, Deacon Franklin Gilbert, was g member for the same

We give the following dialogue which
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ed into consistency,” in the

VIOE-PRESIDENT WILSON.

tues harden
steady purpose and the great results of
his manhood, we have an illustration an

the following informatiom, which we

no hesitation in presenting as absotrue. A jeweler, who in his bay:
had been apprenticed to his trade,
in his employer's’ store. A regula-

have
lutely
Lod
slept

regular tick tock, without the variation of
of a second, sounded
the sixteenth
through the darkness with a soothing,
“drowsy effect. The boy went to sieep by
seemed to be

it, and

uni-

ils

swung by

form movement into dreamland. « Fourteen years have passed, and still the

place in the Republic,

words, also, have their own

Abstract
For

shade,

instance, Boston, to him, is always bright
orange. Each day of the week hasits peculiar color in his mind, Monday is sky
blue; Tuesday, pure white; Wednesday
seatlet;

Friday, a dead

Thursday, black;

cream white ; Saturday, jet black; and
Sunday, a changeable,or rather indiscribable hue. These colors once attached to
a word are never altered. He says language has been a variety of shades to him
fiom earliest childhood.
A lady, whose Imagination 8 perhaps
unpleasantly vivid is often tvoubled by
fancies about her own person. One time
thrust, through

she thought a needle was

the thin part-of her ear. The. fancy disturbed her in the midst of an interesting
book. It came suddenly, and to all” apShe could not
pearance causelessly,
drive it away. She felt the peedle, and
could not convince herself it was not
there. In her niind she saw it. Finding
hirself growing nervous to an alarming
extent, she stood before

the

mirror,

his

ey was to give

life,

it to

others,

whose

and

onlyuse of power was for the public
good.
Nor was the occasion of his death ioappropriate to his life. It bas been lamented that the inevitable hour found
him away from his home, and without
In
the tender ministrations of woman.
Where should
this regret I do notshare.

and

taking herself to task, by a very strong
effort of will, threw off the impression,
The control exercised over itself by the
mind is illustrated by the person. who

on the

says, ** one,two, three,” and then instant-

the patriot warrior die rather than

himself to irksome

statesmun die, whose life has been devoted to freedom,rather ¢han in the Capitol,

ly sets about a dreaded task. We were
told that if that stern rule were once disobeyed or neglected, that it was the firm
belief of the odd person who thus drove
duty,

that his

will-

field of battle or on the slippery deck,
with the flag of his country victorious
Where should the ‘patriot
over him?

whose uplifted dome bears aloft the statthat a complete derarigementof his whole ue Liberty ?
And home be bad none. No man
life would ensue
more largely in the affections of
shared
ive
A lady who is” sixty-f
years of age,
n people; no man was more
America
the
says that when she was but two and a
his immediate constituency ;
by
beloved
half years old, she was in the shed of her
the greatest of
father's farm-house, and a knife was lying but those pleasures which above all the
with its blade towards her on a chopping American orators placed
of rational
block.
The *‘ hired man” entered the other innumerable blessings of science
treasures
the
above
,
existence
shed, and
pointing to the knife said,
and the as* Theré,
Maggie, whenever you see a and the delights of learning good governknife, think of me.”
From that day to pects of native, even above ‘‘ the transliberty,
this, she never sees a knife without think- ment and religious
life,” were no
«ing of that man.
For over sixty years cendent sweets of domesticrelations which
Those
him.
for
more
this has been invariable.
The keen imand the raptpression which she for some cause re- pature intended for thethejoy happiness and
ceived, developed into a habit which will ure of our youth, for

“cling to ber through life,

~

embellishment of our

-

Avother lady, somewhat advanced in
years, has a singular idea about the
months. She always sees them in the
shape of little squares, or ranged . in

the

form of an oblong. She always commences her year with June, which she locates
in the upper right hand corner of the
gquare, Krom June she passes to July
down the right hand side of the square,
and backward towards the left, until she
comes round to June again, She always
imagines herself in the little square which
indicates the month’ really in order, and
gays that if she ever ‘gets. mixed

in

her

data, or does not know whether it is the
last day of one month, or the first of another, she can hardly

control herself

un-

til she sets it right and knows how she
stands.
;
It is related of Dr, Johnson that he
would never enter a house

ping with

living, &ec., and

his right

without

foot first upon

step-

the

threshold, and that if, in his approach, he

made a mistake, and was about to step
up with his left foot, he would turn
around, measure a yard or so with his
eye, and try it again. He would never
risk the calamity that would undoubted+ ly befall him if he made so terrible a mis-

-maturer years,

:

the difference

the Baron of the Exchequef, each £7,000.

Professor Le Conte, of

University

the

of California, has recently described
what be calls ** the most extraordinary
In Middle
lava-flood in the world.”
California, he says, it appears as separate streams ; but in Northern California,
in Oregon and Washington, it becomes
« an absolutely universal flood, beneath
which the whole original face of the

for

country,

with its hills and

Montana to British Columbia,

and covers

an area of from 200,000 to 300,000 square
miles.

Professor Le Conte isof the opinion

first time a friendless

Jad, all

his

posses-

gions carried in'a bundie which swung
lightly in hishand. He entered it for the
1ast time acccompanied by the pageantry
of a nation’s woe,
and arms reversed,

with mufiled drums
and banners draped

have placed in opposition to you
the greatest of vices, and you

one of
women

\

will conquer, if all of those of your
who are real women will combine.
ware of coxcombs

and libertines.

sex
Be-

They

are fools, whether they know it or not.
By your conduct towards them,send them
from your presence, Reserve your hearts
and love for men. Be not what is known
There ig
as a ‘fashionable’ woman.
nothing so foolish as such a woman, and
none but fodls admire her.”

President, O. B. Cheney
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for its music

on

one

family

It consisted, of
by the name of Noyes,
ten children, six sons and four daughters,
11 were members of the choir at differ-

ent times, antl for forty-five
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the threshold over which all that had giv24, 1876.
G00D ADVICE.
Wednesday, February
al, or
en life and joy and beauty to that simple
For further particulars address the Princip
country
the
in
women
ry.
young
E, Tasker, Secreta
All the
abode, and had lighted it up with a glory
1875.
Northwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 24,
not of palaces, had been borne never to would db well to heed the words of Bishbut
love
to
left
nothing
graduating
had
the
return. He
op Foster, addressed to
ARY INSTITUTION,
It was proper, then, that class of the Wesleyan Female College, in | Phy DON LITER
his country.
CENTER, VT. .
N
LYNDO
greathis
he should die here—here where
Cincinnati.
He said:
Faculty :
'
est worle had been wrought, here where
J.S. BROWN, A, M,, Principal,
Learn your obligations to the past: be
his greatest triumphs had been achieved,
te.
G. H. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associa
here where his voice had been raised, till careful of the present, and prepare yourM188 LILLIAN S. ABBOTT, Preceplress.
Miss S. ALMA PENDEXTER, Assooiate.Music.
the outer corridors had echoed back his selves for the gredt future before you.
M188 LELIA E. FOLSOM, Teacher of
Though
of Penmanship.
The reign of brain bas come.
words, for truth, for justice, for right.
MEK. SANFORD A. GOSS, Teacher ent
assistants,
From yonder chamber, to which the you may not be found on the battle-field, With a full complement of compet
:—Classical,
study
of
courses
te
comple
suffrages of his fellow citizens had car- or at the ballot-box, you can build up the Three
first class
School
Scientific, and Ladies’ course,
g Room
ried him, he was borne to his final place future by building up the men. You live ‘in every particular, Library and Readin
g new and comof rest. Heentered that town for the in a particularly exciting time, when you (ree to students. School Buildin
ie

the comfort and consolation of age, bad
been severed by the remorseless shears
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ern Railway LEAVE CHICAGO as follows:
For Council Blufis, Omaha and Cali-

EST VIRGINIA COLLEGE,—FLEM

before he died he was brought to see that
without a hope in Christ he was of all men
and earnestly sought and
most miserable,
found refuge in Christ. He leaves a wife and

and valleys, lies buried several
ains
thousand feet.” This great outpour of
eruptive rocks extends from N evada and

the Over-

connect with

Sleepers

Room and Sleeping Cars
man Palace Drawing
through to Council Bluffs.
Minneapolis, Two
St. Paul and
For
through trains daily, with Pullman Palace Cars
attached on both trains.
i

same year, and his sufferings were so severe
that he never regained good health. He lived
all through his life trying to believe all would
be well when he died, but about six weeks

eight children to mourn his death.
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CARS

Vacation two weeks.
Summer Term begins Monday, April 24, 1876.
une 29, 1876.
summer Term closes Thursday,
al,
For further particulars, apply to the Princip
E.C: L KWIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H.. July 20.1875.

IrvIN F. Drew died in Parkman, Dec. 18,
1875, aged 41 years. The deceased enlisted in
the service of his country in Jan., 1864, was
taken prisoner by the enemy in Sept. of the

A LAVA FLOOD.

PALACE

On the arrival of the trains from the East or
South, the trains of the Chicago & North-West

Friday, Jan. 21, 1876.

Spring Term closes Friday, Apri] 7, 1876.

MRS. SUSAN A., wife of Rey. Joshua 8.
Hill, and dunghter of William R. and Malvina
Page. died in Foster, R. I., Dec. 29, 1875, in
the 29th year of her age. The subject of this
notice embraced Christ in her youth and united with the Free Baptist church at Pascoag, of
which she remained a worthy member until
called to go up higher. In all the relations
and duties of life, and in the more difficult experiences of weakness and suffering, she manifested the Christian spirit, doing and enduring
all us seeing him who is invisible. Two children, all thut she had, pregeded her to the
May the memory of her faithful
other shore.
life and triumphant death comfort the bereayed ones, and lead them each to follow the
same precious Saviour, that they may all meet
M. PHILLIPS.
in heaven.
and Sarah P.
P.
ELVIRA C., daughter of E.
True, died of consumption iu Mason City.
Iowa, Dee. 23, 1875, aged 14 years and 7
Our little sister gave her heart to
months.
the Saviour at the age of ten years, and was
ever ready to stand up for Jesus in the prayer
meeting and the Sabbath school, where she
was a bright example of the brave, youthful
called her, and she
Jesus
But
Christian,
quietly and calmly gave up all into his keeping. Kind parents, loving sisters and a brotbwant until the last.
er studied her every

gold,

in

At Omaha our

Vacation one week.
begins Monday Jan. 31,1875.

Spring Term

North-West,

land Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for all
points West of the Missouri kiver.
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loses

Through Cars from Chi-
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ter:
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Six regular courses for both sexes.
Winter Term

to

secures to passengers all the COMFORTS
MODERN RAILWAY TRAVELING.

PULLMAN

XNTEW HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—
eight

BETSEY, relict of the late Dea, Norris, died
in Jackson, Pa., Nov. 29, aged 76. A large
wart of this long life spent as a consistent
Jhristidn, gives the best evidence that she has
that
an abundant entrance into
received
bright world where there is fullness of joy and
C. M. PRESCOTT,
pleasure forevermore.

— Vermont Chronicle.

in black ; frum a thousand bights the flag
his country drooped at half mast; from
of
4 genial old Jady who has reached her
the boomeighty-fourth year, and who has led a fort and arsenal and atdockyard
solemn intervals,
pleasant, comfortable life; who is tolera- ing of a single gun,
of the sad probly educated, and in no other particular announced the progress loving hands reand
Tender
cession,
than one, eccentric; who is religious and
friends and. neighbors who
of an excellent temper, says that she does ceived i
because he was good even more
him
Joved
more
her
gives
that
anything
of
know
not
him because he was
real enjoyment, than to look at a corpse. than they admired
around his open
tearfully
stood
great,
is
it
as
corpse
If it were merely to see the
of a New Engwinds
bleak
The
rave,
«decked with flowers for ‘the grave, this
his native
from
down
came
wintet
and
eccentricity would not be go. striking;
the
through
requiam
his
moaned
and
but it becomes alarming and horrible hills
trees. And there, with swelling
leafless
has
frequently
she:
that
when she adds
but with unfaltering trust in the
¢éntered tombs and opened coffins, as ber hearts, promises of God, they laid his
eternal
near neighbor was sexton, to watch with
step.

in

up

began

cago

Secretary and Treasurer, Hillsdale, Mich.
Hillsdale, Mieh., June 23, 1875.

of ten

for running

rangement

For catalogues or other information, address
S,
D.W. C. DURGIN, Pre:ident, or L. P. REYNOLD

is about equal to $65,000 or $70,000 in
this country. Each of the Lord Justices
receive £5,000 per annum, equivalent (o
They Then they gave her up, all rejoicing in the
at least $30,000 in this country.
of meeting her fur beyond the Rolling
formerly received £6,000, aud those who hope
River, where there will be no more pain.
the
before
bench
the
to
JOEL CLARK,
appointed
were
passage of this act will continue to reCAPT. CALEB LIBBY died in Gorhatn, Me.,
ceive this salary. The Lord Chief JusHis
14, aged 63 years and 7 months.
tice of England receives £8,000 per an- Jan.
deeply mourn the loss of a kind,
friends
many
;
pum ; the Master of Roles, £6,000; the benevolent, Christian man.
8, B. CLOUDMAN.
Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, and

henceforth be gone, and

power would

It had a

the left-band corner, and widened out his
lines till he finished the page in a diamoid
in the opposile corner.
shape down
When written thus, one of his pages
would make about ‘six lines of ‘type.
Charles Dickens wrote a very unreaduble
hand, and his manuscript was full of

and, in the minds
of

for he

curious appearance,

reverse,

1 should only repeat what has been better done, here and elsewhere, by those to
whom the grateful duty was more appro- elisions, alterations and interlineations.
priate. Enongh that, in an age (00 much
devoted to the pursuit of wealth, ‘he carSALARIES.
ried bis contempt for money to a fault: | . ENGLISH JUDICIAL
of
sness
question but
luxuriou
little
the
be
to
There seems
that in a time when
private life threatened the purity, if not what, taking altogether, the subjects of
the safety, of society, he preserved the Queen Victoria have a little better artisimple habits that best. become a republi- cle of justice dealt out to them than is
can magistrate; that as he had bornerad- obtained in this country. Perhaps this is
versity without murmuring and with due to the fact that they have a higher
unconguerable determination, so he bore
priced lot of judges. Probabl the highand that in est salary paid any judge in this country
success with moderation;
all his high employments, the possession is $10,500 per annum. The Chief Jus:
of power never tempted him to insolence
tice of the United States gets this, and
in the exercise of it, I will not adduce, some of the judges in our large cities
to that
approximating
among the evidences of his merit, that have
salaries
his personal character mainly escaped amount. The new pay roll “of British
calmony, for the best men in public life judges, which weat into effect on the 1st
are not the least villiied, and political
inst., reduces the salary of those officers
malignity seeks not the justice but the oc- somewhat, but still leaves them a fair
But even that malig- stipend.
casion of assault,
The Lord High Chancellor gets
wity could find little upon which to fasten in all £10,000 per annum—about $49,000,
its fangs in one whose chief use for won- which, taking the comparative ‘prices of

in bis mind

is their appropriate hue.

being written very wide-apart.

of many, was designated for the first.
1 do not purpose to delineate his character or to recount the story

* copy” was altogther the

ett’s

needed, with little sympathy, till he had
won a position that made him independent of it, ke raised himself to the second

and restless, the thought of the tick tock
which gave its aid to slumber co many
years ago, will bring back the old iufluence. llearing the same: regular sound
in his imagination, he is quieted as with
the actual proximity of the clock.
Another gentleman invariably assoWhen introciates words with colors.
duced to persons, the sound of their

names instanfly determines

is most

ance, at the age when assistance

memory of the precise old regulator puts
anxious, nervous,
When
him to sleep.

“what

MEN.

LITERARY

OF

With no
vindication of free institations.
An old compositor, who werked upon
advantages of birth or connection, he out- Punch many years ago,says that of all the
stripped, in the career of life, those who able contributors to that witty periodical
started with him in the enjoyment of the manuscripts of Douglass Jerrold and
them all. I'Ng strength that he acquired Gilbert a’ Beckett were the most peculiar.
in overcoming obstacles that friendly “Jerrold’s was written in almost microhands had removed from the path of oth- scopic characters with a fine gold pen,and
ers, enabled him to meet with greater vig- so close that a page of small foolscap paor, those obstacles which every man must per would nearly fill one of the broad and
Mr. a’ Beckencounter for himself. Without assist- solid columns of the Punch.

its

and

tor occupied a niche in the ‘wall,

MANUSCRIPTS

er year.
for the Christian ministry.

and enjoy life much; and made the struggle
hard as she saw consumption making its
steady progress upon her system.
But Jesus,
to whom she gave her heart three years since
duringa series of meetings held 1n Jackson
(where the family attend worship), gave her
complete victory; and caused her rather to
wish to leave her very pleasant home. anc
most attentive earthly friends for that bette
bome above und that dearer Friend who reMay like
deemed her with his own blood.
trust in the same Saviour who sustained her
and
sufferings,
amid severe and protracted
enabled her ever to greet her friends with a
smile and utter cheerful words from a brave
heart, sustain her greatly bereaved husband,
parents and brothers in ull their afilictions, and
fully fit them to join their loved one in that
bright world where none shall®®iy, “T am
sick.

try in view.

Fale,

Lek
to
Sunday
M. C.HAZARD, EDITOR. : A Pioneer
School Magazine. Undenominational, Evan
Editorials.
Best Contributions, Best Lessons, Best
ne so popular.
$1.50 per year. No S.8.M:
on application to
Specimen Copy sent
Adams, Blackmer, & Lyon Pub. Co., Chicago.
46 10w

of 1876 begins February 22.

SRING TERM

l.
Two full courses, English and Classica
ion ina
imparting instruct

by

thor-

The Faculty,
the use ot the
ough and practical manner, by attentio
n to the
best text-books, and by careful
ed
wants of scholars, hope to deserve the continu
:
patrons.
approbation of the
Principal,
Wor further information address the Secretar
y.
WARREN F088,
or,
Center Strafford, January 26, 1876,

INSTICOLLEGIATE
ILTON
TUTE—WILTON, MUSCATINE CO.,
;
IOWA.
A. M. Principal; MRS,
REV. G. 8. BRADLEY,
comseveral
G. S. BRADLEY, Preceptress, with
2
5
petent Assistants.
31st, 1875.
Fall Term of 12 weeks, begins August
ces
Winter Term of 14 weeks, commen

Novem

ber 30th, 1875.
Term of 12 weeks, commences March
Spring
14th, 1876.
O. E.
For circulars write to the Presiden. Rev.angld
BAKER, or to the Principal.
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¢ for the removal
The greatest remedy of the
umors, Rheumaof Chronic Diseases, such as
, Poison by
Disease
Lead
gia,
Neural
a,
Sciatic
tism,
, Piles, Colds,
Asthma
or Ivy, Dogwood, Catarrh,

Bilions Derangements, Pleurisy,

Dropsy, and

Fe

male Complaints in general.
Aa Baths given a all times, over Gatehouse’s
Book Store, up

TWO

FLIGHTS.

DR. J. E, STRONG.
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’

.
nt

the

law

exacting double duty on thirdclass mail
matter was passed without a dissenting
vote. The balance of the session was occupied in discussing the military academy
appropriation bill.
The Senate, Thursday, passed the bill for
- the protection of.settlers on lands granted
to railroads.
The House considered at
some length,

and

finally

recommitted,

a

bill amending the law relative to transmitting obscene literature through the
mails.
The military académy - &ppropriation bill was discussed
till the hour of adJjournment, without reaching a vote.
Inthe Senate, Friday, the House Centen-

nial appropriation

bill was

reported

with-

out amendment.«?An adverse
report. was
made in the case of Eustis, recently elected

senator from Louisiana,
that

the

resolution

and

to

notice

seat

given

Pinchback

would be called up on Thursday next.

The

question of interest on the District bonds
consumed the balance of the session.
The
time of the House was principally occu-

pied in debating the military adademy appropriation bill, a sharps passage taking
place beiween Messrs. Hale and Cox.

gang

DOMESTIC.
of masked robbers broke

into

the vaults of the Northampton

(Mass.)

bank, Wednesday,

a

and carried

amount of securities.

off

large

+

Hollis Hall, Harvard College, was partially destroyed by fire, Wednesday.
Damage about $10,000.
The Boston

fire

department

a day.

.

cost

$1250

:

Washington Territory gained 5,000 new
inhabitants last year by immigration.
The railway ticket agents are unwilling
to promise more than a 25 per

cent. reduc-

tion in the Centennial’s interest.
The Board of Education of New

!
York

City has determined to take no part in
the Centennial Exposition.
The amount of the Alabama State debt
is $30,000,000, and the assessed value of
real estate $160,000,000.

The propositions

to different bondholders,

if accepted

carried out, will reduce the

debt

to

and
$10,-

000,000 or $12,000,000.

At Montgomery, Ala., sweet potatoes
sell for 80 cents a bushel.
:
Sixty-two counties ‘of Michigan report
to the Auditor General $423,663 liquor tax
collected
:

In both branches

of the

Iowa Legisla-

ture the enrolling and engressing Clerkships have been given to lpdies.
The owners of the old Merchants’
change

to appoint a vice-president for each of the
ninety-two counties in the State.

A

comparison of the water-pipe systems

of New York and Chicago reveals the fact

age of over 10 miles, and at a cost of nearly $10,000,000.
This shows
quite an increase over 1874.

The

Supreme

;

There is talk in the Iowa

Legislature

of

restoring capital punishment in that State,
and consequently, abolishing lynch law.
' The Wisconsin ‘Republican State Com-

mittee have issued

a call for a State Con-

vention, Febrnary 22,to nominate delegates
to the National Convention and Presidential Electors, ~
Jonathan Earle,

‘treasurer of a hosiery

company in New Brunswick, N. J., is a defaulter to the amount of $142,000.
"It is now thought
the amount of Beck-

with’s embezzlement

from

Babbitt, the

New York soap ‘manufacturer, will reach
$1,000,000.
&
i
The Hon. Henry H. Starkweather repreresentative in Congress from the third
Conuecticut district, died in Washington,
Friday morning, after a short illness.
a
>

FOREIGN.
Ameteor

recently

Chiloe, Mexico,

fell at San

Gabriel,

It struck an arched build-

ing used as a woman’s jail, and destroyed
it. One woman was badly injured.
A war is imminent between Guatemala
and San Salvador.
Both countries are
arming.
Four officers of the French army have
been cashiered for attending the funeral

service at Amiens

on the anniversary

the death of Napoleon.
In the Ontario legislature

of

recently

bill giving women the righteto
municipal elections and on money

was defeated by a small majority.

a

vote at
by-laws

M. Deak, the Hungarian statesman, died
- at Pesth, Friday night.

Ha

A Berlin despatch to the London

Post

around a quarter section,
without

acres,

thousand

in turning

it be

except

furrow,

breaking
around.

And yet, very

little of the land is entire-

ly level. - Much the

Court of Indiana has

de-

TIMBER

CULTURE.

Both the general Government and the
State offer strong inducements for planting
former

timber,—the

offering

one

quarter

section

to

whoever

of every

drunken man, can hold the person who sold

will plant and

the liquor to

ber on it, and the latter exempting a portion of the value of a farm from ‘taxation,

the injury

the

offender

responsible

for

done.

unoccupied

tim-

forty acres of

protect

Eau Claire, Wis., has a ten-year old boy | for forest or fruit trees set out onit. In
named Shay, who brings the scales down | consequence, a great number of artificial

unpleasant

to be

Sometimes,
too, there are hot winds

the
to

south

in summer,

come

from

an

that

oven.

from

seem. almost

But,

as

in the

winter, the most of the season is exceptionally pleasant, avoiding the extremes and
many of the annoyances of both the north
and the south.
Except along the Missouri river, on the
eastern border, there is no ague and but
little fever,—being

the

healthiest

country

we have thus far found.
FREEWILL BAPTISTS.
As in each of the

are
all

a

few

western

Freewill

States,

Baptists

parts of this State.

But,

in

there

April, will probably

a million

turn out a quarter

little fishes

tion.

for lake

of | the number

of groves

set out is multiply-

distribu- | ing every year.

I have cottonwoods

A ** petrified alligator,” twelve feet long, | feet high
Sandusky,

some workmen who were
ing water-pipes.

Ohio, by

from

three

blasting for lay- | tings
- | seen

letters:

¢ John

P.

summers’

growth,

.

:

from

or one year old seedlings.
black walnuts bearing nuts

cut-

I have
in ten

Box-clder and wil-

|low are only second to the cottonwood in

Brady gave me a black walnut box of quite | the vigor of their growth.
a small size.

eighteen

and three inches in diameter,

The whole alphabet N in this one sen. | years from planting.
forty-eight

tence of

twelve to

so grows finely.

All the above varieties

tic Mining Company,having purchased from tained.
:
WATER,
the company. 25,000 pounds of ingot copAs a whole, the State is well-watered,
per and presented it to the Centennial Comand has an abundant supply of water-powmission for that purpose.
Washington was once asked to dine with er. Butas few of the streams have rocky
beds, it is sometimes found difficult to conJudge Jones.
The chair in which he would
struct
dams that will stand the freshets.
have sat,if he had accepted this invitation,
But, in some places, and on the divides
will be exhibited at the Centennial.
Danbury has the champion patient boy. generally, there are few or no running
He went to a neighbor's house for a cup of streams, and water is to be had only by
depths.
But in
sour milk.
“ Thave n’tanything but sweet ] boring to considerable
such
cases
the
water
is
inexhaustible
and
Wilk,” said the woman,
pettishly.
¢ I'll
of fine quality, differing little in temperawait till it sours,” said the obliging youth,
ture during the extremes of the seasons.
sinking into a chair.
Water from my well will not vary more
A sweet little boy,only eight years old,—
than
one or two degrees from 43 degrees
bless his little heart !—walked into a scene
of a teachers’ examination at Oswego, last Fahrenheit, in winter or summer.
By means of wind mills, this water is
week,and bawled out: ‘ Annie,your fellow
isdownto the house!”
. easily brought to the surface, and can be
had in quantities
sufficient not only for
Pullman palace cars have been introducordinary farm and stock purposes, but aled fnto England, Belgium, Russia, Germany,
and now the turn of France and Italy has
come.
American inventions are growing
fashionable.
Po
~~

EDUCATIONAL.

At Eton College the study
lately been, made

of music

compulsory

boys in the fourth and higher
the public schools of England
taught from the beginning:

for

all

has
the

classes. / In
it has been

Of the 9,762 children enrolled, Milwaukee,

Wis., keeps
schools.
Indiana

has

8,607 in"

attendance
i

upon

667,763

children of

school

age of whom 9,780 are colored.
Ninetyfive per cent. of the children between the
ages of six and fifteen attend school, either
public or private.
The State has 9,307
school-houses, 13,133 teachers and a school
fund of $8,799,191.
:
The colored public High

School,of Leav-

«enworth, Kan., Tas been abolished by a re-

In the eastern part of the State, particularly, corn grows quite as well as in any

well in most
western

quite

soméwhat.

portions,

, wheat

In the more

grows

lier years of its cultivation there.
Oats,
rye, barley, potatoes and all other root
crops grow finely.
But the best adaptation of the country
is for cattle and sheep raising.
I doubt
if there is anywhere

a finer

fleld

means

enough to get started, with

lis has refused to establish

Kindergarten

schools in that city.
BL
At the recent examination for admissions
to the High Schools of Chicago,about: nine-

saysit is, expected that Queen Victoria
will visit the imperial court while in ty pupils reached the minimum of 70 per
;
| Germany.
cent., and
will be admitted immediateIn Brussel, a Bonapartist has been sen- | ly,
:

only aT"

small herd, are sure of ultimate success.
LOCUSTS.
Of course,

my

readers

ere

State, in 1874; and, as® there

The Friends have a college in Arkansas,
in Phillips county, called Southland’s College. The poet Whittier has been among
its firm supporters.
A
The projected plan for a University to be
under the control ofthe Reformed Episcopal church, and located near Chicago, will
probably soon be realized,
The Public School Board, of Indianapo-

for farm

stock-raising,
or anywhere
that it can
be made more profitable.
Those having

A fund of $30,000 was given to Cornell
University by Mr. Dean Sage, of Brooklyn,

Clark, of Rhode Island, and Rev. Dr. Tiffany, of Chicago.

finely,—

as wellas in Minnesota in the ear-

least thinking,—‘ What

Among the preachers this year, are Rev. J.
H. Twitchell, of Hartford, Rev. Dr. Bridgman, of Albany, Bishop Andrews, of Iowa,
Rev. Dr. Osgood, of N. Y., Rev. Dr. Hill,
ex-President of Harvard College ; Bishop

furnish him land to work until prepared
A few would help him
to work his own.
But he would have largely to
somewhat.
paddle his own canoe,—at

about

this

are

at

the grass-

hoppers?” , They took most of the corn in
the western and newer portion of the

was

little

else planted there, it was the homesteaders all. They took the early corn, in the

. When I left West Virginia,
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be unsurpassed ; it is

WITHOUT 4 MASTER.
For Common Schools and Academies. Now in
successful use in many schools of this and other

1 he verdict of all who have used it:
best in use.”

“It is

i

“Biglow &

the

PUBLISHERS,

76
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TESTIMONIALS.
From the Superintendent of Public Instruction of
New
Hampshire,
CONCORD, N. H., Aug. 26, 1575.
PROF. A. B. MESERVEY, NEW HAMPTON:
I have the satisfaction of Saranly. examiving
" Meservey’s Book-keoping, and am fu y convince
prepared

with

eare, pro

EAST OTHE ST., NN. ¥.
WASHINGTON
sST.,

"

CHICAGO.

ly ar.

intelligivle

has come to my notice.
the work.
T. W. fH. HUSSEY,

Every one

should have

formerly Principal

Nashua High School,
- TILDEN LADIES’ SEMINARY,
N. H., Dec. 15, 18,5,
West Lebanon,
PROF. A. B. MESERVEY :
[ have conducted a fine class of ladies entirely
throu ph your practical Book eeping; aud can sa
pleased with it. The book
that [ am decidedly
works well in the school room, the only place
where any school book can be tested.
HIRAM ORCUTT.
LYNDON CENTER, Vt., Nov. 20, 1875
Ihave given Prof. A. B. Meservey’s Book-keeping without a Master, a thorough

Books and Blanks may be obtained at whole-

THYNG,

ER,

53

EQUITABLE

CAPITAL,

BROADWAY,

NY.

$2,000,000.

THIS COMPANY PAYS SEVEN PER CENT.
INTEREST.

IT SECURES EVERY INVESTMENT BY A
FIRST.MORTGAGE ON IMPROVED REAL
ESTATE.
IT AFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTHY
MODE OF INVESTMENT FOR EXECUTORS AND TRUSTEES.
DIRECTORS.
LOUIS FITIBERALD.
GEORGE D. MORGAN.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
GEORGE H. STUART.
HENRY M. ALEXANDER.
JAMES M. HALSTED.
WILLIAM
HENRY SMITH,
RICHARD IRVIN, JR.
ALANSON TRASK.
ELBERT B. MONROE. ~~

Publisher,

Ne ew

BUILDING, 120

test in the class-

room. Its clearness meets the design exactly, for
an Slomeutary work, and it comprises ever ylhing
necessary to
known to the book-keeper, short
of banking. I bespeak for it unqualified
success
in the hands of any teacher.
J. 8 BROWN, A. M.,
Principal Lyndon Institute.
A set of seven Blanks has been prepared expressly to accompany the text-book. The retail
rice of the Book-keeping will be $1.10. Blanks,

C. P.

COMPANY,

and systematic

methodot keeping business accounts is needed
by every child
in the State. I earnestly recom.
mend it to school officers for examination, and for
use, to the school teachers and scholars of the
State. Respectfully yours,
J. W. SIMONDS, Supt. Public Instruction.
‘“ I shall heartily recommend it as the best that

HENRY A. HURLBUT.
JAMES M. MORRISON,
HENRY B. HYDE.
DANIEL DOCD.
WILLIAM 6. LAMBERT.
JOHN J. MCCOOK.
HENRY 6: MARQUAND.
EDMUND A, SMITH.
WILLIAM MILES,
B. F. RANDOLPH.

LOUIS FITIGERALD, Presinent.
HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-Pres'T,

Hampton, N. H.

10 PER CENT.

North

Market

Street, Boston,
45-8w13

3

Zell's Encyclopedia.

The best books

Improved Farm First Mortgage Coupon Bonds
Guaranteed. We loan not to exceed one-third of
the value ascerta
by personal inspection, In
many Jeary! business have never lost a dollar. We
ay the interest promptly, semi-annually, in New
ork. No customer of ours ever waited a day for
interest, not even during the hardest time that
Kansasis likely ever to see. Her
prosperity is
now certain, Send for particulars.
‘References in
every State in the Union.
J.B. WATKINS & CO.
Lawrence, Kansas.
&a-Collections throughout the West a specialty.
y

with Jaap, sent for 20 cents,
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Sankey,

and Fatténing Food for all Poultry.
No further connection with Jacob Graves & Co.
Send for circulars and order direct from the old
Wholesale House of
OSCAR FOOTE & CO,
444
51 Blackston St., Boston, Mass.

in Great Britain and America, By an Eminent Divine. Has over
pages and 20 illustrations.
Price $2. Best book to sell. No other complete.
300 Agents made first month. Selling by the thousands. Address
bh
H. 8. GOODSPEED & CO.,
14 Barclay Street, New York.
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AND CONCERTS,
* By MCGRANANAN AND CASE.
A A Wide-Awake
Book
for Wide
Awake Teachers, Contains a novel elementa
course, and a GRAND CO
TON OF MU.
SIC. THE
OICE is the work of experi.
enced men, and*fully meets the wants of progres.
sive teachers. It is the most successful
Convention Book in the field. Price, $6.50 per dozen;

PRICES,

sale, of the Publisher, at New Hampton. or of
Thompson, Brown & Co., 23 and 29 Cornhill, Boston,
Mass.
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CHURCH
MUSIC BOOK ON
TIRELY NEW PLAN.

By GEORGE F. ROOT.
One hundred and fifty Musical Services. each
begining with words and music for the Choir,
and ending with Standard Hymns and Tunes for
Choir and
mgregation,
)
In a new and elegant form. Cloth, tinted paper
320 pages, $2 single, $18 a dozen; boards, $1.00
sin oy [ 1} a dozen.
:
er book sent by mail on receipt of retail
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the State somewhat last year, also, as they
have done on some
previous occasions. -
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crop,—though some of it did not quite mature. They troubled some other portions of

It is probable that this part of the country may be subject to occasional visits
from the locusts.
Bnt their depredations
will be constantly lessened, and means
will be found to fight them successfully,—
especially when young.
Indeed, had we
last spring known what we now know of

a.
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ranged, and is well fitted to supply the place of a
text-book wanted In our public and private schools.
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that it is a book

Markets.

Wiscongin—

er pests.

I was a mem-

crush.8

TALLOW.

60 @l

for a time.

her in good standing in the Flemington
church; and, not finding it convenient to
unite with any church here, I have never
taken a letter from it. But my name has
not appeared in the last two Registers.
1
have no. inclination to leave the denomition, and no expectation of affiliation elsewhere.
I chafe under the affliction that
still keeps me from more than occasional
occupancy of the pulpit, and long for more
active affiliation with the people of my
choice.
A. D. WiLLiams.

eastern part of the State, in 1875, but most
was replanted and produced an enormous

But they have not as yet taken both the
corn and the small grains in any one year,
nor have they done more actual damage at
any time than has been done further east
frequently by drouth, chinch bug, or oth-

least

OMISSION.

parts of the State, after the

land is cultivated

land, and

railroad

cheap

or

a homesteady

other part of the country, and it is possible that it will grow nearly or quite as

‘cent @¢tionof the Boardof Education, and
hereafter colored pupils will.be allowed to
enter the regular white High School.
the income of which should provide for an
annual
course
of
university
sermons.

Q. M.
a moderately promising
them,
Does any good
here.
might be formed
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Mission Society has given us no aid or
encouragement, little has been done toward hunting them up and organizing them.
There is a good church in Salem, in the
south-eastern part of the State, and two
small ones have been organized at Bennett
and Palmyra, and the three have been organized into a Q. M., but it has not exhibited much vitality.
There are several families in this neigh-
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I confess to some recollections of equally
unpleasant winter days in New England.
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neighborhoods in this part of the State,—
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some
and
rolling,
less
or
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Indiana is moving for a State soldier's
monument.
An association has been formed, the articles of ‘which provide for thir-

much the largest portion of the State is as
ready for the plow as any bottom meadow

outlay for sleigh-

E38TBER

hour’s debate,

~

- Coal

is largely used for fuel. Soft coal ranges
from five to ten dollars per ton, and hard
But
coal from eighteen to twenty-two.

3

men to sign the pledge.

at

little snow,—nev-
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On Wednesday, but little business of
general importance was transacted in the
Senate, except a discussion of the bill
to confirm the pre-emption and homestead
entries of public lands within the limit of
railroad grants.
In the House, after an

had

but

any

4
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divides, between the rivers, one can go
fifty miles parallel with the streams, without seeing a tree of any kind,—though we
know of no place that is so far from trees,

The richest man in Boston is said to be
Weld, of Weld & Co.,East India merchants,
$18,000,000.
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The eastern boundary of the State is elevated. considerably above the level of the
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passed by the House.
The only measure
of importance adopted by the Senate was
a bill providing for the appointment of a
commission on the subject of alcoholic and
fermented
liquors.
and their manufac-

purposes,

there are considerable groves.
On the
Niobrara, there are groves of yellow pine
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have cefised greatly to fear them, and to
make the grasshopper question any considerable factor in estimating the worth of
the country.
CLIMATE,

STATE.

It is more completely a prairie State
than” perhaps any of its sisters.
In some
places, there is timber enough for fuel and
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This country is not their native habitat,
and it is only when unusual influences drive
them beyond it, that they visit us, so in
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was one to fund the legal-tender notes into
bonds bearing four per cent. gold interest,
the bonds to have forty years to run. .
The Centennial appropridtion bill was
passed in the House

to
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several

nationgl
ter.

EXPLANATORY,

Having now lived upwards of four years
in Nebraska, and during the period of its

o |

Among

srah has passed a resolution in favor of
the appointment of a special committee to
consider, the question of reducing the
army, and ultimately proposes an inter-

To the raising
of cattle, horses and
sheep, which must eventually be the controlling interest of the country, they are
scarcely an appreciable hindrance at any

Jan, 22, 1876.
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the investigation shall be conducted by
the finance committee, and passed.
A
perfect flood of investigatisn bills and resolutions were introduced in the House.
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GILES’
\ODIDE

OF AMMONIA

Cures Neuralgia, Face Ache, Rheumatism, Gout,
Frosted Feet, Chilblains, Sore Throat, Erysipelas,
Bruises or Wounds of every kind in man or animal.
IMPORYANT TO OWNERS OF HORSES. GILES
LINIMENT JODIDE OF AMMONIA.
We hgve sold
quantities of it. In no case has it failed to give
satisfaction. ' Kvery one speaks in its praise.
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MOSEMAN & BROTHER,
Ey
Fine Harness, 114 Chamber Street.
|” Sold by all Druggists. Depot No. 451 Sixth Ave
guue, oe York, Only b60.cents and $1 pes bot.
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